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I recently read an interesting article on the art of waiting and how to wait well (Farman, 2020). The author begins by describing 

a curious event in the Big Apple where high rises were literally the next big thing and where people started to complain about 

having to wait for their elevators. Complaints started to proliferate, and landlords decided to get the engineers out to try and 

solve this dilemma. The engineers’ conclusion was that the problem was unsolvable! Elevators take as long as they take!

It took a lonely psychologist to come up with a grand solution: just add mirrors. Yes, we were vain back then and we’re still vain 

today, but how did a psychologist solve this problem of waiting? To get to the answer, we first need to understand the cause of 

the original irritation and that was simply that people had to wait and, according to Farman, humans despise waiting, especially 

waiting caused by external events over which we have no control and that involves not being able to do anything. The psychologist 

understood this and added the mirrors, which in turn gave everyone the chance to do something by staring at themselves in 

the mirror, adjusting their hair, clothes etc. 

Playing the waiting game in South Africa
South Africans can truly identify with the frustration around waiting. We constantly seem to be waiting for things to improve 

– for better governance, for more work and for better opportunities. Waiting too long and not having anything to do while 

you’re waiting leads to frustration. We all became aware of this as scenes of looting played themselves out during July. And 

this all happened while our President was asking us to wait a little longer as the third COVID-19 wave made its devastating way 

through our country. 

FOREWORD

Lessons in how to  
WAIT WELL
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FOREWORD

Don’t touch that phone
Farman talks about how to wait well. Is that even possible, 

and under what circumstances? In a world where patience is 

in short supply, where it’s all about instant gratification and 

being accessible 24/7, waiting potentially offers us the time 

to pause, reflect and possibly gain perspective. I like this 

positive approach, so next time when standing in a queue  

perhaps try some meditation; breathe deeply; count the  

number of sounds you hear around you; smile at a stranger;  

or read a book. Don’t reach for your phone.

With some (worthwhile) things in life, effort and patience are  

required. This is true when learning or excelling in most pursuits 

such as riding a bike or painting a portrait. And relationships – 

both personal and professional – take time and effort, initially, 

and in the long term. 

While takeaway meals may be quick and convenient for busy 

people, they don’t beat a home-cooked meal, which takes 

time to prepare and perfect. The same can be said of good 

red wine (and sometimes white wine) that gets scored and 

evaluated on its ability to lie idle and age properly. 

Time to invest
Another area where waiting can be considered valuable, of 

course, is in investing and building wealth. Here, the ability to 

not get distracted by short-term noise and stay the course is  

invaluable for long-term wealth creation. It sounds simple but 

in reality, it’s difficult for most of us. Impatience in investing 

means the need to ‘do something’ which takes the investor’s 

eye off their long-term investment plan. It also leads to market 

timing, which has been shown to be detrimental to long-term 

wealth creation. 

A case in point is the graph below that plots the 12-month  

ASISA flows to 30 June 2020 against the subsequent 12-month 

performances to 30 June 2021. A clear negative relationship 

is observable. The best-performing asset classes over the 

previous 12 months (to 30 June 2021) were local equities (up 

around 28%), small caps (specifically, the ones most exposed 

to the South African economy) and local property (+25.61%). 

However, investors were selling out of these asset classes prior 

to the start of this period of relatively strong performance. 

The same is true for local balanced funds (+ 17.31%) and even 

global equity (+14.27%). Intriguingly, the biggest inflows over 

the same time period were registered in South African mon-

ey market funds (+ 4.01%), SA Multi-Asset Income funds (+ 

7.38%) and SA Interest-Bearing Short-Term funds (+ 5.50%). 

Waiting isn’t wasting
Clearly, many investors were positioned wrongly and missed out 

on some great returns, being stuck in cash and lower risk assets. 

The decision to move back to these asset classes after these 

strong performances, causes even more anxiety and so some 

of us will stay underexposed to growth assets for even longer. 

While waiting can sometimes be uncomfortable and it may 

feel like ‘wasting’ time, more often than not, it’s beneficial.  

Appreciate it for what it can offer and let’s look at it positively.

Shopping List changes
We continue to make changes to ensure that the Shopping List 

remains a valuable tool in our clients’ arsenal. Besides some  

minor physical changes to improve navigation and reading, the 

biggest changes this quarter were around some funds.

Firstly, we removed two funds. The first one, Coronation Capital 

Plus, was due to a change in the Fund’s risk objectives and the 

fact that it moved to a new category, from South African Multi- 

Asset Medium Equity to South African Multi-Asset High Equity.

CONTENTS
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FOREWORD

Francis Marais
Head: Glacier Research

This was one of the longest-serving funds on our Shopping List, 

and it presented quite a significant change for the team. The  

second fund, the Sanlam Living Planet Fund, was removed due to 

a manager change. While we continue to believe in the merits of 

this fund, we would like to build comfort in the way the Fund will 

be managed in future.

1. Coronation Capital Plus Fund
The Coronation Capital Plus Fund has undergone some changes, 

resulting in its reclassification (from the ASISA SA MA Medium 

Equity Category) to the ASISA SA MA High Equity Category.  

This fund was the most conservative Shopping List fund in the SA 

Multi-Asset Medium Equity category.  The Fund had an internal 

risky asset (equity and property) limit of 70%.  This limit was raised 

from 60% in October 2017 and remained well below the 85% 

limit (60% equity and 25% property) of its peers. Consequently, 

when markets have run in the past, this fund underperformed  

its category peers. 

Since August 2021, the Fund’s risk budget has changed. The  

maximum effective equity exposure increased from 60% to 

70%.  This limit is in line with its previous risk budget, barring the  

removal of the 60% equity cap.  This fund may invest the remaining 

10% of the risk budget in listed property and commodities. In  

addition, its risk objective changed from capital preservation over 

a rolling 18-month period to significantly lower downside risk  

relative to a typical Reg 28-compliant balanced fund. Hedging 

will centre around reducing tail risks rather than explicit capital  

preservation over set shorter-term periods. The fund management 

approach remains unchanged. As a result, we have deemed it 

prudent to remove the Fund from the SA MA Medium Equity  

Category in the Shopping List.

2. Sanlam Living Planet Fund
Despite a strong run of recent quantitative performances, we 

have qualitative concerns regarding the future management 

of the Fund. The portfolio management on this strategy has  

historically been the responsibility of Hendrik Pfaff. Pfaff was an 

employee of the WWF during the time when the strategy was  

initially added to the list and was further supported by Cerin 

Maduray. Pfaff was key in the management of the strategy, given 

his unique combination of investment expertise, as well as acting 

as a bridge between the WWF, their research resources, and their 

focus on environmental and sustainability objectives. Pfaff has 

since changed roles and is no longer employed by the WWF, nor 

will he be involved in the management of the Fund. The mandate 

has since been transferred to Sanlam. Going forward, the strategy 

will be managed on a committee basis, with representatives from 

across the Sanlam Multi-Management business. We see this as 

a material change and have taken the decision to evaluate the 

impact this may have over the short term.

We welcome new equity funds
With the removal of the Foord Equity Fund in our previous edition, 

we had to ensure that we provide sufficient choice for our clients 

that follow a predominantly building-block approach and where 

the client would like to choose a more South African-centric 

equity fund in conjunction with another manager of her choice to 

obtain exposure to globally listed equities. 

Therefore, we are excited to welcome three new funds to our 

Shopping List – the 36One SA Equity Fund, the Rezco Equity 

Fund and the Truffle SA Equity Fund. In conjunction with our 

incumbent SA-only equity fund, the Fairtree Equity Fund, we 

believe these funds will offer compelling portfolio construction 

opportunities for our clients.

We believe all three managers have strong investment teams 

alongside robust investment processes and clearly defined 

philosophies. Truffle follows a benchmark-cognisant approach, 

while Rezco is benchmark-agnostic with a concentrated portfolio. 

Meanwhile, 36One are known for their flexibility and willingness to 

trade around investment ideas. Furthermore, all three managers 

display good stock-picking ability, and we feel they will add value 

to clients looking for SA-only equity exposure. They are also 

smaller managers, and a lot more nimble and able to navigate 

the South African listed equity space.

Looking ahead
While many of us are planning for 2022, it is my wish that the  

remainder of 2021 will be a time of prosperity, health and positivity. 

Let’s appreciate the moments when not doing anything can be 

game-changing – mentally, emotionally and when building long-

term wealth.

CONTENTS
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South Africa’s GDP expanded by 1% in the first quarter of 2021, which translates to an annualised growth rate of 4.6%. This is 

modestly lower than the downwardly revised 1.4% growth recorded in the last quarter of 2020. Eight of the ten industries ended 

the quarter higher, while two industries lagged – electricity, gas & water (-2.6%) and agriculture (-3.2%). Mining (+18.1%), finance 

(+7.4%) and trade (+6.2%) were the biggest drivers of growth on the production side. Clothing & footwear was the highest at 

22% on the expenditure side.

South African equity markets had a disappointing quarter as the All Share Index gained a meagre 0.05% with resources 

(-5.09%) being the leading detractor. In contrast, Financials and industrials returned 7.53% and 5.50%, respectively. Owing to 

the strength of the rand, large caps were down 0.84% while mid-caps and small caps gained 5.92% and 8.01%, respectively.

The SARB kept interest rates unchanged at 3.50% in May as widely expected, on a unanimous vote.  The Bank indicated that 

risks to the growth outlook appear balanced while overall risks to inflation are now appearing to be more to the upside. The 

Bank further cited slow vaccination progress, limited energy supply and policy uncertainty as key challenges for economic 

growth. The rand continued to strengthen over the quarter by 3.40% against the US dollar and 3.01% against the British pound 

and 2.32% against the euro.

Locally, the bond market delivered some decent gains over the 

quarter with the ALBI gaining 6.86% with most of the returns coming 

from the longer end of the curve as long-term yields retreated. The 

12-year+ area was up 10.09%, followed by the seven- to twelve-year 

area which was up 6.65%. The front end of the curve was rendered 

softer returns as the three- to seven-year and one- to three-year 

areas rose 2.01% and 1.40%, respectively. Inflation-linkers were 

up 3.19%. Cash (STeFI) delivered a marginal gain of 0.92% while 

preference shares gained 3.81%. Property was the best-performing 

asset class, gaining 11.14%.

Developed market equities continued to outperform their emerging 

market (EM) counterparts.  The MSCI Developed World rose 7.31% 

in US dollar terms (3.66% in rand) while the MSCI Emerging Markets 

gained 4.42% in US dollar terms (0.87% in rand).  Global bonds rose 

1.31% in US dollars. However, they continued to weaken in rand terms 

(-2.13%). Rand strength played a meaningful role while inflation 

remained a key talking point in global markets. The Fed kept interest 

rates unchanged at 0-0.25%, in line with market expectations and 

maintaining its asset purchase programme. Similarly, the ECB and 

Bank of England kept rates unchanged at 0% and 0.1%, respectively.  

QUARTERLY ECONOMIC  
AND FINANCIAL MARKET REVIEW

Rand strength 
played a 

meaningful role  
while inflation 

remained a key 
talking point in 
global markets. 
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THE TEAM

Francis  Marais

Francis is a CFA® charterholder and holds a Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) degree in Financial Analysis from 
the University of Stellenbosch. Francis completed his MBA (Cum Laude) through the University of Stellenbosch 
Business School (USB) in 2020. He started his career at Sanlam Employee Benefits, before spending four years as 
the operations and research manager at a Category II Discretionary FSP. Francis joined the Glacier Research team 
in March 2015 and was the senior research and investment analyst, before taking up the role as head of Glacier 
Research in October 2018. 

Darren Burns

Darren is a CFA® charterholder and holds degrees in Investment Management (University of Stellenbosch) and 
Financial Analysis and Portfolio Management (Honour - University of Cape Town). Darren joined Glacier from 
SecureWealth, where he was as a director, financial adviser and analyst for seven years. He joined Glacier as a 
discretionary fund manager in October 2016. He has also completed his RE 1, 3 and 5 exams and has the relevant 
experience as both a representative and key individual for Category I and Category II licences. 

Imraan Khan

Imraan holds a BCom degree in Finance and Economics and a BCom (Hons) degree in Finance and Investment 
from the University of the Western Cape. He joined Glacier in 2011 as a client service consultant from a graduate 
programme at Santam. Imraan joined Glacier Research in November 2016.

Cindy Mathews-De Vries

Cindy holds a MSc degree in Computational Finance, cum laude, a BSc in Computer Science and Mathematics, 
and an Associate in Management (AIM) qualification.  She has nine years’ financial services industry experience 
of which seven were spent as an equity analyst.  She started her career as a software developer at Tellumat and 
later as a quantitative analyst at Futuregrowth Asset Management.  Cindy joined Glacier as a discretionary fund 
manager in January 2017.

Dean de Nysschen

Dean is the senior research and investment analyst at Glacier and a CFA® charterholder. He holds a BCom degree 
in Investment and Financial Management from the University of Stellenbosch. He joined Glacier as a research & 
investment analyst in April 2018, prior to which he was responsible for equity research, analysis and manager 
research at a Cape Town-based private wealth and asset manager.

Liesl-Mari de Jager

Liesl-Mari holds a BA (Hons) degree in Industrial Psychology, cum laude, and an MBA, cum laude. She has 23 
years’ financial services industry experience, of which five years were spent as an equity analyst. Liesl-Mari joined 
Glacier in 2002 and was previously the head of Glacier Risk and Compliance, then head of Glacier Research before 
taking up the role as head of Discretionary Fund Management.
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THE TEAM

Patrick Mathabeni

Patrick holds a BCom degree in Finance and BCom (Hons) degree in Business Management (Finance stream) from 
the University of South Africa. He is currently a Level II candidate in the CFA® programme. He started his career at 
Old Mutual, and later joined State Street Global Services. He joined Glacier Research in January 2018. 

Saleh Jamodien

Saleh holds a Business Science degree in Finance from the University of Cape Town (UCT) and has passed both 
the CFA® Level I and FRM level I exam. He is currently a CFA Level II candidate. He started his career at Allan Gray 
as a client service consultant and joined Glacier Research in February 2019 as a graduate research and investment 
analyst. 

Sanusha Gopaul

Sanusha holds a BCom degree in Risk Management from the University of South Africa (UNISA) and a Certificate 
in Compliance Management from the University of Cape Town. She joined Glacier in 2010 as a client services 
consultant. Sanusha joined the Glacier Discretionary Fund Management team in December 2015.

Shawn Phillips

Shawn holds a BCom (Hons) degree in Financial Analysis and Portfolio Management from the University of Cape 
Town. He also holds a BSocSci degree in Philosophy, Politics and Economics from the University of Cape Town. He 
has passed Level I of the CFA® programme. Shawn joined Glacier Research in January 2016.

Nomfundo Ntoyanto

Nomfundo joined Glacier in October 2018 as an investment administration and reporting consultant at Glacier 
International. She joined the Glacier Research team in February 2020 as a junior research and investment analyst. 
Before joining Glacier, Nomfundo was an administrator at Curo Fund Services. She holds a BCom (Honours) 
degree in Finance and Investments from the University of the Western Cape which she completed in 2015. She 
passed the CFA® Level 1 in 2018.

Mansoor Narker

Mansoor joined the Glacier Research team in March 2020 as a research and investment analyst. He started his 
career in 2008 at IDS Fund Services, a specialist hedge fund administrator. IDS was later acquired by Sanne Group 
Plc, a global provider of alternative assets and corporate services. During his tenure, Mansoor progressed to senior 
fund accountant and then assistant manager, overseeing a team of fund accountants at Sanne’s Hedge Funds 
division. He was responsible for, among others, hedge fund NAV reporting and valuations. Mansoor obtained 
a BCom degree in Finance at the University of the Western Cape in 2006 and a BCom (Honours) degree in 
Investments (cum laude) from the same institution in 2008. He has passed Level 2, and currently is a Level 3 
candidate on the CFA® Programme.
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SA REAL ESTATE 

WORLDWIDE

SA EQUITY 

PASSIVE ALTERNATIVES 

Income Low Equity Medium Equity High Equity Flexibile

BCI Income Plus 
 
Coronation 
Strategic Income 

Ninety One 
Diversified Income 

Prescient Income Provider 

SIM Active Income

Amplify SCI Defensive  
Balanced (Matrix Fund Managers)
 
Coronation Balanced  
Defensive

Nedgroup Investment Stable 
(Foord Asset Managers)

Ninety One Cautious Managed
 
Prudential Inflation Plus 
 
SIM Inflation Plus

Discovery Moderate* 
Balanced 

Nedgroup Investments  
Opportunity  
(ABAX Investments)

Allan Gray Balanced

Coronation Balanced Plus 

Foord Balanced 

Ninety One Opportunity 

Prescient Balanced Fund  

Prudential Balanced 

SIM Balanced

Bateleur Flexible 

Laurium Flexible 

PSG Flexible 
 
Truffle Flexible

Multi-Asset  
High Equity

Multi-Asset 
Flexible

Coronation Global Managed

Ninety One Global  
Strategic Managed Feeder

Nedgroup  
Investments  
Global Flexible (FPA)

SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity SA Multi-Asset High Equity

Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced* Kagiso Islamic Balanced*

SA Equity General Global Equity General

Satrix 40 ETF Satrix MSCI World Equity Feeder ETF

SA Real Estate 

Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity

SA Multi-Asset 
High Equity

SA Multi-Asset  
Low Equity

Nedgroup Investment 
Core Diversified 

Satrix Balanced Index

Satrix Low Equity  
Balanced Index

Multi-Asset Flexible

Coronation Optimum Growth

Foord Flexible Fund of Funds

Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible

Equity General Equity General (SA only) Mid & Small Cap 

Coronation Equity 

Marriott Dividend Growth

Ninety One Equity

Prudential Dividend Maximiser 

PSG Equity 
 
SIM General Equity

36One SA Equity Fund

Fairtree Equity Fund

Rezco Equity Fund

Truffle SA Equity Fund

Nedgroup Investments  
Entrepreneur (ABAX Invest-
ments) 

Money Market Short Term Variable Term

Glacier Money Market 

Nedgroup Investments Money Market (Taquanta 
Asset Managers)

Nedgroup Investments Core Income  
(Taquanta Asset Managers) 

SIM Enhanced Yield 
 
Stanlib Income

Coronation Bond 

Stanlib Bond

Equity General Real Estate Emerging Markets 

Glacier Global Stock Feeder 

Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Feeder 
(Veritas Asset Management) 

Ninety One Global Franchise Feeder 

Old Mutual Global Equity Feeder

Catalyst Global Real Estate Prescient Feeder Coronation Global Emerging Markets 

Nedgroup Investments Global Emerging Markets 
Equity Feeder Fund

FUND INDEX
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The key characteristics of this approach include:

• The use of multi-asset funds to construct the investment portfolio
• The financial adviser being responsible for the strategic (long-term) asset allocation
• Outsourcing of the tactical (short- to medium-term) asset allocation duties to the portfolio or asset manager
• Advice risk being less of a concern for the adviser if the portfolio is structured using maximum mandated limits

The five steps involved in constructing a multi-asset fund portfolio

There are a number of approaches that can be followed when constructing investment portfolios for clients.  This section focuses on arguably the 
two most popular approaches, namely the prudential (or multi-asset fund) approach and the building block approach.  

Below, we outline the portfolio construction process of each approach, using practical examples where possible. We also highlight some of the 
key characteristics of each approach to assist you in selecting the best method for you and your clients.

Use the RITA or Oxford tool (or other 
risk profiling tool) to determine the 
client’s risk profile.

In this step, the adviser selects the funds for the investment 
portfolio.  An extensive understanding of the funds in the 
CIS universe is extremely important when it comes to this 
section of the portfolio construction process to ensure a 
well-diversified portfolio for the client.
   
The Shopping List and the Glacier Research team can add 
value and assist the adviser with this step.  

When constructing multi-asset fund portfolios, it is 
important to note that it is not a requirement to only use 
funds from one ASISA category; the adviser may combine 
funds from different categories.   

The portfolio below is an example of the construction 
of a moderate investment portfolio and is for illustrative 
purposes only. 

Having constructed the portfolio, the next step is to ensure 
that the risk profile of the portfolio matches the risk profile 
of the client.

This process is illustrated in the graph on the following 
page (ICE risk rating).

When using the prudential or multi-asset fund approach, 
the adviser is also able to ensure that the portfolio does 
not breach certain asset-class limits.  This is done using the 
fund’s maximum mandated limits. By doing this, the adviser 
also eliminates potential portfolio drift and consequent 
advice risk at the same time.

The example that follows illustrates how to ensure 
that a moderate risk-profiled portfolio stays within its 
predetermined asset class limits, with a maximum equity 
exposure of 60%.

Having determined the client’s risk profile, the adviser 
can match this profile loosely to the respective ASISA 
categories.  The two tables below illustrate the above-
mentioned point.

1
MULTI-ASSET FUND APPROACH

STEP 1:
Determine the client’s risk profile

STEP 3: Select funds

STEP 4: Ensure risk profiles match

STEP 2:
Determine the strategic asset allocation

?
ASISA Category

Maximum 
Equity 

Exposure

Maximum 
Property 
Exposure

Maximum 
Foreign 

Exposure

SA Multi-Asset Income 10% 25% 30%

SA Multi-Asset Low Equity 40% 25% 30%

SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity 60% 25% 30%

SA Multi-Asset High Equity 75% 25% 30%

SA Multi-Asset Flexible 100% 100% 30%

Type of investor
Maximum 

Equity 
Exposure

Maximum 
Property 
Exposure

Maximum 
Foreign 

Exposure

Conservative investor 10% 25% 30%

Cautious investor 40% 25% 30%

Moderate investor 60% 25% 30%

Moderately aggressive 
investor

75% 25% 30%

Aggressive investor 100% 100% 30%

ASISA Category Moderate Portfolio

SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity Nedgroup Investment Opportunity

SA Multi-Asset Low Equity SIM Inflation Plus (20%)

SA Multi-Asset Low Equity Prudential Inflation Plus (20%)

SA Multi-Asset High Equity Allan Gray Balanced (20%)

SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity Foord Conservative (20%)

GLACIER RESEARCH’S GUIDE TO  
PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
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• The adviser makes the strategic asset allocation calls – the ASISA category 
limits can loosely be used as a proxy for strategic asset allocation. 

• The tactical asset allocation calls are made by an experienced portfolio 
manager.  This relieves the adviser of having to take a view on any 
particular asset class.

• Diversification is obtained across all asset classes and funds.
• Investment advice risk is reduced, provided the portfolio is constructed 

using maximum mandated limits.
• The adviser requires an extensive understanding of the funds when 

constructing a portfolio.  Glacier Research can add value by providing the 
adviser with the necessary fund research and insights needed to construct 
a well-diversified portfolio for the client.

Factors to consider when choosing this approach:

Reviewing the portfolios regularly is very important.  
Glacier Research can add value to this step, not only by 
providing reasons for the respective funds’ performances, 
but also by providing insights into their positioning, key 
strengths and weaknesses and their roles in the portfolio.  
Glacier Research is also able to provide substitute funds if 
required.

STEP 5: Quarterly review of the portfolio

Ensure risk profiles match (continued)

Conservative Cautious Moderate Moderately aggressive Aggressive

Fund category Fund name Max equity % in portfolio Max Equity (actual) Max foreign Max foreign  
(actual)

MA Medium Equity Discovery Moderate Balanced 60% 20% 12% 30% 6%

MA High Equity Allan Gray Balanced 75% 20% 15% 30% 6%

MA Low Equity SIM Inflation Plus 40% 20% 8% 30% 6%

MA Low Equity Prudential Inflation Plus 40% 20% 8% 30% 6%

MA Medium Equity Nedgroup Investments Opportunity 60% 20% 12% 30% 6%

100% 55% 30%

Portfolio Risk rating: 4.18
Correlation Risk rating: 3.98

1 5 10

The key characteristics of this approach include:

• The use of asset class specific funds to construct the investment portfolio;  and
• Assuming responsibility, as the financial adviser, for both the strategic (long-

term) and tactical asset allocation (short and medium-term) of the portfolio.

The seven steps involved in constructing a building-block portfolio

BUILDING-BLOCK APPROACH

Use the RITA or Oxford tool (or other 
risk profiling tool) to determine the 
client’s risk profile.

STEP 1:
Determine the client’s risk profile

?

Having determined the risk 
profile, Sanlam Investment 
Managenent’s recommended 
bands (right) can be used as 
a guide to how much of the 
portfolio should be invested 
in each of the respective asset 
classes.

STEP 2:
Determine the strategic 
asset allocation

Conservative Cautious Moderate Moderate  
Aggressive Aggressive

Equities (%) 0 - 20 15 - 35 30 - 50 45 - 65 60 - 75

Bonds (%) 15 - 35 15 - 35 15 - 30 10 - 25 10 - 20

Cash (%) 40 - 60 30 - 45 15 - 30 10 - 25 5 - 10

Property (%) 5 - 25 5 - 20 5 - 15 0 - 10 0 - 10

Domestic (%) 90 - 100 85 - 95 80 - 90 70 - 85 60 - 80

International (%) 0 - 10 5 - 15 10 - 20 15 - 30 20 - 40

2

CONTENTS
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• The adviser makes the strategic asset allocation calls –SIM’s recommended 
bands can assist with this step.

• The adviser also makes the tactical asset allocation calls. This means determining 
if a particular asset class is looking attractive or not and allocating accordingly.  

• The adviser has to be able to allocate between the different asset classes (having 
an overweight position in a certain asset class, while having an underweight 
position in another asset class).

• The investment portfolios must be reviewed more regularly to manage portfolio 
drift, and indirectly, the potential advice risk. 

• The adviser needs an extensive understanding of the funds included in the 
portfolio.  Having an extensive understanding of the fund universe allows the 
adviser to express investment views more effectively.

To be truly effective, the building block method does require more skill, more time, and a 
more “hands-on” approach when it comes to the management of investment portfolios.

Factors to consider when choosing this approach:

This step is extremely important, especially when following 
the building-block approach.  If the portfolio were left 
unchecked over the past few years, it would have shifted 
from a moderate portfolio to a moderately aggressive 
portfolio, with the consequent advice risk implications for 
the adviser. 

As a result, these portfolios should be reviewed on a 
quarterly basis and rebalanced when applicable to make 
sure that the risk profile of the client still matches the risk 
profile of the investment portfolio.

STEP 7: Quarterly review of the portfolio

In this step, the adviser needs to ensure that the 
underlying asset exposure of the portfolio falls within 
SIM’s recommended asset bands per risk profile.

Using the information from the moderate portfolio 
example above, the graph below shows that the 
underlying asset exposure in the portfolio does fall 
within the recommended bands as set out by SIM.

STEP 6:
Ensure allocation matches asset bands

Asset Classes Actual % Reg 28 
Max %

SIM 
Sense 

Guide %

Equity 34.85% 75% 30 - 75%

Property 5.96% 25% 5 - 15%

Bonds 29.55% 100% 15 - 35%

Cash 29.64% 100% 15 - 30%

Other 0% 100% 0 - 100%

Foreign 10.97% 30% 10 - 20%

Africa 0% 10% 0 - 5%

In this step, the adviser must select the funds to be included 
in the portfolio and at the same time make sure that they fall 
within the recommended asset bands on the previous page.

The Shopping List and the Glacier Research team can add 
value and assist the adviser with this step.  

The table below is an example of a moderate portfolio for a 
discretionary investment, and is for illustrative purposes only.

STEP 4: Select funds

SIM’s Recommended Asset Bands Moderate Portfolio

Fixed Interest Money Market 
(15% - 30%)

Glacier Money Market - 24%

Fixed Interest Bonds (15% - 30%) Stanlib Bond – 26%

Property (5% - 15%) Catalyst SA Property Equity  
Prescient – 6%

Equity (30% - 50%) SIM General Equity – 33%

Foreign (10% - 20%)
Glacier Global Stock Feeder

Prudential Global High Yield Bond – 5%

When following the building-block approach, the financial adviser 
is responsible for the tactical asset allocation calls in the portfolio.  
This refers to the short to medium calls that are made relative to the 
strategic asset allocation (SIM’s recommended bands) above.  

Example:
If an adviser is of the opinion that local equities are expensive, an 
option - based on the strategic asset allocation – is to reduce local 
equity exposure to 30%, which is at the low end for local equity 
exposure for a moderate client in a discretionary investment.  

At the same time, the adviser may be of the opinion that local 
property is cheap and sees a significant amount of value in the asset 
class.  The decision can be made to increase the exposure to 15%,  
which is at the high end for local property exposure in a moderate 
discretionary investment.  

The Glacier Bull & Bear document potentially can assist in making 
tactical asset allocation calls in a portfolio.

STEP 3: Tactical asset allocation

STEP 5: Ensure risk profiles match

Conservative Cautious Moderate Moderately aggressive Aggressive

Portfolio Risk rating: 5.86
Correlation Risk rating: 4.74

1 5 10

After constructing the portfolio, the next step is to ensure the risk 
profile of the portfolio matches the risk profile of the client.

This can be seen in the graph below (ICE risk rating).

CONTENTS
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ANNUAL RETURNS OF ASSET CLASSES, 
SECTORS AND CATEGORIES

Asset Class Returns
 

2017 2018 2019 2020 Year-to-date

Equity (20.95%) Bonds (7.69%) Foreign (22.77%) Foreign (22.18%) Property (19.30%)

Property (17.15%) Cash (7.25%) Bonds (10.32%) Bonds (8.65%) Equity (11.31%)

Foreign (12.26%) Foreign (6.10%) Equity (9.32%) Cash (5.39%) Foreign (10.61%)

Bonds (10.24%) Equity (-8.53%) Cash (7.29%) Equity (2.61%) Bonds (5.00%)

Cash (7.56%) Property (-25.26%) Property (1.92%) Property (-34.49%) Cash (1.83%)

 

Sector Returns
 

2017 2018 2019 2020 Year-to-date

Top 40 J200T (23.07%) Resources J258T (15.55%) Resources J258T (28.53%) Resources J258T (21.20%) Small Cap J202T (30.93%)

Financials J580T (20.61%) Top 40 J200T (-8.31%) Mid Cap J201T (15.58%) Industrials J520T (12.00%) Industrials J520T (19.61%)

Resources J258T (17.90%) Financials J580T (-8.76%) Top 40 J200T (12.41%) Top 40 J200T (9.97%) Mid Cap J201T (15.83%)

Industrials J520T (14.73%) Mid Cap J201T (-9.73%) Financials J580T (0.63%) Small Cap J202T (-0.28%) SA Industrials J520T (13.82%)

Mid Cap J201T (7.36%) Small Cap J202T (14.59%) Small Cap J202T (-4.10%) Mid Cap J201T (-14.37%) Resources J258T (12.81%)

Small Cap J202T (2.95%) Industrials J520T (-15.56%) Industrials J520T (-8.91%) Financials J580T (19.67%) Top 40 J200T (12.24%)

Bond Returns

2017 2018 2019 2020 Year-to-date

3 - 7 Years (11.25%) 1 - 3 Years (9.14%) 7 - 12 Years (12.05%) 3 - 7 Years (16.26%) 12+ Years (8.16%)

7 - 12 Years (11.05%) 12+ Years (7.65%) 3 - 7 Years (11.53%) 1 - 3 Years (11.50%) 7 - 12 Years (4.28%)

12+ Years (9.71%) 3 - 7 Years (7.34%) 12+ Years (9.31%) 7 - 12 Years (10.58%) 1 - 3 Years (1.22%)

1 - 3 Years (9.64%) 7 - 12 Years (7.32%) 1 - 3 Years (7.50%) 12+ Years (4.59%) 3 - 7 Years (0.27%)
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Category Returns

2017 2018 2019 2020 Year-to-date

SA - Equity Large Cap
(19.09%)

SA - Equity Resources 
(16.04%)

SA - Equity Resources 
(38.77%)

SA - Equity Resources 
(25.89%)

SA - Equity Mid & Small Cap 
(21.58%)

SA - Equity - Financial 
(15.36%)

Global Interest Bearing Short 
Term (13.77%)

Global Equity General 
(21.80%)

Global Equity General 
(20.45%)

SA Real Estate General 
(19.62%)

SA Real Estate General 
(14.10%)

Global Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (12.38%)

Global Real Estate General 
(17.45%)

SA - Equity Industrial  
(15.53%)

SA - Equity Resources 
(13.03%)

SA - Equity - General  
(12.78%)

SA - Interest Bearing Short 
Term (8.30%)

Global Multi-Asset Flexible 
(15.82%)

Global Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (14.94%)

SA - Equity - General  
(12.82%)

SA - Equity Industrial  
(11.80%)

SA Multi Asset - Income 
(7.50%)

Worldwide - Multi Asset 
Flexible (13.57%)

Global Multi Asset Flexible 
(13.15%)

Global Real Estate General 
(12.30%)

SA - Multi Asset - High Equity 
(9.97%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
MoneyMarket (7.43%)

SA - Equity Industrial  
(9.77%)

Worldwide Multi-Asset 
Flexible (10.41%)

SA - Equity Industrial  
(11.88%)

Global Equity General (9.74%) Global Real Estate General 
(6.50%)

SA - Multi Asset High Equity 
(9.53%)

Global - Multi Asset Low 
Equity (9.57) SA - Equity - Financial (11.75%)

SA - Multi Asset Medium 
Equity (9.28%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (6.15%)

SA - Multi Asset Medium 
Equity (9.48%)

Global Interest-Bearing Short 
Term (7.72%)

SA - Equity Large Cap
(11.27%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (8.86%) SA Inflation (4.68%) SA - Multi Asset Low Equity 

(8.61%)
SA - Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (7.60%)

SA - Multi Asset - Flexible 
(10.55%)

SA - Multi Asset Flexible 
(8.69%)

Global Multi-Asset Flexible 
(3.93%)

SA - Equity Large Cap
(10.64%)

SA - Multi-Asset - Flexible 
(6.55%)

SA - Multi Asset High Equity 
(9.39%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
Short Term (8.67%)

SA - Multi Asset Low Equity 
(1.24%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
Short Term (8.45%)

SA - Interest Bearing Short 
Term (6.23%) Global Equity General (9.13%)

SA - Multi Asset 
Low Equity (8.39%) Global Equity General (1.13%) SA Multi Asset - Income 

(8.18%)
SA - Equity Large Cap

(5.63%)
Worldwide - Multi Asset 

Flexible (7.97%)

SA - Equity Resources 
(16.76%)

SA - Equity Large Cap
(-9.45%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (8.49%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
MoneyMarket (5.46%)

SA - Multi Asset Medium 
Equity (7.69%)

Worldwide - Multi Asset 
Flexible (7.79%)

Worldwide - Multi Asset 
Flexible (-1.30%) SA - Equity - General (8.04%) SA - Multi Asset Medium 

Equity (5.36%)
SA - Multi Asset Low Equity 

(6.01%)

SA Multi Asset - Income 
(7.97%)

SA - Multi Asset Medium 
Equity (-1.77%)

SA - Multi-Asset - Flexible 
(7.95%)

SA - Multi Asset High Equity 
(5.19%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (5.54%)

SA - Interest Bearing 
MoneyMarket (7.72%)

SA - Multi Asset High Equity 
(-3.60%)

SA - Interest-Bearing 
MoneyMarket (7.45%)

SA - Multi Asset Low Equity 
(5.17%)

Global Multi Asset Flexible 
(4.64%)

Global Multi-Asset Flexible 
(5.05%)

SA - Multi Asset - Flexible 
(-4.34%) SA Inflation (4.38%) SA - Equity - General (1.92%) Global - Multi Asset High 

Equity (4.48%)

SA Inflation (4.70%) SA - Equity - Financial 
(-5.28%)

Global Interest-Bearing 
Variable Term (3.60%)

SA - Equity Mid & Small Cap 
(-5.93%)

SA - Interest-Bearing 
MoneyMarket (1.83%)

Global Real Estate General 
(0.96%) SA - Equity - General (-9.08%) SA - Equity Mid & Small Cap 

(2.92%)
SA - Equity - Financial 

(-17.75%)
Global - Multi Asset Medium 

Equity (0.85%)

SA - Equity Mid and 
Small Cap (-1.51)

SA - Equity Mid & Small Cap 
(-11.24%)

SA Real Estate General 
(-0.07%)

SA Real Estate General 
(-32.70%)

Global - Multi Asset Low 
Equity (0.01%)

Global Interest Bearing 
Variable Term (-3.54%)

SA - Equity Industrial 
(-19.77%)

SA - Equity - Financial 
(-0.66%) SA Inflation (3.1%) Global Interest Bearing 

Short Term (-3.91%)
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BCI INCOME PLUS
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

12 March 2014 Quantitative diversification STeFI Call+2%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute  
return-focused

Cautious No

How to use the Fund

The Fund aims to seek opportunities to deliver a high level of income and long-term capital stability. The differentiation within 
the Fund opens up various portfolio construction applications, either as a standalone in a building-block portfolio or diversified 
holding along with other Shopping List peers. It is important to note that this is a credit fund and one should be aware of 
blending this fund with other credit-focused funds.

 Key Insights

The Fund’s differentiated philosophy and process results in a differentiated performance profile relative to peers at different 
stages of the cycle.  Although Prescient Income Provider, a Shopping List counterpart, is also managed in a quantitative manner, 
this fund provides something completely different, as its foreign exposure will always be hedged back to the rand. The Fund will 
not take on any duration (interest-rate risk) as it only holds non-government floating-rate instruments. Therefore, there will not 
be any foreign currency risk, nor a modified duration in excess of 0.5 years.

CORONATION STRATEGIC INCOME 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

02 July 2001 Fundamental, bottom-up,  
valuation-driven.

110% STeFI three-month Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund aims to provide a higher level of income than a regular money market fund while providing greater diversification.  
It also adds a layer of capital protection when bond markets decline in a conservative to cautious multi-asset portfolio. 

 Key Insights

The Fund has a flexible mandate with no maturity limits for the securities in which it invests. It also has a flexible duration 
policy to protect capital during times of bond market weakness. Risky assets (property, preference shares and foreign) will be 
maintained at a combined maximum weight of 25% with zero exposure to equity. Exchange rate risk is also managed actively. 
The Fund’s offshore exposure typically has been below 10% in the past. 

FUND INDEX CONTENTS

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
MULTI - ASSET - INCOME
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NINETY ONE DIVERSIFIED INCOME
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 December 2008 Long-term, fundamental, multi-
specialist

STeFI Composite

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund aims to provide a high level of income whilst seeking opportunity to maximise capital growth. It is suitable for  
investors seeking an actively managed, globally integrated fixed interest solution. The Fund has a very flexible fixed interest 
mandate, without any duration or exposure limits, and can invest up to 25% in property and 30% offshore. The Ninety One  
Diversified Income Fund will tend to underperform during bull markets but will outperform in down-markets, making it suitable 
for investing during uncertain times. This is because the portfolio managers buy put protection which is then rolled over every 
quarter. The put protection costs 15 basis points a year and can be seen as peace of mind for the portfolio managers, but it 
could possibly allow them to take on more risk. Capital will be protected over six-month rolling periods, whilst the managers 
will try and avoid three-month rolling drawdowns, too. 

 Key Insights

The Fund utilises derivatives and options in contrast to peers. Although these instruments give away some measurable  
upside in the form of yield, they protect the portfolio in adverse circumstances and tilt the portfolio when additional  
exposures (duration and currency) are merited. This can be seen as a strength and a weakness. The Fund will try to maintain 
an asymmetric return profile this way and will generally underperform during a bond rally, and strongly outperform during 
a bond down-market (relative to cash and peers). The team has access to a vast array of resources and can leverage off the 
local and international fixed interest, equity and credit teams’ expertise. There is strong belief in diversification (property, 
cash and offshore) to mitigate risk. Their tramline approach to investing in terms of asset allocation (cash, bonds, credit, 
property and foreign exchange) and appropriate ranges is a differentiator. This Fund will have a meaningful exposure to credit  
(between 45%-71% of the Fund), which one needs to be mindful of when combining this fund with other credit-focused funds.

FUND INDEX

PRESCIENT INCOME PROVIDER 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

31 December 2005 Quants valuation, risk-focused STeFI Call 110%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund, while offering a cash alternative, is highly uncorrelated with other more vanilla-type funds in the Multi-Asset  
Income category.  The Fund is exposed to unique instruments that are actively managed, allowing for superior risk-adjusted 
returns.  Furthermore, the Fund can be used in a client’s portfolio for income withdrawal.

 Key Insights

Even though the Fund is benchmarked against the STeFI Call Rate, the managers’ internal targets are to outperform inflation, 
cash and the ALBI 1-3 Index. The Fund focuses heavily on capital preservation and aims to make no capital losses over any 
rolling three-month period. Prescient has very strong in-house quantitative and derivative capabilities. This fund is highly  
uncorrelated with the other Shopping List funds, which adds diversification and portfolio construction benefits. This is  
primarily due to the higher exposure to credit-linked notes that the Fund has relative to its peers. The portfolio managers 
actively manage credit, duration and currency using a variety of return-generating sources. Although the BCI Income Plus, a 
Shopping List counterpart, is managed in a similar quantitative manner to the Prescient Income Provider Fund, they differ in 
terms of duration and offshore exposure. At times, the entire offshore exposure will be hedged back to the rand. Property and 
preference shares can be included as alternative high-yield instruments when valuations are deemed attractive.

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
MULTI - ASSET - INCOME

CONTENTS
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SIM ACTIVE INCOME 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

03 November 2006 Bottom-up, pragmatic value approach STeFI Composite+1%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute  
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund is a money market alternative that is consistently able to add extra yield relative to cash, while providing very low 
levels of volatility and drawdowns.  The Fund delivers a very stable return profile and will not give investors any unwelcome 
surprises.  In times of adverse market conditions, this fund will protect capital very well and thus is very suitable in a building-
block portfolio for regular income withdrawals. The Fund is SA-only which makes it suitable in a building-block portfolio for 
regular income withdrawals.

 Key Insights

The portfolio manager, Melville du Plessis, has an internal mandate never to include equity in the Fund. He also leverages off 
the Sanlam Investments’ Credit team quite heavily. The portfolio manager is a fixed interest specialist, which adds to the credit 
capability of the Fund and he has no intention regarding equities going forward, continuing the conservative nature of the Fund. 
The Fund is invested in local assets only. Barring one quarter in September 2009, the Fund has never been below 60% cash 
and money market assets. When compared to the SIM Enhanced Yield Fund, this Fund will typically be invested in higher qual-
ity credit instruments. The Fund’s duration typically will be in a range of one year, with the Fund’s exposure to inflation-linked 
bonds (ILB) increasing duration. Du Plessis likes the Fund to have some ILB exposure and will add to this position when ILBs 
offer value relative to nominal bonds.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
MULTI - ASSET - INCOME
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AMPLIFY SCI DEFENSIVE BALANCED FUND
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

02 December 2013 Top-down, bottom-up, multi-factor core 
approach

ASISA SA Multi-Asset Low Equity 
category average

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Cautious Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund is suitable for investors who are risk-averse and need a high degree of capital stability and preservation. The Fund 
has the capability to minimise the risk of capital loss over short-term periods (of one to three years), whilst targeting absolute 
performance in excess of SA inflation. The Fund can be used as a core holding in a cautious portfolio where the aim is to out-
perform SA CPI+3% over the medium to long term. Traditionally, the Fund has held very low exposure to SA inflation-linked 
bonds and SA property. It can therefore be used in conjunction with a slightly riskier fund such as Prudential Inflation Plus, 
which has an equity component that is benchmark-cognisant, and a higher duration through its significant exposure to  
inflation-linked bonds and property, to temper overall volatility. Due to its lower maximum equity holding, it is also suitable to 
use this fund in a moderate risk-profile solution with higher equity funds such as Nedgroup Investments Opportunity, Ninety 
One Opportunity and even PSG Flexible. The investment styles of these Funds complement each other well, offering good 
diversification benefits within a moderate portfolio.  

 Key Insights

This is a benchmark-agnostic asset allocation fund which aims to generate absolute real returns. The portfolio managers think 
of returns at the Fund level with an absolute-return mindset and not relative performance against the strategic benchmark. 
Rather, a strategic benchmark acts as a departure point to help deliver the absolute-return objective of the Fund. Subse-
quently, the Fund internally aims to deliver SA CPI+3% over rolling two-year periods whilst preserving capital in the short 
term. From a philosophical standpoint, the portfolio managers believe the “asset allocation decision” is the most important 
factor in portfolio performance and as such, they will make tactical shifts from the strategic asset allocation (SAA) on a timely 
basis to benefit from market movements. This tactical approach has generated 2% alpha above the SAA since inception of 
the Fund. Fixed income is a large component of this fund and will predominantly be held in fixed SA government bonds 
and fixed and floating-rate corporate paper issued by the big five SA banks. This portfolio makes use of offshore exposure – 
predominantly cash and equity – and has not been more than 23% of the Fund, averaging 17% since inception. The portfolio 
managers apply a top-down approach when allocating offshore and access this exposure strictly through the use of low-
cost Vanguard, iShares and PIMCO ETFs – global and regional equity and fixed income – which is a differentiator relative to 
Shopping List peers. 

CORONATION BALANCED DEFENSIVE 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 February 2007 Fundamental, bottom-up, 
valuation-driven

CPI+3%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Cautious Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund is suited to a cautious portfolio with an absolute-return focus and a strong emphasis on capital preservation. Sub-
sequently, this fund has a dual objective of achieving CPI+3% per annum and not experiencing negative returns over a rolling 
12-month period. This emphasis on capital protection may supersede achieving returns in difficult market environments 
when risky assets are struggling to produce strong returns. As the Fund will not have more than 50% risky asset exposure, 
it would blend well with a more moderately aggressive fund to temper overall portfolio volatility. The Fund can be used as a 
core holding in a cautious risk, absolute, return-focused portfolio, with the aim of outperforming inflation by 2% to 3% over 
a three-year period or longer.

 Key Insights

Coronation has, arguably, one of the best research teams and broad-asset class capabilities in the industry. The Coronation 
Balanced Defensive Fund has an internal maximum limit of 50% exposure to risky assets, including total equity and property. 
Hence, the Fund, at all times, will have a minimum of 50% allocated to fixed-interest assets. Given the Fund’s 50% risky asset 
exposure limit, this fund can be viewed as a less aggressive option when compared to more traditional funds in its category, 
in which risky asset exposure can reach a maximum of 65%. Furthermore, the Fund’s offshore exposure will typically be  
accessed through Coronation Global funds where the portfolio managers have the discretion to add any stock-specific ideas.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
MULTI-ASSET - LOW EQUITY
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NINETY ONE CAUTIOUS MANAGED
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 April 2006 Fundamental, bottom-up, 
valuation-driven with a quality focus

CPI+4%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute  
return-focused

Cautious Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund is suited to a cautious to moderate risk portfolio with an absolute-return focus and a strong emphasis on capital 
preservation. Subsequently, this fund has a dual objective of achieving CPI+4% per annum measured over rolling three to 
five-year periods and not experiencing negative returns over a rolling 18-month period. The Fund aims to generate stable  
returns using a ‘quality’ approach and will typically have a more concentrated portfolio with low turnover. Income is generated 
through the core holding of bonds, with SA government bonds being the preferred instrument. With the focus on reducing 
risk built into the philosophy and process, the Fund will tend to outperform and experience lower drawdowns in periods of 
market turbulence, while lagging in upward trending, risk-on environments. The Fund can be used as a core holding for risk-
averse investors requiring income while still growing their assets.

 Key Insights

The Fund forms part of the quality capability offering at Ninety One and is managed in line with the same philosophy as the 
Ninety One Opportunity Fund, but with an income focus. The portfolio managers seek to grow assets by investing in quality 
companies which are able to generate high and sustainable returns on invested capital throughout the economic cycle, while 
generating income from fixed-income assets underpinned by attractive coupons. Portfolio construction is done holistically 
with all asset classes assessed relative to each other for the best risk-adjusted return opportunities with the lowest level of 
correlation. The criteria for inclusion into the portfolio are high and all components of the Fund are managed within the Quality 
team, giving the fund managers an edge when it comes to risk management and portfolio construction. 

FUND INDEX

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS STABLE
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 November 2007 Top-down, bottom-up, valuation-driven 
approach

CPI+4% over a rolling three-year period

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Cautious Yes

How to use the Fund

This fund can be used as a core holding in a cautious or moderate risk, absolute return-focused portfolio with the aim of 
outperforming inflation by 3% to 4% over a three-year period or longer. This fund gives an investor exposure to Foord Asset 
Management’s strong macro views, in terms of local and international equity. This will blend well with Coronation Balanced 
Defensive or in a cautious or moderate portfolio solution, as these funds are more bottom-up, valuation-driven. Across the 
risk spectrum, this fund will also blend well with the PSG Flexible Fund which is a more aggressive fund with an absolute 
return-focus. Historically, PSG Flexible has a strong SA domestic-focused stock selection bias, with a large cash tilt, offering 
good diversification benefits when used in conjunction with the Nedgroup Investments Stable Fund.      

 Key Insights

The Fund’s stock selection applies an absolute overlay to Foord’s strong fundamental process, meaning stocks in the portfolio 
need to have a large margin of safety. Therefore, the Fund has a low probability of capital loss, which is how Foord defines risk. 
The team has limited fixed interest capabilities relative to Shopping List peers. Thus, the Fund will look to use vanilla instruments 
to express their fixed income views, which is mostly duration-based with some select credit instrument exposure as identified 
through their equity research. The Fund can take on higher risky asset exposure and does not have any internal mandate limits, 
other than ASISA limitations. With the introduction of the multi-counsellor approach in 2011, keyman risk has been reduced 
significantly. The house feels quite strongly about not having committees to approve decisions, which will lengthen implemen-
tation time, causing sub-optimal investment execution.

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
MULTI-ASSET - LOW EQUITY
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SIM INFLATION PLUS
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 April 1999 Pragmatic value approach CPI+4% over a rolling three- year 
period

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Cautious Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund can be used in a cautious to moderate risk, absolute return-focused portfolio with the aim of outperforming inflation 
by 3% to 4% over a three-year period. It can also be used as a core fund in a portfolio. The Fund is the most conservative 
option relative to Shopping List peers, and with its track record of lower volatility and drawdowns and superior risk-adjusted 
returns, can be used to temper the volatility of more aggressive funds such as the Prudential Inflation Plus Fund within an 
absolute return cautious or moderate solution.

 Key Insights

The Fund is managed by Natasha Narsingh through utilising the different capabilities at Sanlam Investments (SI), leveraging 
the research done in the respective units as well as engaging with the various unit heads and then applying an absolute over-
lay in constructing the Inflation Plus portfolio. The equity carve-out will not be different to the house view equity carve-out: 
the moderate SWIX portfolio. However, the volatility profile of this component in the Fund will be different to the moderate 
SWIX portfolio due to the risk management derivate strategy used. The Fund is managed with a strong absolute mindset and 
the manager is active in the derivative space, especially since the addition of portfolio manager and derivatives specialist 
Fernando Durrell to assist the team in this regard. There is a strong focus on where the managers can add value, specifically 
fixed interest, asset allocation and derivatives, with the emphasis on a team-based approach, ensuring effective succession 
going forward.

FUND INDEX

PRUDENTIAL INFLATION PLUS
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 June 2001 Relative value CPI+5% p.a (before fees) over a rolling 
three- year period

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Cautious/Moderate Yes

How to use the Fund

This fund can be used in a moderate risk, absolute, return-focused portfolio with the aim of outperforming inflation by 3% 
to 4% over a period of three years or longer. The Fund would complement a portfolio of extremely cautious funds such as 
the SIM Active Income Fund and SIM Inflation Plus Fund. It can also be used in a moderate solution, given its slightly more 
aggressive nature and performance objective. Across the risk spectrum, the Fund can also be used with more aggressive 
funds. The Fund’s historically high allocation to SA bonds, inflation-linked bonds and property will blend well with other 
higher risk-profiled category funds such as those in the SA Multi-Asset Flexible category. PSG Flexible and Bateleur Flexible 
Prescient, with their low allocations to bonds and property and high allocations to cash and SA equity, will complement this 
fund well in a moderate-aggressive absolute-return solution.

 Key Insights

The Fund is managed according to a strategic asset allocation (SAA) process which is the cornerstone of the investment 
process. This differs from how the other low-equity funds on the Shopping List are managed. The Fund has a high strategic 
allocation to ILBs and thus will, on average, have a higher duration relative to peers from a strategic asset allocation per-
spective. It is also slightly more aggressive, given its lofty performance objective of CPI+5%, and is a riskier option in the low 
equity category. The house has very good asset allocation, equity and fixed income capabilities and leverages off strong off-
shore capabilities at M&G, Prudential’s international parent company. The Fund’s offshore exposure will be managed by Marc 
Beckenstrater, previous CIO at Prudential, now based at M&G in the UK, and will be making use of offshore unit trust funds 
specially created for the domestic funds.    
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DISCOVERY MODERATE BALANCED
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

6 November 2007 Earnings revision with a valuation 
component

SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity Category 
Average

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic Moderate Yes

How to use the Fund

This fund can be used in a moderate to moderate-aggressive portfolio.  It is an excellent choice for an investor who prefers 
broad exposure to multiple asset classes where the asset manager has the responsibility of both strategic and tactical asset 
allocation.  The Fund’s benchmark, the ASISA peer group average, is used for performance measurement purposes only.  The 
Fund does not have an investable benchmark, and as such, is managed on an absolute-return basis.  For this reason, we view 
the Fund as benchmark-agnostic.  While the Fund does not have an explicit absolute-return benchmark, the Fund managers 
believe (based on long-term risk premium assumptions) that exposure to a combination of the asset classes (equities, property, 
bonds and cash) should generate SA CPI+4% (net of fees) over the medium to long term with a moderate risk profile. This 
fund is suitable for a client with a moderate risk profile seeking no more than 60% equity exposure (equity and property 
constitute less than 85%).

 Key Insights

The Discovery Moderate Balanced Fund is managed by Chris Freund, Samantha Hartard and Hannes van den Berg at Ninety 
One Asset Management.  The Fund provides a unique offering where its distinct philosophy and process focus on earnings 
revision.  It blends a very quantitative, scientific methodology with a strong fundamental approach to investments very  
successfully, aiming to outperform its peer group average. Chris Freund, the originator of the philosophy, is supported by the 
Balanced and International Strategy investment teams who have been together for a long period of time. The team is highly 
qualified with a wealth of experience and has access to deep resources, as afforded to it by the broader Ninety One business. 
The team employs a convincing and well-articulated unique investment philosophy.  Their philosophy translates into a proven, 
disciplined, methodical and repeatable investment process along with exceptional risk management capabilities. The Fund 
has delivered excellent risk-adjusted performance since the team took over in August 2012, outperforming its benchmark 
100% of the time.  This fund offers excellent diversification benefits, especially from an investment-style perspective and this 
is confirmed by its low correlations of excess returns with its peers.
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NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS OPPORTUNITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

27 June 2011 Bottom-up, fundamental research CPI+5% over a rolling three-year period

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic Moderate Yes

How to use the Fund

This fund is an excellent choice for an investor who prefers a broad exposure to multiple asset classes where the asset  
manager has the responsibility of both strategic and tactical asset allocation. This is a benchmark-agnostic fund with an  
absolute-return mindset. This fund is suitable for a client with a moderate risk profile seeking no more than 60% equity exposure 
(equity and property constitute less than 85%). The Fund has a low correlation to its peers.

 Key Insights

The Fund is part of Nedgroup’s Best of Breed strategic offering managed by Abax Investments. The portfolio manager seeks 
to invest beyond the traditional asset classes to add value via a broad range of asset classes and strategies.  The manager 
favours investments with an asymmetric risk-return profile, seeking to minimise downside participation, while capturing an 
acceptable level of upside. In contrast to peers, Abax makes use of derivative strategies to construct these asymmetrical pay-
off profiles. Although these instruments give away some measurable upside in the form of yield, they protect the portfolio in 
adverse conditions and tilt the portfolio when additional exposure (duration and currency) is merited. This can be a strength 
and a weakness. The Fund will try to maintain an asymmetric return profile this way and will generally underperform during a 
bond rally and strongly outperform during a bond down-market (relative to cash and peers). The equity portion in this fund 
may be similar to the Nedgroup Investments Rainmaker Fund, but it is not a carve-out of the Fund. While names of holdings 
may be similar, the instrument types as well as their weightings may be different.
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OLD MUTUAL ALBARAKA BALANCED
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

12 November 2010 Quantitative, managed volatility 45% Customised SA Shari’ah Equity 
Index, 10% S&P Developed Markets 
Large- and Mid-Cap Shari’ah Index, 
40% STeFI Composite – 0.5% & 5% 
Three-month US Dollar LIBOR

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic & absolute return-focused Moderate Yes

How to use the Fund

This fund is strictly managed in accordance with Shari’ah (Islamic law) and therefore does not invest in shares of companies 
whose core business involves dealing in alcohol, gambling, non-halaal foodstuffs or interest-bearing instruments. The Fund 
aims to offer investors an ethical investment that provides steady, long-term capital growth, as well as a moderate level of 
income, via a portfolio that is diversified across asset classes and regional exposure.  The Shari’ah Supervisory Board oversees 
adherence to the applicable Shari’ah principles. This fund specifically adheres to the standards of the Accounting and Auditing 
Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI), as interpreted by the Shari’ah Supervisory Board. The Fund can be 
used in a cautious to moderate risk, absolute return-focused portfolio with the aim of outperforming the SA Multi-Asset 
Medium Equity category over a three-year period. The Fund’s process of managed volatility in order to generate a smooth 
return profile is unique and thus can be used in both a Shari’ah-compliant portfolio, as well as a non-compliant portfolio.  
In addition, the Fund’s quantitative process allows for an alternative source of both alpha and diversification compared to 
traditional fundamental Shari’ah equity approaches. The Fund follows a managed volatility theme and thus will have exposure 
to value, quality and momentum factors. Lastly, this fund is suitable for clients wanting to draw a regular income, with capital 
protection such as those in living annuity portfolios.

 Key Insights

The Fund is underpinned by a managed volatility strategy. This means that the volatility of the portfolio is managed sys-
tematically to generate a smooth return profile without sacrificing returns in the long term. To do this, they use an in-house  
minimum variance optimisation method. The process looks to take advantage of mispricing of risk, as well as value, quality 
and momentum factors. They are cognisant of environment, social and governance factors where they will not invest in 
companies that cause environmental damage. The Fund invests across all equity sectors, excluding financials and property 
sectors. Islamic law prohibits the earning of any interest and as a result, the Fund cannot invest in traditional fixed interest  
instruments. In conjunction with their Shari’ah Board and various local investment banks, they have developed Shari’ah- 
compliant cash investments or conduits, as a substitute for traditional fixed income instruments. Conduits are effectively 
promissory notes that generate a profit share driven by an underlying Shari’ah-compliant instrument such as equities or com-
modities. The profit share is, in a sense, a proxy for the yield on a traditional fixed income investment and the capital is guar-
anteed. The Shari’ah investable universe contains roughly 74 stocks from which to select, with a number of sector exclusions i.e. 
financials. Hence, the Fund can display higher levels of volatility relative to its non-compliant counterparts. Lastly, the Fund’s 
asset allocation is relatively static with the split being between 60% equity and 40% cash and sukuk.
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ALLAN GRAY BALANCED
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 October 1999 Fundamental, bottom-up, value,  
contrarian approach

ASISA SA Multi-Asset High Equity  
category mean (excluding the Allan 
Gray Balanced Fund)

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute  
return-focused

Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

The Fund is suited for a portfolio with the aim of minimising drawdowns as well as a strong focus on real returns. It is managed 
with a CPI+5% benchmark in mind, and consequently this can be viewed as an absolute-focused fund. Although, its official 
benchmark is the ASISA SA Multi-Asset High Equity category mean (excluding the Allan Gray Balanced Fund), this is merely 
used to calculate performance fees. The Fund’s focus on capital protection further aids to temper volatility in a portfolio, 
particularly in adverse market conditions. It can be used within a moderate or moderately-aggressive risk, absolute or relative 
return-focused portfolio with the aim of outperforming either inflation by 5%, or the category average of the SA Multi-Asset 
High Equity category over a five- to ten-year period. It should be paired with more benchmark-cognisant funds like the Pru-
dential and SIM Balanced Funds and can also be used in conjunction with funds which have strong fixed-income capabilities, 
like the Coronation Balanced Plus Fund. Furthermore, the benchmark-agnostic nature of the Fund leads to a complementary 
relationship with passive Shopping List offerings, such as the Nedgroup Core Diversified and Satrix Balanced Funds.

 Key Insights

Historically, this fund has protected capital well when compared with some of its peers, while still delivering outperformance 
over longer periods. Utilising futures makes it possible to increase or decrease equity exposure, without having to buy or sell 
the actual underlying equity holdings. This is important given the substantial size of the Fund. The hedged equity portion of 
the portfolio can limit losses if there is a market correction but may detract from performance in rising markets. Fixed-income 
capabilities have not been a traditional focus strength of the business in the past. As such, relatively vanilla instruments are 
usually used in this space. Focus on their fixed income ability has, however, increased over time. Allan Gray has strong off-
shore capabilities in Orbis. Despite a stellar long-term track record, the Fund’s considerable size and lack of maneuverability 
have become a concern, and this could hamper returns during times where larger cap stocks underperform simultaneously 
(such as in 2019). We emphasise, however, the strong track record of the Fund in demonstrating absolute risk management. 
This skill has contributed to Allan Gray’s expertise in the art of position sizing. 

CORONATION BALANCED PLUS
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

15 April 1996 Fundamental, bottom-up, valuation-
driven approach

Composite Benchmark (52.5% equity, 
22.5% bonds, 20% international, 5% cash)

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & relative 
return-focused

Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

This Fund can be used in a moderate-aggressive risk, relative return-focused portfolio with the aim of outperforming the 
category average of the ASISA SA Multi-Asset High Equity category over a seven- to 10-year period. The aim of the Fund 
is to achieve long-term capital growth with moderate income generation over time. This fund has historically had a high 
down-capture ratio compared to peers, reflecting short-term vulnerability to adverse market movements. This effect could be 
offset by using the Fund in conjunction with less market-sensitive funds. It has also displayed heightened levels of volatility. 
Therefore, it would benefit from being used with funds which show low correlation in this aspect, such as the Ninety One 
Opportunity Fund.

 Key Insights

This fund is managed by Karl Leinberger, the CIO of Coronation, along with Sarah-Jane Alexander. The house boasts one of 
the best research teams in the industry and has very strong capabilities across all asset classes. We highlight that the size 
of the Fund may become a concern going forward.  One of the Fund’s strengths, however, is that it leverages off Coronation’s 
collaborative and robust team process, Coronation refers to this as their research “DNA”. Leinberger has the backing of an 
extensive and very skilled investment team, of which various individuals have co-managed the Balanced Fund before. In  
addition, this is probably one of the more diversified funds in the category, having offered good global, emerging market 
and property exposure in recent years. It is also one of  the few funds in the category with an actual, investable benchmark.
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FOORD BALANCED 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 September 2002 Top-down, bottom-up, valuation-driven Value-weighted return of the
SA Multi-Asset High Equity category
(excluding the Foord Balanced Fund)

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & relative 
return-focused

Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

The Foord Balanced Fund can be used in a moderate or moderate-aggressive risk, absolute or relative return-focused portfolio 
with the aim of outperforming either inflation by 5% or the category average of the SA Multi-Asset High Equity category 
over a seven- to ten-year period. Over the shorter term, the Fund tends to display a low correlation to the category average. 
This provides good diversification benefits when combined with the Shopping List peers mentioned below. This is a highly 
concentrated portfolio and is totally benchmark-agnostic in nature. The Fund can be combined well with funds which provide 
more diversification and benchmark cognisance, like the Prudential Balanced and SIM Balanced Funds, or alternatively with 
funds that have stronger fixed income capabilities such as Coronation Balanced Plus.

 Key Insights

The Foord Balanced Fund is managed with a strong fundamental process, meaning stocks in the portfolio need to have the 
ability to outperform an inflation-related benchmark over time. Key to this process is buying the right securities at the right 
price and holding over the long term. Thus they are typically seen as buy-and-hold investors with little turnover in their port-
folios. The team has limited fixed interest capabilities relative to Shopping List peers. Hence, the Fund will use vanilla instru-
ments to express their fixed income views.

NINETY ONE OPPORTUNITY 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

02 May 1997 Fundamental bottom-up, valuation-
driven approach with a key emphasis 
on quality companies.

CPI+6%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

This fund can be used in a moderate or moderate-aggressive, absolute return-focused portfolio with the aim of outperforming 
 inflation by up to 6% over a longer term of ten years or more. The absolute return focus, together with the Fund’s defensive 
positioning, benefits a portfolio by lowering volatility, particularly in adverse market conditions. It is also because of this  
defensive positioning that the Fund should underperform in strong, upward-trending markets. However, the Fund will have a 
lower drawdown, relative to peers, in tough markets. The Fund can be used successfully as a risk/return diversifier when used 
in conjunction with funds that are more benchmark-cognisant, like the SIM Balanced and the Prudential Balanced Funds, or 
alongside passive funds such as the Nedgroup Core Diversified and Satrix Balanced Funds.

 Key Insights

This team focuses on quality companies and leverages off the capabilities of a strong team of specialist investment pro-
fessionals. Clyde Rossouw has a wealth of experience in managing multi-asset portfolios. The Fund has the potential to  
generate alpha when markets are falling but may struggle relative to peers when markets are buoyant and driven by high- 
beta stocks. The team has their own dedicated analysts who focus purely on the “quality” process and philosophy, covering 
local and global opportunities. There are currently approximately 45 companies that are of interest to the Quality team in SA, 
but their universe includes fringe companies and therefore could be as large as 60 shares. There are also stabilisers included 
in the Fund, such as gold and platinum, which act as natural hedges. Duane Cable acts as head of SA Quality. This is a valuable  
addition as Cable comes with extensive experience and expertise. Formerly of Coronation, Cable held positions including 
head of Equity Research and more recently was portfolio manager of the Coronation Balanced Defensive and Capital Plus 
Funds. 
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PRESCIENT BALANCED
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

31 May 2014 Quantitative focus, risk focused and 
valuation driven

FTSE/JSE SWIX 40 Capped (55.25%), 
ALBI (12%), STeFi Call (12.75%), SAPY 
(5%), MSCI World (9.75%), US 1 month 
T-bill (5.25%)

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & relative 
return-focused

Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

The Prescient Balanced Fund is suitable for high risk and high return-seeking investors who are following a multi-asset 
approach (as opposed to a building block approach) to portfolio construction and can be used in a moderate or moderate- 
aggressive portfolio with a primary goal of delivering consistent and gradual capital growth over a medium- to long-term 
horizon. The Fund’s quantitative approach is a clear differentiator relative to other high-equity funds in the Shopping List 
which all follow a bottom-up (and some top-down as well) fundamental investment approach. This fund would blend well 
with most Shopping List balanced funds which are active, fundamental and benchmark-agnostic in nature with the exception 
of the Prudential Balanced Fund which is benchmark-cognisant, albeit with its fundamental bottom-up philosophy. The Fund 
is ideal for those investors looking to build wealth in a pre-retirement, Regulation 28 solution over the longer term and who 
are looking for slightly more rules-based exposure to the market, with some active asset allocation at very competitive fees.   

 Key Insights

Prescient Investment Management is a well-established quantitative house with a strong fixed income capability and  
renowned for its income solution, the Prescient Income Provider Fund, which is one of the largest income funds in the industry. 
As a quantitative house, Prescient relies significantly on the quantitative models used to construct portfolios and make  
investment decisions. In terms of the Prescient Balanced Fund, one of the most important insights is the multiple sources of 
potential alpha. There are four potential sources of alpha which constitute the Fund’s competitive advantage: 
1. Benchmark: created and optimised to theoretically outperform the category average over the long term;
2. Tactical asset allocation which allows the Fund to tilt positions between asset classes (beta tilts) and underlying  
     instruments within those asset classes (alpha tilts) including the use of derivatives to exploit mispricing in implied  
        volatility (vega tilts);
3. Enhanced indexation through portable alpha which allows the Fund to “transport” alpha derived from fixed income  
        assets to the equity portion of the portfolio by means of derivatives; and
4. Low and competitive fees.
The Fund, therefore, is clearly differentiated from balanced funds in the Shopping List (and in the industry as a whole). While 
the Fund targets a return of 5% to 6% above inflation over the long terms, it is important to highlight that its return signature 
is fairly stable as the Fund is not designed nor constructed in manner that provides unpredictable returns, i.e. “shooting the 
lights out”.
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PRUDENTIAL BALANCED 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

2 August 1999 Top-down, bottom-up relative 
valuation-driven

SA Multi-Asset High Equity Category

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & relative 
return-focused

Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

The Prudential Balanced Fund can be used as a core holding in a moderate-aggressive portfolio, with a relative return focus 
and the aim of outperforming the average of the SA Multi- Asset High Equity category. The relative return focus, together with 
the Fund’s peer-cognisant positioning, will benefit the portfolio in upward trending markets. However, it could experience 
significant drawdowns when broader markets are falling. Although the Prudential Equity team has exhibited the ability to  
protect capital and manage downside risk better than most peers in their respective categories, the Balanced Fund is  
certainly vulnerable to the dangers of market beta exposure. Ideally, this fund should be combined with more defensively 
managed, absolute return-focused funds such as the Ninety One Opportunity and Allan Gray Balanced Funds.

 Key Insights

Prudential employs a well-defined, consistent and collective team-based approach which results in limited keyman risk. All 
named portfolio managers on this fund sit on the asset allocation committee, while underlying asset classes are managed 
by individual teams. The team makes tactical asset allocation calls when current valuations are substantially below their  
perceived fair values.  Prudential have recently agreed on an arrangement with M&G, their parent company, where Marc 
Beckenstrater (former CIO of Prudential SA) will allocate time every month to engage with the local Equity Research team 
and provide guidance regarding the output and robustness of the process. His extensive knowledge of the local market  
provides an ideal opportunity for knowledge transfer.  
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SIM BALANCED 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 February 1995 Bottom-up and top-down, pragmatic 
value

ASISA SA Multi-Asset
High Equity category mean

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & relative 
return-focused

Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

The SIM Balanced Fund can be used in a moderate aggressive risk, relative return-focused portfolio with the primary aim  
of delivering long-term capital growth for investors, while also adhering to Regulation 28 limitations. The Fund will add  
additional diversification benefits when combined with its peers. The Fund will work well when combined with more  
concentrated, quality-focused funds such as the Ninety One Opportunity Fund. Typically, the Fund will also complement 
benchmark-agnostic peers like the Allan Gray Balanced, or the Foord Balanced Funds. The Fund will enjoy strong perfor-
mance during times of trending market outperformance but may lag during times of market stress.

 Key Insights

This is a benchmark-cognisant fund that resembles Sanlam Investments’ (SI) best view of all underlying asset classes and 
instruments. The portfolio managers are Fred White, who places more focus on risk management by using derivatives, 
and Ralph Thomas, who has a background in structured solutions. White’s main responsibility is asset allocation and the  
management of these exposures, either by means of derivatives or physical exposures. Underlying instrument selections such 
as equities, fixed income, property and offshore securities will be the responsibility of the various specialist teams within the 
broader SI group. The portfolio managers are substantially invested alongside clients – with most of their bonus incentives 
and retirement benefits invested in the Fund.
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KAGISO ISLAMIC BALANCED 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

3 May 2011 Bottom up, valuation-oriented,  
contrarian strategy

Mean of the SA – Multi-Asset -  
High Equity fund peers

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic & relative return-focused   Moderate Aggressive Yes

How to use the Fund

This Fund is strictly managed in accordance with Shari’ah (Islamic) law and therefore does not invest in shares of companies 
whose core business involves dealing in alcohol, gambling, non-halaal foodstuffs, interest-bearing instruments and certain 
kinds of entertainment such as pornography, music or cinema. The Fund aims to provide steady long-term returns and capital 
growth. In order to achieve its objectives, this fund will be invested in a wide variety of domestic and international asset classes 
such as equity securities, sukuks (Islamic bonds) and listed property. The underlying investments will comply with Shari’ah  
requirements as prescribed by the Accounting & Auditing Organisation for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI). The Fund 
can be used in a moderate or moderately aggressive risk, relative return-focused portfolio, with the aim of outperforming the 
category average of the SA Multi-Asset High Equity category, over a five-year period. It can be paired with a more quantitative- 
focused fund like the Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced Fund which has a unique process and provides an alternative source of 
both alpha and diversification, compared to traditional fundamental Shari’ah equity approaches.

 Key Insights

The Fund is managed using a bottom-up, valuation-orientated and contrarian strategy. They believe that opportunities arise when 
market prices deviate from intrinsic value. While their portfolios are constructed using a bottom-up investment process, they 
adopt a top-down approach to sector allocation and are also cognisant of factors like relative market size and liquidity, in the 
determination of exposures. 
The Shari’ah investment process is fully integrated with the conventional investment process and undertaken by their team of 
experienced investment professionals. In addition, the Fund has a Shari’ah philosophy which focuses on the following factors: 
1. Transparency: they believe that socially conscious investors’ need for full transparency outweighs the risk of competitors  
         replicating their process or shadowing their portfolios.
2. Active engagement: their Shari’ah advisors are directly involved in setting up the investment process and are an integral part  
        of the final stock screening and monitoring process. 
3. Pro-activeness and buy-in: they firmly believe in the underlying ethical principles of Islamic finance. 
Therefore, a stock that may pass through the qualitative and financial screens can still be excluded on closer judgement by their 
Shari’ah advisors. Once the buy/sell list is determined, the Fund only invests in selected resources and industrial companies,  
subject to Shari’ah compliance. The bottom-up, valuation-oriented approach is used across asset classes including sukuk. It 
is important to note that the Shari’ah investable universe contains roughly 74 stocks from which to select, with several sector 
exclusions such as financials. Hence, the Fund will display higher levels of volatility relative to its non-compliant counterparts 
at times. The Fund can have high exposure to the resources sector over time, however, due to the Fund being managed on a 
style-agnostic basis, the portfolio will be less concentrated relative to the Shari’ah All Share.
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BATELEUR FLEXIBLE 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 July 2010 Bottom-up stock-picking, with a 
top-down macro overlay

CPI+4%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic with absolute 
return-focus   

Medium-High N/A

How to use the Fund

The Bateleur Flexible Fund has an equity bias, typically moving between equity and cash, depending on the availability of 
real-return opportunities. This Fund will work well combined with other multi-asset flexible funds that have more diversified 
asset class exposure beyond cash and equity, such as the Laurium Flexible and Truffle Flexible Funds. The Fund can also work 
well with the PSG Flexible Fund which has a distinctive contrarian and value bias, despite it also being a typically cash and 
equity fund. This fund is ideal for people seeking a slightly more aggressive real-return profile, but who are sensitive to capital 
losses, and who prefer a benchmark-agnostic approach. While the Fund does tend to have a higher exposure to equity than 
either the PSG or Truffle Flexible Funds, it achieves these exposures at lower levels of risk, as it is more quality orientated. 
Consequently, this fund works well in a wide variety of portfolios, ranging from slightly conservative to more aggressive, as it 
materially lowers overall portfolio risk.

 Key Insights

One of the key strengths of the Bateleur Flexible Fund is its consistent returns with low levels of risk, as measured by  
volatility and maximum drawdowns, consequently leading to excellent risk-adjusted returns. A key differentiator of this fund 
is the considerable emphasis placed on the macro (+/- 30%) which supplements their bottom-up stock picking. The team is 
in the process of launching their Global Equity Fund, with the vision that the Flexible Fund would purchase into it in order to 
gain offshore equity exposure. However, this offering is not ready as yet. Over the last two years, Bateleur has been gradually 
making less use of ETFs as they have been building offshore coverage in order to be able to do offshore stock selection. 
The addition of De Wet Schutte and Jan Silvis was instructive to the offshore capability. Silvis has been quite instrumental in  
refining the offshore process given the offshore screening tool he developed. As a result, the Fund no longer has any offshore 
passive instruments (such as ETFs) as offshore markets are purely accessed through single stocks. Bateleur is an equity- 
biased house, preferring to run the Flexible Fund as an equity (including some small property exposure, which is seen as 
equity) and cash fund. The equity component of the Fund has a quality and growth flavour in terms of the companies  
invested in it. In 2020, the Fund made an inaugural investment in the 10-year South African government bond. This was purely 
opportunistic. 
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LAURIUM FLEXIBLE 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 February 2013 Bottom-up stock-picking, with a 
top-down macro overlay

CPI+5%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Some benchmark-cognisance. Absolute 
return focus with some relative bias

Medium-High N/A

How to use the Fund

The Fund is suitable for investors who have a moderate aggressive risk and return appetite over a medium to long horizon. 
Despite the absolute return target, the Fund is cognisant of relative performance as the fund managers try to outperform 
the broader SA equity market as well as their peers. This fund will work well with funds such as the PSG Flexible which has a 
contrarian value bias and is typically invested in cash and equity. Another fund that will work well with this Fund is the Truffle 
Flexible, which is a strictly absolute, bottom-up focused fund, that readily invests in other asset classes. 

 Key Insights

The Fund has an absolute-return mandate, but the portfolio managers are very cognisant of the broader FSE/JSE All Share 
Index as well as their peers. The Fund is therefore slightly more relatively managed than its peers with a similar mandate.  
Laurium has a definite bias towards equity, with exposure to other asset classes being opportunistic, or as a result of not 
finding sufficient opportunities in the local market. Offshore exposure is gained primarily through ETFs. However, the  
recent corporate action with the Tantalum team bolstered the offshore capability through the inclusion of Rob Oellermann  
(former CIO at Tantalum with over 20 years’ experience) and that means the Fund will see some individual stock picks  
coming through in future. The bolstering of the offshore capability could potentially mean that they will start looking at offshore  
opportunities a bit more actively. Laurium is differentiated by its strong African investment capability which allows them to 
take advantage of mainly fixed income opportunities available on the African continent. Furthermore, the team at Laurium 
places an emphasis on interactions with leaders in the SA business environment for idea generation and as part of their 
research. The acquisition of Tantalum has brought additional resources to the house, not only through assets but human  
capacity as well. Having said that, it’s still early days to assess the true impact of the acquisition and therefore we continue 
to keep a close eye on this aspect.
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PSG FLEXIBLE 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

2 November 1998 Fundamental, bottom-up, value  
approach and contrarian

CPI+6%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic with absolute 
return focus   

Medium-High N/A

How to use the Fund

The Fund has typically shifted between cash and equity, depending on where the manager sees value. The manager can shift 
to cash, should he feel equities are expensive, and vice versa. Holding more cash should result in less risk, decreasing overall 
fund volatility, but this could also lead to lower returns. This is a good option for investors that would like to take advantage 
of the manager’s ability to allocate capital between cash and equity. It can also bring a sense of dynamism to a static portfolio 
split between equity and fixed income, overweighting equity in times when it is deemed to be inexpensive, or overweighting 
fixed income instruments or cash in high-risk environments. Furthermore, it is ideal to use in an absolute-focused, moderate 
to aggressive portfolio. Due to the Fund’s unique contrarian approach, it can blend well when used with funds such as the 
Bateleur Flexible which has a more growth and quality bias. 

 Key Insights

The Fund follows PSG’s value and contrarian investment philosophy built around what they refer to as the 3Ms which stands 
for moat, management and margin of safety. While the Fund predominantly invests in cash and equity, the fund managers 
can include other asset classes like bonds and property based on valuations, as they did in 2018 (after having no exposure 
to both asset classes for a considerable amount of time). The fund managers are prepared to hold large exposure in cash if 
investable opportunities are unavailable. Due to its contrarian and value investment philosophy, this is a type of fund that 
will find attraction in a stock that is de-rating while its fundamentals are still intact and there’s sufficient moat around it. A 
lot of emphasis is placed on the price paid for a stock as PSG believes that starting valuations are crucial in an investment 
case, hence they would typically invest in stocks they consider to be early in the cycle. Also, the Fund typically invests in 
uncrowded and inexpensive areas of the market. This also explains the lack of exposure in JSE heavyweight, Naspers, and the 
meaningful difference of their return signature to peers, which tends to offer diversification benefits. The Fund can exhibit 
significant volatility, especially in down-trending markets. This fund has the longest track record (in excess of 20 years) and is 
the largest (by AUM) in the SA Multi-Asset Flexible category, which speaks to the different cycles it has seen over the years. 

FUND INDEX

TRUFFLE FLEXIBLE 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 January 2011 Bottom-up, stock-picking, 
relative-valuation process

CPI+5%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Some benchmark-cognisance. Absolute 
return focus with some relative bias

Medium-High N/A

How to use the Fund

The Fund is ideal for investors that target an absolute return of at least CPI+5%. The Truffle SCI Flexible Fund is focused on 
delivering an asymmetrical return profile, with time being spent trying to quantify the possible downside to any investment 
included in the portfolio. This is a good fund to use in combination with the PSG Flexible or Bateleur Flexible Funds, which 
have traditionally been managed with a cash/equity bias, as the Truffle SCI Flexible Fund will include, more readily, other  
asset classes such as property and bonds. It will also work well with a fund such as the Laurium Flexible Fund that is managed 
on a slightly more relative basis and has historically included a bigger exposure to risky assets. 

 Key Insights

The Fund’s primary objective is to deliver absolute returns of CPI+5% over the longer term at the risk of shorter-term volatility. 
The way Truffle views risk is unique, as they place a great deal of emphasis on quantifying the possible downside of any  
potential investment. If the possible downside is acceptable and the investment’s expected return is greater than CPI+5%, 
it will be considered for possible inclusion in the portfolio. Asset allocation is primarily a result of the bottom-up valuation  
process. The Fund is willing to invest in bonds and property, with the latter, however, needing to compete with equities to 
justify its inclusion in the portfolio. The Fund will make use of option strategies to hedge positions in the portfolio should 
the costs justify them.  They have a strong asset allocation capability with good coverage of equities and fixed income. On 
the offshore side, all analysts cover offshore stocks in their research efforts and the Fund invests in all offshore asset classes, 
mostly equities through single stocks and ETFs. All investment team members invest alongside their clients in the most  
expensive fee classes, and no personal trading accounts are allowed. Relative to other Shopping List funds, this is one of the 
funds that invests widely across asset classes, locally and offshore. 
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CORONATION GLOBAL MANAGED FEEDER FUND 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

29 October 2009 Bottom-up, valuation-driven 60% MSCI All Country World Index and 
40% Barclays Global Bond Aggregate

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic with absolute 
return-focus   

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund provides exposure to growth-oriented, as well as other stable and low-correlation offshore instruments, dictated by 
where the opportunities lie.  The Fund has a wide exposure to various asset classes in different geographies but will maintain 
a bias to developed markets while having some exposure to emerging markets as well. The Fund will also be exposed to a 
variety of currencies, primarily the US dollar, British pound, euro and yen. This fund is suitable for investors who are seeking 
to gain exposure to developed markets with some emerging markets exposure, through a globally balanced portfolio titled 
more towards developed market equities.  

 Key Insights

The Fund is managed according to the Coronation DNA. This embraces a common-sense, valuation-driven process of  
identifying mispriced assets that are trading at a discount to their long-term value. The Fund is biased towards equities, and 
primarily invests in developed economies including the US, Europe and Japan. It has a maximum limit of 75% to equity and 
5% to property, with a view of having property investments as an alternative to fixed income. Equity counters included in 
this fund will typically be high-quality global companies where a specific focus is placed on companies’ incentive scheme  
structures, management quality, moat and capital structures. In addition to this, the members of the team express their 
high-conviction views by making use of derivatives and ETFs at times. It is worth mentioning that this fund has expanded 
its asset allocation offering to include other non-traditional asset classes such as gold, listed infrastructure, convertibles, 
high-yield credit, thereby providing diversification benefits. Exposure to gold also acts as a hedge against global uncertainty. 
From time to time, the Fund also would have a small exposure to merger arbitrage, such as companies involved in corporate 
transactions where the deal may favour patient investors. The merger arbitrage bucket does not exceed 10% of the portfolio. 
Historically, it has never been greater than 4.5% of the Fund and has contributed positively to performance in the past. 
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NINETY ONE GLOBAL STRATEGIC MANAGED FEEDER FUND 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 September 2003 Fundamentals, valuation and market 
behaviour

60% MSCI AC World NR, 
40% Citigroup World Government 
Bond Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic with absolute 
return-focus   

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Ninety One Global Strategic Managed Feeder Fund is not a typical global balanced fund and provides investors with 
access to broadly diversified global assets. These include both traditional and non-traditional (alternative) investments –  
private, unlisted equity, closed-ended funds and infrastructure. Both the asset allocation and currency decisions allow the 
Global Multi-Asset team to express evolving strategic views, exploit tactical opportunities and protect against market events. 
This fund also aims to provide equity-like returns with relatively lower volatility. The long-term strategic asset allocations are 
as follows: 30%-75% in equity, 0-25% in cash and 15%-70% in bonds. The tracking error to the reference benchmark is expected 
to range between 3% and 8%. Meanwhile, the Fund has an outperformance target of 2% over a rolling three-year period 
relative to its benchmark (gross of fees). Despite the three-year outperformance target, the portfolio managers encourage 
an even longer investment horizon of more than five years. This portfolio reduces the volatility when blended with a more 
equity-biased global balanced portfolio.

 Key Insights

Apart from the equity portion that is run through the 4Factor approach, the Fund employs an investment approach that 
blends top-down macro analysis as a starting point, with bottom-up stock picking. This stock-picking process follows a total 
return approach that encompasses two aspects of how they pick stocks: return persistence (i.e. growth and quality type 
companies) and return improvement (i.e. value-type companies). This means that they try to find companies that reflect 
these two components. The investment approach, where investment ideas are generated across a wide range of traditional 
and non-traditional assets and strategies, is one of the key differentiators. Appropriate levels of diversification are attained 
by categorising assets and strategies into growth, defensive or uncorrelated categories, based on their expected behaviour. 
This is done to ensure more robust portfolio construction. The sources of alpha are equity selection, bond selection, asset 
allocation, thematic positions, pair trades and currency management. The asset allocation is based on absolute and relative 
values in a benchmark-agnostic manner. However, risk management is gleaned from the benchmark in the context of trying 
to manage a tracking error between 3% and 8%. The Fund may use plain vanilla options were appropriate.  
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NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS GLOBAL FLEXIBLE
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 November 2008 Bottom-up, value-contrarian 60% MSCI World; 
30% JPM Global Bond; 10% USD LIBOR

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic & absolute return-focused  Moderate Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Nedgroup Global Flexible Fund is suitable for multi-asset portfolios if an investor is looking for more of a concentrated, 
absolute return-focused, global, multi-asset fund. The Fund primarily invests in developed market equity (the majority being 
allocated to the US), with some emerging market exposure. It will also predominantly utilise US treasury bills and developed 
market government bonds for fixed income, if valuations are not attractive. In addition, they will also use high-yield credit 
from time to time. Therefore, the Fund can be used in numerous risk-profiled portfolios seeking global developed market 
exposure. The Fund is bottom-up, valuation-driven and offers good diversification to other global funds that adopt a top-
down macro approach, such as the Foord Flexible Fund of Funds, and funds that are growth-oriented such as the Coronation 
Global Managed Fund. The Nedgroup Global Flexible Fund can also be used in a more aggressive offshore portfolio and will 
blend well with pure global equity funds such as the Old Mutual Global Equity Fund, which is a quantitatively managed fund.  

 Key Insights

This is a highly concentrated portfolio that typically will hold between 35 and 50 stocks. The managers follow a strong  
value-contrarian approach, with an absolute-return mindset – absolute, and not relative valuations, are considered. The Fund 
is managed fundamentally bottom-up and no macro views are incorporated in the Fund. The asset class exposure of this fund 
can also have a large allocation to cash (the tactical holding ranging between 5% and 60%), if the portfolio managers can’t 
find enough attractive investment opportunities. This also speaks to their absolute-return focus. They will not be invested 
fully just because the mandate allows them to be invested fully in equity. They follow a very structured investment process 
and that screens out stocks with a market cap less than $1bn. This allows the fund managers to identify opportunities in 
the small-cap space. Global equity mandates are one of the key strategies that the company focuses on and comprises the  
majority of FPA’s AUM. Managers’ interests are aligned in that they invest in their own funds alongside clients.
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CORONATION OPTIMUM GROWTH  
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

15 March 1999 Bottom-up, valuation-driven approach 35% JSE CAPI, 15% ALBI,
35% MSCI ACWI, 15% BGBA

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic & relative return-focused Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

This fund is suitable for investors looking for capital growth and willing to take on risk (temporary drawdown and volatility). 
It is suitable for investors who are building wealth and have a long-term investment horizon. It is also important that the  
investor understands the profile of this fund and that it will go through periods of underperformance. Therefore, it is important 
that an investment horizon is allowed of at least five years or more, in order to give the managers time to deliver on their 
objectives. This fund primarily invests in equity with allocations to cash during certain periods. However, there can be certain 
tactical allocations to bonds and property at times. This fund can be utilised as a sweetener in a regulated savings portfolio, 
alongside more balanced, locally-focused funds. Alternatively, it can also be used as a core fund in an aggressive offshore- 
focused mandate. The Fund follows a bottom-up, valuation-driven approach and therefore, in an aggressive portfolio, can 
work well with funds such as the Foord Flexible Fund, which follows a more top-down valuation approach. In addition, this 
fund blends well with more defensive-type worldwide flexible funds, such as Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible, due to both 
having unique equity exposure biases. For example, the Coronation Optimum Growth Fund has a large emerging market bias 
and the Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible fund has more of a developed market bias, allowing for greater diversification benefits 
and global coverage when used in combination. In a more cautious/balanced mandate, which uses a barbell approach, the 
Fund will complement income-focused funds such as the Prescient Income Provider and SIM Active Income Funds. 

 Key Insights

The Optimum Growth fund is Coronation’s best ideas fund, as it’s a combination of the best ideas from the global emerging 
markets, developed market, South Africa, and Frontier Market teams at any time. Tactical allocations to the best ideas from 
fixed income and property are also included from time to time. This fund has a bias towards equity through the cycle, as 
the portfolio managers believe that equities provide the best real returns. Furthermore, the Fund has a bias towards foreign  
assets and has maintained a global equity allocation of greater than 70% since 2010.  In addition, the Fund also has a large 
bias towards emerging markets. The best ideas from the global emerging market portfolio currently accounts for approximately 
60% of the portfolio.  This Fund may therefore underperform domestically-orientated funds during times of ZAR appreciation 
as well as against more developed market funds during times of US dollar strength. However, position sizing is smaller. The 
emerging market bias may not always reflect in the asset allocation exposure, as some of the companies they invest in are 
domiciled in developed markets but derive their primary income from emerging market countries. Overall, on a look-through 
basis, the Fund has a 40% allocation to China, with a focus on defensively positioned, quality compounder-type stocks.  When 
looking at historical asset allocations (since 2006), local equities have gradually decreased from above 30% to the current 
8.2%. 
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FOORD FLEXIBLE FUND OF FUNDS
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 April 2008 Top-down, bottom-up, 
valuation-driven approach, GARP

CPI+5%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic & absolute return-focused Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund is suitable for investors looking for capital growth and willing to take on risk (temporary drawdown and volatility). It 
is suitable for investors who are building wealth and have a long-term investment horizon. It is also important that the investor 
understands the profile of this fund and that it will go through periods of underperformance. Therefore, it is important that an 
investment horizon is allowed of at least five years or more, in order to give the managers time to deliver on their objectives.
This fund is appropriate for investors seeking a balanced exposure to domestic and foreign assets, with a mixed allocation 
to both emerging and developed markets. In addition, it is one of the funds that includes an array of asset classes, namely, 
equities, bonds, cash and commodities such as gold. The Fund also has one of the larger allocations to South Africa than 
peers and offers a well-diversified portfolio. The Foord Flexible Fund of Funds has managed to display the lowest level of 
risk, as measured by standard deviation relative to peers in its category. The Fund can be used in a moderate-aggressive or 
aggressive portfolio with an aim of long-term growth for the portfolio’s offshore allocations. The Fund follows a top-down, 
bottom-up, valuation-driven approach and therefore, in an aggressive portfolio, can work well with funds such as the Coro-
nation Optimum Growth, which follows a more bottom-up valuation approach. Alternatively, this fund blends well with both 
Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible, as well as Coronation Optimum Growth providing a well-diversified portfolio. On a look-
through basis, Coronation Optimum Growth has more of an emerging markets bias, with Rootstock having a more developed 
market bias, coupled with the Funds larger allocation to South Africa relative to peers. Lastly, the Fund can be viewed as a 
more defensive type of Worldwide Flexible fund, as reflected in its lower level of volatility, maximum drawdown, down-capture 
ratio and higher positive Sharpe ratio.

 Key Insights

The Foord Flexible Fund of Funds is a completely unconstrained fund. It reflects Foord Asset management’s best investment 
views over all asset classes, domestic and foreign, and across all regions. The Fund invests in three underlying Foord funds, 
namely the Foord Global Equity Fund, the Foord International Fund, and the Foord Absolute Return Fund. The Foord International 
Fund is moderately managed and aims to achieve meaningful inflation-beating US dollar returns over a full investment cycle. 
The Foord Global Equity Fund aims to achieve optimum risk-adjusted returns by investing in a diversified portfolio of global 
equities and related securities. In addition, the Fund seeks to outperform the MSCI All Country World. The latter is managed 
solely by Dave Foord while the Foord Global Equity Fund is managed on a multi-counsellor approach, of which Dave Foord 
has one of the four allocations. The Foord International Fund is managed by Dave Foord and Brian Arcese. The Foord International 
Fund and the Foord Global Equity Fund provide offshore exposure while the Foord Absolute Return Fund is a local institutional 
fund, which has a 100% SA exposure that is utilised exclusively to balance the overall asset allocation in the Flexible Fund of 
Funds. This fund’s strategic asset allocation is determined by the CIO and the investment team. The team aims to keep costs 
as low as possible by avoiding excess turnover and shares in the Fund’s performance by way of an uncapped performance fee. 
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ROOTSTOCK SCI WORLDWIDE FLEXIBLE
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 July 2009 Bottom-up, valuation-driven approach, 
quality/growth style

CPI+5%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Agnostic & absolute return-focused Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

This fund is suitable for investors looking for capital growth and willing to take on risk (temporary drawdown and volatility). It 
is suitable for investors who are building wealth and have a long-term investment horizon. It is also important that the investor 
understands the profile of this fund and that it will go through periods of underperformance. Therefore, it is important that an 
investment horizon is allowed of at least five years or more, in order to give the managers time to deliver on their objectives.
The Fund primarily invests in equity, with significant allocations to cash during certain periods. This fund can be utilised as a 
sweetener in a regulated savings portfolio, alongside more balanced, locally focused funds or alternatively it can also be used 
as a growth style component of an aggressive offshore-focused mandate. The Fund follows a bottom-up, valuation-driven 
approach and therefore, in an aggressive portfolio, can work well with funds such as the Foord Flexible Fund, which follows 
a more top-down valuation approach. In addition, this fund blends well with more aggressive-type worldwide flexible funds, 
such as Coronation Optimum Growth, due to both having unique equity exposure biases. For example, the Coronation  
Optimum Growth Fund has a large emerging market bias, and the Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible Fund has more of a 
developed market bias, allowing for greater diversification benefits and global coverage when used in combination. In a more 
cautious/balanced mandate, which uses a barbell approach, the Fund will complement income-focused funds such as the 
Prescient Income Provider and SIM Active Income Funds. 

 Key Insights

Rootstock are long-term investors, who invest in internally-defined, high-quality companies with large and growing oppor-
tunity sets bought at reasonable valuations. In addition, they test valuation relative to the growth potential, durability and 
quality of the specific business on an absolute and relative basis. Their philosophy prevents them from investing in unpre-
dictable, highly cyclical businesses that do not deliver longer-term investment value. This is a highly concentrated portfolio 
that typically will hold between 18 and 25 stocks. The Fund is biased towards equities, as the portfolio manager believes this 
to be the best asset class for long-term growth. It also has a bias towards foreign assets and has maintained a global equity 
allocation of greater than 80% since inception, on average. The portfolio has always maintained significant levels of cash with 
average cash holding of 20.5%. Cash is used in the Fund as a risk management tool when they perceive valuations to be high 
and the risk-reward profile to be unattractive. Thus, cash is used both for protection purposes, as well as for optionality (the 
opportunity to purchase additional equity at lower valuations/prices). Overall, this fund can be viewed as a cash equity fund 
that will not invest in other asset classes, despite the mandate allowance. In addition to the bias towards foreign equities, the 
Fund also has a large bias towards developed markets, with geographic coverage being chiefly in North America, Western 
Europe and with some exposure to South Africa. They will invest in SA businesses should these companies fall within their 
philosophy. For example, in the past they have held quality shares such as Transaction Capital and Capitec. However, given 
South Africa’s challenges of late, the portfolio manager believes these businesses are fighting for market share in a low- or 
no-growth environment. Lastly, the team only focuses on the one strategy, with senior members working together on the 
Fund since its inception. The Fund can be viewed as a more defensive type of worldwide flexible fund relative to peers, due 
to their effective usage of cash combined with their focus on quality businesses. This can be seen in both its lower maximum 
drawdowns and lower down-capture ratio relative to its peer group since inception.
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GLACIER MONEY MARKET 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

08 May 2001 Capital protection with high levels of 
liquidity

STeFI Composite Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative No

How to use the Fund

The Glacier Money Market Fund is a low-risk, conservative fund and can be used in a building-block portfolio to reduce volatility. 
This fund is aimed at investors with a short-term investment horizon looking to park their cash in order to meet short-term 
cash flow requirements. The Fund aims to provide returns above cash in addition to capital protection, high levels of liquidity 
and protection against volatility. It achieves capital preservation through diversification across a variety of high-yielding assets 
and can be used in most risk-profiled portfolios.

 Key Insights

The Glacier Money Market Fund will include investment-grade (BBB- or better) instruments only and will not include subordi-
nated debt. The team believes that the direction of interest rates, expressed in the form of modified duration and convexity is 
the single largest determinant of outperformance. Thus, the emphasis placed on the direction of interest rates, embodied by 
modified duration and convexity, is their primary driving force in the construction of their portfolios. In terms of importance, 
the factors are ranked according to three variables, namely duration management, credit quality management and yield 
curve positioning. It is important to highlight the SI Fixed Interest team’s competitive advantage in this area especially when 
it comes to their coverage ability of credit issuances.

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS MONEY MARKET 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

 01 August 2008 Quality assets with an emphasis on 
liquidity

STeFI Call Deposit

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The Nedgroup Money Market Fund is a low-risk fund that can be used in all risk-profiled portfolios. This type of fund should 
specifically be used in a building-block portfolio to reduce volatility. It is aimed at investors with a short-term investment 
horizon who are looking to park their cash in order to meet short-term cash flow requirements. The Nedgroup Money Market 
Fund will offer investors capital protection, high levels of liquidity and protection against volatility.

 Key Insights

The Nedgroup Money Market Fund is part of Nedgroup’s best-of-breed strategic offerings. The investment strategy and 
process for shorter-dated, fixed-income money market funds are to protect as much as possible against adverse interest rate 
movements by investing in floating-rate instruments or converting fixed rates to floating for all assets with maturities longer 
than 18 months. The managers place a major focus on managing the liquidity and spread risk in money market assets, thereby 
providing consistent returns above the chosen benchmark through all interest rate cycles. The team has been instrumental 
in the development of step-up notes, which make up a significant portion of the long-term asset allocation of the Fund. The 
Fund’s rating, according to Global Ratings, is AA+. All clients have access to the C class which comes in at a total expense 
ratio of 23 basis points as opposed to the A class which has been used for comparative purposes in this write-up, at a total 
expense ratio of 58 basis points.
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NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS CORE INCOME 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 July 2005 Quality assets with emphasis on liquidity STeFI Composite Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The Nedgroup Core Income Fund has an enhanced cash mandate and is relatively conservative (cash-type). This mandate is 
more flexible and the average portfolio duration will be longer than that of a traditional money market fund. The Fund aims to 
produce returns in excess of those offered by money market funds while capital preservation and liquidity are the overriding 
principles. Like a money market fund, this fund can also be used to park funds. Investors can also utilise this fund to draw 
income within a diversified portfolio. The Fund can be used as a fixed-income, shorter-duration component within a building- 
block portfolio. Moreover, the Fund offers capital protection, especially in a rising interest rate environment as the funds in 
this category are allowed a maximum modified duration of up to two years. Furthermore, the Fund is more conservative in 
comparison to its Shopping List peers.

 Key Insights

The Nedgroup Investments Core Income Fund is managed in the same manner as the Money Market Fund with the exception 
of taking on a bit more duration risk. The Fund is managed according to a team-based approach and mainly invests in short- 
and medium-term instruments, and floating-rate notes. These notes must also be tradable or negotiable, which reduces the 
level of interest rate and credit risk. Liquidity is seen as the key indicator of risk and the manager’s aim is to maintain a close 
relationship with large clients in order to manage liquidity optimally. The senior members are former Treasury professionals 
and also leverage off relationships built with debt issuers and SA bank treasuries to source and negotiate the structure of 
instruments. 

SIM ENHANCED YIELD 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

 03 May 2011 Pragmatic value STeFI Composite Index + 0.5%

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & relative 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The SIM Enhanced Yield Fund is a credit fund that aims to provide capital stability, whilst still being able to provide investors 
with reasonable income, regardless of interest rate fluctuations. The Fund is suited to clients with a relatively low-risk appetite. 
It can also be utilised as a fixed-income, shorter duration component within a building-block constructed, multi-asset portfolio. 
Moreover, the Fund offers capital protection, especially in a rising interest rate environment as the funds in this category are 
allowed a maximum modified duration of up to two years. Like a money market fund, the SIM Enhanced Yield Fund can be used 
to park capital. Investors can also utilise this fund to draw income within their diversified portfolios. Furthermore, this fund can 
be seen as a more aggressive fund from a risk perspective, in comparison to Shopping List peers.

 Key Insights

The SIM Enhanced Yield Fund is managed by Melville du Plessis. His main focus is macroeconomic and interest rate research, 
which will guide this fund’s duration view. There is some keyman risk to be cognisant of, as Du Plessis is the sole portfolio 
manager on this fund. The Fund’s duration historically has been between 0.5 and 1.5 years. Moreover, the Fund has a performance 
target of outperforming its benchmark by 100 to 150 basis points. The group has a well-established liquidity risk management 
framework to ensure sufficient liquidity during stressed market conditions. Sanlam’s internal liquidity is a value-add in terms 
of managing cash flows, which was pertinent in June 2016 when the Fund received a big outflow as well as during the first 
quarter of 2020.This outflow was funded by using Sanlam’s internal liquidity which provides peace of mind that returns will 
not be sacrificed at the expense of large outflows. 
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STANLIB INCOME 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

1 April 1987 Top-down, bottom-up, valuation driven STeFI Composite Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The STANLIB Income Fund aims to provide capital stability, whilst still being able to provide investors with reasonable income, 
regardless of interest rate fluctuations. This fund is aimed at clients with a relatively low risk appetite and can also be utilised as 
a fixed-income, shorter-duration component within the building-block constructed, multi-asset portfolio. Moreover, the Fund 
offers capital protection, especially in a rising interest rate environment as the funds in this category are allowed a maximum 
modified duration of up to two years. Like a money market fund, the Fund can be used to park money. Investors can also 
utilise this fund to draw income within their diversified portfolios. Furthermore, when this Fund is compared to Shopping 
List peers, it can be described as being in the middle between the Nedgroup Investments Core Income Fund and the SIM 
Enhanced Yield Fund, from a risk perspective.

 Key Insights

The STANLIB Income Fund adds value through duration management, yield curve strategies, credit positioning and a relative 
value matrix. The Fund takes multiple, small-duration bets as part of the diversification strategy. The team’s target is to out-
perform the benchmark by 1% to 2% per annum, after fees. Meanwhile, the Fund’s internal benchmark for return attribution 
analysis is the one- to three-year bond index. The Fund historically had relative longer durations but has managed to reduce 
its duration after the 2008 global financial crisis. This fund has a long track record and has lived through bull and bear markets.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - INTEREST-BEARING - SHORT TERM
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CORONATION BOND FUND
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

15 March 1999 Bottom-up, valuation-driven approach BEASSA ALBI

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative No

How to use the Fund

The Fund is suited to serve as a core bond component of a building-block portfolio and can also be included in various 
risk-profiled portfolios. This is an actively managed bond fund that can go up to 10% offshore. Therefore, the Fund can also 
be used in a Regulation 28 portfolio with an equity fund that has no offshore exposure or a fund that uses limited offshore  
exposure (20% or less), when using a building-block approach. Appropriate risk profiles include low to moderate risk tolerance 
and a one-year minimum holding period.

 Key Insights

This fund is one of the few bond funds with offshore exposure in the SA Interest-Bearing Variable Term category. This  
exposure is capped at 10% and is obtained through either developed market (DM) and emerging market (EM) fixed-income 
instruments and currency. Overall risk is managed through currency futures. There is no hard limit on EM exposure but a soft 
limit of 5%. It has been as high as 4.4% to emerging markets and as high as 7.5% offshore.

STANLIB BOND FUND
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

13 March 2000 Top-down, bottom-up, valuation driven BEASSA ALBI

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & absolute 
return-focused

Conservative Yes

How to use the Fund

The STANLIB Bond Fund is suitable for investors who are looking for stable income and capital growth as the Fund captures 
this through investing in long-term fixed interest instruments. The Fund seeks to deliver a stable and reliable level of income 
and consists of various bond, cash and money market instruments. It can serve as the core bond component of a building-block 
portfolio but can also be included in various types of risk-profiled portfolios.

 Key Insights

The Fund will tend to have a higher duration than many of its peers in the category. This fund will make use of credit and will 
make tactical calls on duration around the ALBI’s duration. For STANLIB, their size is a competitive advantage in terms of 
getting new deals – this is illustrated by the fact that they often have to turn down issuances. The Fixed Income team is led 
by Victor Mphaphuli, who has over 20 years’ experience within the fixed income space and has been with STANLIB for close 
to 20 years.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - INTEREST-BEARING - VARIABLE TERM
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CATALYST SCI SA PROPERTY EQUITY FUND
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 February 2005 Long-term, valuation-driven with an
emphasis on risk-adjusted returns

FTSE/ JSE SA Listed Property Index 
(J253)

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & relative 
return-focused

Moderate No

How to use the Fund

This fund provides exposure to the FTSE/JSE All Property Index, with active allocations made relative to the benchmark. It 
focuses on total return and is able to invest in the entire sector. The Fund adds a stable level of income whilst at the same 
time it can provide equity-like exposure to a risk-profiled, multi-asset or building-block portfolio. On a look-through basis, 
if you are of the opinion that there is not enough exposure to property in a portfolio, this fund can be used to fill that void.

 Key Insights

The Catalyst team is solely focused on the property sector. They target total returns (income plus capital growth), rather 
than simply income only. This benchmark-cognisant fund is actively-managed and the portfolio manager is therefore able 
to The Catalyst team is solely focused on the property sector. They target total returns (income plus capital growth), rather 
than simply income only. This benchmark-cognisant fund is actively-managed and the portfolio manager is therefore able to 
take larger or smaller positions relative to the FTSE/JSE All Property Index benchmark. The flexibility to take these positions 
is very manageable due to the relatively small size of the Fund when considering the magnitude of the property sector. The 
benchmark was changed from the SA Listed Property Index to the All Property Index as of March 2019. On a look-through, 
this implies that the Fund will have more offshore exposure through dual-listed counters and broadens the investment  
universe.is very manageable due to the relatively small size of the Fund when considering the magnitude of the property 
sector. The benchmark was changed from the SA Listed Property Index to the All Property Index as of March 2019.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - REAL ESTATE - GENERAL
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36ONE SA EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

September 2014 Both top-down and bottom-up,  
market-orientated approach.

FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-aware & relative return- 
focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund is a South Africa-only, benchmark-aware equity fund. This fund will work well with its SA-only peers on the Shopping 
List, but more so with Rezco Equity, Marriott Dividend Growth, PSG Equity, Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Feeder 
Fund, Ninety One Global Franchise Feeder Fund and Old Mutual Global Equity. One can use this fund as a core SA equity 
holding in a building-block portfolio or in conjunction with specialist global equity managers.

 Key Insights

36One’s strength lies in their focused research ability, allocating the majority of their resources to their best ideas. They have 
an experienced and well-resourced team. The portfolio managers have changed their approach to be benchmark-aware after 
assessing their performance in 2018, specifically around position-sizing of large constituents they have conviction in. They will 
have zero exposure to a top 10 index constituent if they don’t like the counter. The change in portfolio construction is around 
the idea that if they like a counter, then it should be at a higher weight relative to the benchmark to show this conviction. If 
they don’t like a counter, then they don’t have to own it. We don’t think that this implies that 36One will become an index 
tracker, but it is something to watch if they keep to this approach or if they move back to their previous approach.  36One are 
known for their flexibility and willingness to trade around investment ideas, which we consider a strength and a differentiator.

FAIRTREE EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

November 2011 Top-down and bottom-up, market  
orientated approach.

FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & relative  
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund is a South Africa-only equity fund. This Fund will work well with funds like the Marriott Dividend Growth Fund and 
the PSG Equity Fund. One can use the Fund as a core SA equity holding in a building-block portfolio. 

 Key Insights

Their competitive edge lies in the flexibility of not limiting themselves to one single investment style. If they are able to get 
this right, then they should perform well regardless of the prevailing market environment. There is keyman risk in Stephen 
Brown and Cor Booysen. The business has Bradley Anthony as succession but given the way the Fund is managed and how 
the research is used, this could be a concern. We are of the view that Chantelle Baptiste is being groomed for succession. The 
portfolio managers know the resources sector fairly well, where their ability to be positioned correctly in the resources sector 
can prove invaluable over time. The analyst team comprises six individuals. These six analysts, together with Jacobus Lacock 
are shared amongst the different business units. Lacock is the macro strategist and, together with Brown, is responsible for 
developing the broader macro, top-down view. There is no dedicated analyst for the equity franchise, but Chantelle Baptiste is 
more involved with the final decision-making process. She takes part in the debate with Brown and Booysen before decisions 
are made regarding the equity portfolio. In terms of portfolio construction, they usually have between 40 and 60 stocks. The 
idea is not to hinge the Fund’s performance on getting one big call right, but one could argue that their performance has 
been mostly about getting the resources call right through the cycle. The Fund is the biggest in terms of AUM in comparison 
to its Shopping List peers. This growth has been rapid but backed by stellar performance. Fairtree prefers to invest in large 
and mid-cap stocks, which should not hamper the execution of ideas, but one should monitor this as it could be a constraint 
to future performance.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - EQUITY - GENERAL (SA only)
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REZCO EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

March 2014 Growth at a reasonable price FTSE/JSE All Share Index 

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute  
return-focused 

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund is a South Africa-only equity fund. It will work well in conjunction with the majority of its Shopping List peers in the 
SA equity general space, but more so with Marriott Dividend Growth, PSG Equity, Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Feeder 
Fund and Ninety One Global Franchise Feeder Fund. The Fund can be used as a core holding or within a building block port-
folio to gain exposure to SA only equities, while preferring to gain access to offshore equities via specialist managers.

 Key Insights

The Fund is highly concentrated (20 to 40 holdings) with an average of 24 holdings over time. In the past, the portfolio managers 
have not hesitated to hold significant exposure to cash but going forward the idea is to have a maximum cash holding of 
around 5%.  There is keyman risk in Rob Spanjaard and Simon Sylvester but we feel the core of the team has been stable. 
The biggest challenge lies in transferring the experience and insights to the younger team members and building the next 
leg of the business. The portfolio managers have a preference for large-cap and mid-cap stocks. However, their equity se-
lection over time has been a key differentiator in terms of performance and holdings relative to peers which allows for good 
portfolio construction benefits. Liquidity and being nimble is of great importance for Rezco in terms of being able to express 
their views. To this end, they have committed to soft-cap their SA equity assets under management at R5 billion and hard-
cap this exposure at R10 billion. There is a big drive in systematising their research and portfolio construction process using 
technology and data analytics.

TRUFFLE SA EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

July 2012 Bottom-up stock picking, relative  
valuation process.

FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & absolute 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund is a South Africa-only, benchmark-cognisant equity fund. This Fund will work well with funds like the Rezco Equity, 
Marriott Dividend Growth, PSG Equity, Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Feeder Fund and Ninety One Global Franchise.   
One can use the Fund as a core SA equity holding in a building-block portfolio.

 Key Insights

The way Truffle views risk is unique as they place a great deal of emphasis on quantifying the possible downside of any  
potential investment. The Fund’s strength lies in how the team views risk and their focus on absolute returns. In terms of 
portfolio construction, the objective is to increase diversification, reduce the potential loss from a single stock or sector and 
ensure that the portfolio can withstand various outcomes. To this end, a benchmark-cognisant approach is followed with a 
maximum overweight or underweight of 5%.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - EQUITY - GENERAL (SA only)
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CORONATION EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

15 April 1996 Fundamental, bottom-up, 
valuation-driven approach

Composite: 87.5% SA Equity (FTSE/JSE 
Capped Shareholder Weighted Index) 
+ 12.5% International Equity (MSCI All 
Country World Index) 

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & relative 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund ideally can be used as a core equity fund for an investor following a building-block approach, and who seeks capital 
growth over a time horizon of five years and longer. Investors in this fund should have a higher tolerance for risk and may 
experience negative returns over shorter periods of time. The Fund includes offshore holdings and therefore provides inves-
tors with additional protection in times of rand weakness, and exposure to international markets. This Fund should be used in 
conjunction with less beta-dependent funds like the Marriott Dividend Growth and PSG Equity Funds. It will typically have a 
high exposure to rand hedge counters, implying that the Fund will do well when the rand depreciates. However, this exposure 
is not a call on the rand, but more so on the companies themselves. 

 Key Insights

The Fund is slightly less concentrated than its peers on the Shopping List, with approximately 70 equity holdings. Karl  
Leinberger, however, prefers to focus on the concentration of the Top 10 and 15 holdings to show concentration. This Fund 
is managed on a multi-counsellor basis between Leinberger and Sarah-Jane Alexander. Alexander can be described as bold 
and decisive and was previously a co-manager on the Industrial Fund. The offshore portion of the Fund represents the best 
20 ideas from the global buy-list as opposed to simply allocating to other Coronation funds for offshore exposure. 

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - EQUITY - GENERAL (funds that make use of their offshore allowance)

MARRIOTT DIVIDEND GROWTH
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 August 1998 Income-focused, with a particular 
emphasis on sustainable and growing 
income streams. 

Dividend yield of the Financial and 
Industrial Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & relative 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund can be used in conjunction with other equity funds as part of a larger portfolio’s equity allocation. The Fund is 
suitable for investors with a long-term investment horizon in excess of five years. The Fund’s strong focus on higher dividend- 
yielding equities makes it an ideal candidate for inclusion in portfolios responsible for generating income, especially post- 
retirement products. The Fund’s rigorous screening criteria may sometimes lead to a concentrated portfolio, and this, together 
with low correlations to other funds, makes it an ideal fund to use when building a well-diversified portfolio. The Fund will 
temper volatility when used in conjunction with funds like the Coronation Equity, Ninety One Equity, PSG Equity and SIM 
General Equity Funds, due to its high conviction benchmark-agnostic style.

 Key Insights

Marriott employs a highly process-driven approach to income investing. The Fund is managed on a committee basis. While 
the benchmark excludes resource stocks, the Fund may invest in resource counters, should these counters be able to tick all 
the boxes that their investment process requires. While this is a possibility, in reality, this has not happened to a significant 
degree. The Fund is characterised by low portfolio turnover, on average holding between 20 and 25 high-conviction ideas. 
From a style perspective, the Fund is slightly biased towards quality counters, as one would expect, given their investment 
philosophy and process. Even though the Fund is highly concentrated, it does include foreign equity to add diversification 
and broaden the opportunity set of the Fund. The Fund’s underlying holdings exhibit very few similarities to peers and offer 
good diversification benefits, most notably its lack of exposure to both Naspers, Prosus and resource counters.
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FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - EQUITY - GENERAL (funds that make use of their offshore allowance)

NINETY ONE EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

02 November 1987 Bottom-up, top-down earnings revision 87.5% FTSE/JSE Capped Shareholder 
Weighted All Share Index, 12.5% MSCI 
All Countries World Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Some benchmark consideration & 
relative return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Ninety One Equity Fund works well in a diversified building-block approach as part of a portfolio’s exposure to equity. 
The Fund aims to deliver consistent outperformance, as opposed to lumpy, style-cognisant funds. The Fund’s unique  
investment philosophy and process of focusing on earnings revisions is a clear differentiator. Consequently, it works well  
in combination with slightly more style-cognisant, actively-managed funds such as the PSG Equity Fund or the Marriott  
Dividend Growth Fund. The Fund is not entirely benchmark-agnostic, with a specific tracking error limit and volatility targets. 
Therefore, it would also work well with funds that are completely benchmark-agnostic. 

 Key Insights

The Ninety One Equity Fund’s philosophy and process of focusing on earnings revisions is a differentiator and strength.  
Earnings revision as an investment strategy has been shown to offer very low correlation to other, more well-known investment 
strategies such as value, quality, growth, low volatility and price momentum. The equity team’s philosophy is easy to implement 
and repeat, but it is not easily copied. Hence, Ninety One enjoys a competitive advantage in implementing this specific strategy. 
An additional strength is Ninety One’s global investment infrastructure support in terms of research and idea generation, 
dealing, ESG, risk and performance measurement, as well as implementation. The SA team leverages off the Ninety One 
4Factor research capabilities and buys into the 4Factor Equity Fund to gain offshore exposure. This team offers a slightly 
different investment philosophy, focusing on four factors, namely value, growth, quality and sentiment. This may dilute the 
strong diversification benefits of a pure earnings revision strategy. The Fund is a concentrated, high-conviction portfolio 
with typically 28 to 35 stocks locally, and 65 to 75 shares offshore. Portfolio turnover is relatively high at 80%. The Fund is  
managed on a co-manager basis with Chris Freund and Hannes van den Berg as the main decisionmakers, while Rehana Khan is  
involved in the decision-making process. Grant Irvine-Smith is primarily responsible for the quantitative side of the research 
and portfolio construction, as well as the attribution process. 

PRUDENTIAL DIVIDEND MAXIMISER
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

02 August 1999 Benchmark-cognisant, value investors ASISA South African – Equity – 
General Category Mean

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & relative 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

From a portfolio construction and financial planning perspective, the Fund will work well as a core equity holding in a building- 
block approach that is focused on low active risk. The investment horizon for this specific fund is the medium to longer term. 
It will also blend well with more actively-managed, specialist South Africa-only funds such as the Nedgroup Investments  
Entrepreneur Fund, as it is focused on small- or mid-cap stocks and is completely benchmark-agnostic. Additionally, the Fund 
will work well when combined with the Marriott Dividend Growth Fund and the Fairtree Equity Fund in a well-diversified, 
building-block portfolio. The Fund is a good alternative for investors seeking exposure to the broader South African equity 
market and that prefer a value-orientated investment philosophy, with a quality bias and high offshore exposure. 

 Key Insights

The portfolio is constructed by keeping the mean of the general equity category in mind, and overweighting or underweighting 
certain positions based on Prudential’s view of a stock’s fundamental value. Higher conviction stocks will be under- or 
over-weighted by 3% to 4%, while lower conviction stocks will differ from the benchmark by 1% to 1.5%, respectively. The  
difference between the Prudential Dividend Maximiser and the Prudential General Equity Funds is the focus on higher dividend 
yielding stocks. The Dividend Maximiser Fund will also tolerate a higher tracking error. The tracking error may go up to 8%, 
but in general, this is closer to 4%. Prudential is making use of offshore unit trust funds specially created for the domestic 
funds and being driven by Marc Beckenstrater. The Fund will use its maximum offshore allowance of 30%.
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FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - EQUITY - GENERAL (funds that make use of their offshore allowance)

PSG EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

31 December 1997 Fundamental, bottom-up, value 
approach with a key focus on MOAT, 
management and margin of safety.

FTSE/JSE All Share Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & absolute 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The PSG Equity Fund will work well when combined with other specialist funds such as small or mid-cap or dividend-specific 
funds to form an investor’s combined equity exposure. Alternatively, it will work well when combined with a more bench-
mark-cognisant fund, such as the Prudential Equity or SIM General Equity Funds. Therefore, it will work well as a building- 
block fund that contains both local and offshore exposure. The Fund will typically fulfil the role of the alpha generator in a 
building-block portfolio. Given PSG’s contrarian nature, the performance profile could be lumpy. It is not suitable for a SA-only 
portfolio, as the Fund makes use of the 30% offshore allowance.   

 Key Insights

This is a high-conviction fund with a strong emphasis on margin of safety, by avoiding shares that are deemed to be too  
expensive. Over the long term, the Fund has managed to generate consistent first- and second-quartile performance but has 
slipped into the third and fourth quartile performance since 2019, without the likes of counters that enjoy high weights in 
the index. This has led the Fund to be uncorrelated to most of its peers. The fact that these top-quartile performances were 
realised with such an uncorrelated portfolio, attests to PSG’s stock-picking ability and global exposure. The Fund is managed 
on a more concentrated basis with an average holding of around 50 stocks, including both local and offshore listed counters.
PSG is a process-driven investment house. Their disciplined investment process means that they may enter into positions 
early and, consequently, may exhibit higher drawdowns and volatility over shorter periods of time.

SIM GENERAL EQUITY
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

26 June 1967 Bottom-up, pragmatic value. FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & relative 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Fund is a benchmark-cognisant fund and will work well for an investor who is uncomfortable with a manager taking too 
much active risk, investing outside of the benchmark.  From a portfolio construction and financial planning perspective, the 
Fund can be used as a core equity holding in a building-block portfolio that is focused on low active risk; is peer-cognisant; and 
has minimal offshore exposure.  The Fund will complement benchmark-agnostic equity funds like the Marriott Dividend Growth 
and PSG Equity Funds and should reduce overall portfolio volatility. 

 Key Insights

Even though the Fund’s offshore exposure is limited to 30%, it has remained lower historically, at approximately 5% to 10%. 
Offshore exposure is a by-product of not being able to find opportunities locally. At this point, offshore exposure is gained 
through the Sanlam Global High Quality Fund. The Fund is managed on a benchmark-cognisant basis, using the Capped 
SWIX as a starting point. Average benchmark positions are considered to be neutral, and these are subsequently over- or 
under-weighted depending on conviction and risk levels. Based on the perceived risk, a counter can either be underweight 
relative to the benchmark or be left out of the Fund in totality. This will also depend on the size of the position in the bench-
mark, and the conviction levels on a counter.  
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NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS ENTREPRENEUR FUND
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

 03 November 2003 Relative value, with a strong focus on 
forecasting earnings growth 

ASISA Category Average

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic & relative 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Nedgroup Investments Entrepreneur is ideal for an investor who follows a building-block approach to portfolio construction 
and who wishes to gain exposure to small- and mid-cap stocks, by combining them with a focused large-cap manager. It has 
a lower correlation with the JSE All Share, and hence offers good diversification benefits from a portfolio construction perspective.
Over the long term, small caps typically outperform the JSE All Share Index but at an increased level of risk, thus rewarding 
investors with a long-term investment horizon. This Fund would work well with funds such as the Coronation Top 20 Fund or 
more benchmark-cognisant funds such as the SIM General Equity Fund, Prudential Equity or the Dividend Maximiser Fund. 

 Key Insights

The Nedgroup Investments Entrepreneur Fund invests in companies that are relatively cheap with attractive quality and 
growth prospects. While the Fund prefers quality-type businesses, it may opportunistically buy non-quality counters as it 
sees attractive valuation. The Fund may hold some large-cap stocks, gained from unbundling or price appreciation over time. 
However, it is not permitted to trade in these securities, and they may only be sold. The Fund has some exposure to large-cap 
legacy holdings and therefore has a lower appetite for risk, compared to peers. Identifying companies with high levels of cash 
on their balance sheet is an important part of Abax’s process. Credibility of management is of high importance and meeting 
with management is believed to add value to the decision process.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
SA - EQUITY - MID & SMALL CAP
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GLACIER GLOBAL STOCK FEEDER FUND 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

09 February 2017 Bottom-up, valuation-based MSCI World Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic with a 
relative return-focus 

Aggressive No 

How to use the Fund

The Glacier Global Stock Feeder Fund is suitable for investors seeking global equity exposure across primarily developed, 
but also emerging markets. The Fund can be used to achieve additional global exposure in a multi-asset portfolio or as the 
global equity carve-out in a building-block portfolio. The Fund can provide portfolio construction benefits when combined 
with more relative-focused funds, such as the Old Mutual Global Equity. In addition, the Fund has a value bias in constructing 
the portfolio of holdings and will thus benefit from inclusion alongside managers making use of a quality or growth bias such 
as the Ninety One Global Franchise Fund or the Nedgroup Global Equity Fund. Given its value bias, the Fund has the potential 
to experience extended periods of underperformance and heightened volatility. Given its value bias and sizeable emerging 
market exposure, the Fund offers diversification benefits through its low correlation with funds that have high exposure to 
developed market growth stocks.  

 Key Insights

The Glacier Global Stock Feeder Fund is a rand-denominated fund that invests directly into the Dodge & Cox Worldwide 
Global Stock Fund (USD class). Dodge & Cox was founded in 1930, in San Francisco. With more than 90 years of experience 
in the market, they have a long history of successfully managing funds through various economic cycles. They are a purely 
investment-focused business, managing only six core strategies, which allows them to focus on areas in which they are  
experts. The four qualitative factors that stand out are the size, experience and stability of the investment team; the rigour 
of the investment process; the independence of the firm; and the active employee ownership. Although the benchmark is 
the MSCI World Index, the Fund typically tends to have significant emerging market exposure relative to the benchmark. 
The Fund is moderately concentrated relative to the vast universe against which they are benchmarked, typically holding 
around 80-90 stocks in the portfolio. The Fund will, under normal circumstances, consist of at least 40% non-US securities. 
Philosophically, the Fund has bias towards value stocks, such as companies that are out of favour with the broader market.

FUND INDEX

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
GLOBAL - EQUITY - GENERAL
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NEDGROUP GLOBAL EQUITY FEEDER FUND 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 October 2001 Top-down and bottom-up (with some 
thematic views), valuation-driven 
approach with a focus on quality and 
growth 

ASISA Global Equity General Mean 

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark agnostic with an  
absolute return-focus    

Aggressive No 

How to use the Fund

The Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Feeder Fund is suitable for building-block portfolios or for direct offshore equity  
exposure within a multi-asset portfolio, if the investor is looking for a more concentrated absolute-return focus, global equity 
carve-out. The Fund primarily invests in developed market equity, with little emerging market exposure. Given the Fund’s absolute 
focus, and high level of concentration, the Fund can be combined with more relative-focused funds on the Shopping List which 
provide higher levels of stock holding diversification. The Old Mutual Global Equity Fund could provide portfolio construction 
benefits in this regard. Given the Fund’s developed market focus, it could also be used with the Glacier Global Stock Feeder 
Fund, which employs a value style and at times might have an overweight emerging market exposure.

 Key Insights

Veritas was founded in 2003 with an absolute return mindset of running investments which means there’s a considerable 
emphasis placed on capital protection and their philosophy and investment process lead them to quality companies that 
have growth prospects. This is a very concentrated portfolio that will typically hold between 25 and 40 stocks with individual 
stocks not exceeding 8% of the Fund alongside sector and regional limits of 30% and 40%, respectively. This fund can also 
have a large allocation to cash (tactical holding of a 20% maximum) if the portfolio manager can’t find enough attractive 
investment opportunities. This also speaks to their absolute-return focus – they will not just be invested fully because it’s 
an equity fund. They follow a very structured investment process that screens out stocks with a market cap less than $3bn, 
primarily for liquidity reasons. Relative to the Ninety One Global Franchise Fund, which only screens out companies with a 
market cap below $1bn, this fund may miss out on some investment opportunities in the smaller-cap space. The global equity 
mandate is one of the key strategies that the company focuses on and comprises 95% of AUM. Managers’ interests are aligned 
in that they invest in their own funds alongside clients. 
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NINETY ONE GLOBAL FRANCHISE FEEDER FUND 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

10 April 2007 Bottom-up, fundamental research with 
the focus placed on quality stocks

MSCI AC World NR Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic with relative 
return-focus   

Aggressive No 

How to use the Fund

The Ninety One Global Franchise Feeder Fund is suitable for building-block portfolios if the investor is looking for a  
bottom-up, benchmark-agnostic, quality-focused global equity carve-out. The Fund can be used as additional equity  
exposure within a multi-asset solution as well. The Fund will work well when combined with less concentrated, more bench-
mark cognisant funds globally such as the Old Mutual Global Equity Fund. Given the Fund’s quality style bias, it will also work 
well when combined with funds with more growth- or value-style exposure. Examples include the Nedgroup Global Equity 
or the Glacier Global Stock Funds.

 Key Insights

The Fund is focused on identifying quality businesses which are capable of growing earnings throughout the business  
cycle and avoids companies which are cyclical, economically sensitive and dependent on leverage. As a result, the Fund is  
constructed bottom-up and is more concentrated than most Shopping List peers. Strict adherence to the bottom-up process 
could dampen returns over certain periods, as the Fund will often have large exposures to consumer staples, healthcare etc. 
During times where these sectors lag, and when cyclical sectors such as energy and materials drive market returns, the Fund 
may lag global equity peers and the benchmark significantly. The Fund can add very useful and unique characteristics to a 
portfolio, historically exhibiting some of the lowest downside capture metrics – relative to global peers – during times where 
the broader equity market comes under significant pressure. Risk management is ingrained in each phase of the process, 
while Rossouw manages the position sizing of holdings by assessing the implicit risk-reward on offer and monitoring the 
correlations within the Fund. The relative larger size of the team is a key differentiator if one considers the fact that quality 
managers tend to have smaller teams, often citing their constrained universe. The Fund traditionally has low turnover, usually 
around 15% annually. It also has a very concentrated portfolio, investing between 25 and 40 stocks at a time. 

OLD MUTUAL GLOBAL EQUITY FUND 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

17 May 1995 Quantitative, valuation-driven MSCI World Index

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant with a relative 
return-focus 

Aggressive No 

How to use the Fund

The Old Mutual Global Equity Fund is suitable for investors seeking broad-based, diversified exposure to developed global 
market equities. The Fund is ideal for investors with a long-term investment horizon, who can stomach short-term volatility 
and drawdowns. The Fund can be used as a single, standalone fund, offering global equity exposure, as part of a wider diver-
sified portfolio, or it can be used in conjunction with other global equity managers. Managers that follow a more concentrated 
fundamental approach or pure top-down macro approach would work well with this fund. Examples of more concentrated 
counterparts are the likes of the Glacier Global Stock Feeder Fund, the Nedgroup Global Equity Fund and the Ninety One 
Global Franchise Fund.

 Key Insights

The team has a unique and systematic approach to managing this fund. All research efforts are focused on enhancing the 
model used to select stocks and rebalance the portfolio. The Fund has previously had up to 40% exposure in off-benchmark 
stocks with a maximum holding in each of these stocks of up to 0.5%. The Fund is very active, characterised by a high weekly 
turnover. Trading and implied costs are managed as part of their model, however, and in a conservative manner. The Fund’s 
unique process has positioned it ideally to compete with a proliferation of high frequency and algorithmic trading strategies. 
There have been a few pertinent developments for this fund recently. Firstly, enhancements have been made to the model. 
Secondly, Merian has recently been acquired by Jupiter Fund Management. All stakeholders have been assured that the management 
of the Merian funds will remain unaffected going forward and we will continue to monitor this business development closely. 
Lastly, Mike Servent retired in 2020. As an experienced portfolio manager, he will be missed, although the team has ensured 
a smooth transition, with Sean Storey taking up his lead systems development and model enhancement responsibilities.
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CATALYST SCI GLOBAL REAL ESTATE FEEDER FUND
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

01 July 2009 Long-term and valuation-driven FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental 
Index Net Total Return

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-cognisant & risk-adjusted 
return-focused

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

This fund is ideal for clients wishing to gain exposure to global developed real estate, with a focus on investments that  
generate the majority of their income from rent. This fund is diversified across various geographical regions, with a minimum 
suggested investment term of three years. From a portfolio construction perspective, the Fund goes well with benchmark- 
agnostic property funds. This fund can be used in either a hybrid, risk-profiled, multi-asset portfolio or as a building block, in 
those instances where the investor requires selective exposure to offshore property.

 Key Insights

The Fund places emphasis on investment opportunities within developed markets. Generally, preference is to real estate  
companies that focus on a specific sector, sub-sector or geography. Currency risk is not always hedged, thus fund performance 
in rand may display some increased volatility. Catalyst is a property-only investment house. Its approach is therefore very 
specific and focused. They conduct their own research, develop bespoke valuation models, and make less use of sell-side 
research compared to peers. The team is well-staffed with four analysts in the global property space.
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CORONATION GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS  
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

28 December 2007 Bottom-up, valuation-driven MSCI Emerging Market NR

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic with relative 
returnfocus   

Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Coronation Global Emerging Markets (GEM) Flexible Fund is a high-risk, aggressive fund and can be used in a building- 
block portfolio in a diversified manner to offer access to businesses that derive substantial earnings from emerging markets 
and is aimed at investors with a long-term investment horizon, who have a high appetite for risk. The Fund will tend to 
offer higher relative upside in up-trending market conditions. The Fund also tends to exhibit greater relative volatility in 
down-trending market conditions. This fund will tend to blend well with funds that have a developed market equity focus 
such as the Old Mutual Global Equity, Ninety One Global Franchise and Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Funds among 
others.  

 Key Insights

The Fund is managed according to Coronation’s DNA of employing a long-term, active, bottom-up and disciplined valuation- 
driven process of identifying mispriced assets that are trading at a discount to their long-term value. This fund is a bottom-up, 
concentrated and benchmark-agnostic portfolio, managed according to a multi-counsellor arrangement. Given the long-term 
nature of the investment horizon and the riskiness that comes with emerging market investing, we find comfort in the fact 
that this fund has a track record of more than 10 years. The Fund may invest up to 40% in a single country and has a 10% 
limit on a single stock. The Fund may invest up to 25% in developed market stocks that generate 40% of their earnings in 
an emerging market. The Fund can also invest in other asset classes such as bonds and cash but will remain biased towards 
equities. In terms of performance fees, if the Fund performance is equal to that of the benchmark, a fee of 1.15% will be 
charged. The Fund will share in 20% of the performance above the benchmark, up to a total annual fee of 2.40%. Performance 
is measured over a rolling 24-month period. When the Fund return is below the benchmark over any 60-month period, the 
fee is reduced by 0.15%. This should be viewed as positive. (It should be noted that the fee example above is for the retail 
fee class). Currently the Fund is mostly positioned towards companies generating earnings primarily in Asia and specifically 
China. Therefore, any scenarios that might negatively affect economic growth or put these earnings at risk will see the Fund’s 
performance come under pressure.

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS FEEDER 
FUND 
Inception Philosophy Benchmark

16 November 2020 Top-down and bottom-up valuation 
with liquidity focus

MSCI Emerging Market NR

Role of Benchmark & Return Focus Risk Description Regulation 28

Benchmark-agnostic Aggressive No

How to use the Fund

The Nedgroup Global Emerging Markets Equity Fund is suitable for investors seeking exposure to emerging market growth 
and quality stocks. This fund is focused only on larger capitalisation companies. Prospective investors need to have a long 
investment time horizon, along with the willingness to withstand short-term volatility and drawdowns. This fund can be used 
as a single, stand-alone fund that offers emerging market equity exposure. It can also be used in conjunction with other global 
developed market equity managers such as Ninety One as the Global Franchise Feeder Fund and the Old Mutual Global 
Equity Fund. 

 Key Insights

A key competitive advantage of NS partners lies in the fact that it has a very differentiated investment philosophy which 
focuses on top-down macro and liquidity analysis of countries, which is supplemented by a robust bottom-up stock selection 
process. They are long-term, active, growth and quality managers who specifically look for companies in countries with  
favourable markets and liquidity conditions. From a top-down macro perspective, the liquidity conditions of a country play a 
central role and provide the starting point of the investment process alongside valuations and earnings. From a stock selection 
point of view, the focus is on economic profit (this is profit that exceeds the company’s cost of capital) as opposed to  
accounting profit, thus they buy businesses with return on invested capital (ROIC) that exceeds the weighted cost of capital 
(WACC) while also considering moat and ESG factors. Another key advantage of the firm is its boutique and global equity 
specialist nature which allows for focus and nimbleness, given their relatively smaller AUM size, as well as staff retention, given 
that all portfolio managers are owners of the business. 
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SA - MULTI-ASSET - INCOME

Category Analyst: Shawn Phillips

These portfolios invest in a spectrum of equity, bond, money market, or property markets with the primary objective of maximising income. 
These funds can have a maximum effective equity exposure (including international equity) of up to 10% and a maximum effective property 
exposure (including international property) of up to 25% of the market value of the portfolio. However, the majority of the funds in this 
category do not make use of the equity allowance.  

Shopping List selection: Coronation Strategic Income Fund, SIM Active Income Fund, Prescient Income Provider Fund, Ninety One 
Diversified Income, BCI Income Plus Fund

SA - Multi-Asset - Income
Category Analyst:  Shawn Phillips
These por�olios invest in a spectrum of equity, bond, money market, or property markets with the primary objec�ve of maximising income. These funds can have a 
maximum effec�ve equity exposure (including interna�onal equity) of up to 10% and a maximum effec�ve property exposure (including interna�onal property) of up to 
25% of the market value of the por�olio. However, the majority of the funds in this category do not make use of the equity allowance.

Shopping List Selection:  Coronation Strategic Income Fund, SIM Active Income Fund, Prescient Income Provider Fund, Ninety One Diversified Income, BCI Income Plus Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
BCI Income Plus C
Coronation Strategic Income A
Ninety One Diversified Income A
Prescient Income Provider B3
SIM Active Income B1
STeFI Composite ZAR
(ASISA) South African MA Income

3.32 6.82 6.64 7.34 8.13
3.18 6.12 6.97 7.24 7.87
2.82 6.70 7.58 8.21 9.35

3.67 9.37 8.39 9.00

1.83 4.01 6.05 6.62 6.26
3.20 7.07 7.47 8.12 8.15

3.25 7.38 7.11 7.26 7.14

12 Month Yield

12 Mo
Yield

BCI Income Plus C
Coronation Strategic Income A
Ninety One Diversified Income A
Prescient Income Provider B3
SIM Active Income B1
STeFI Composite ZAR
(ASISA) South African MA Income

4.40
4.90
4.87
5.51
5.59

Maturity Profile
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Maturity 1-3 Years Maturity 3-5 Years Maturity 5-7 Years Maturity 7-10 Years

BCI Income Plus C Coronation Strategic Income A Ninety One Diversified Income A

Prescient Income Provider B3 SIM Active Income B1
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SA - Multi-Asset - Income

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev Sharpe
Ratio

BCI Income Plus C
Coronation Strategic Income A
Ninety One Diversified Income A
Prescient Income Provider B3
SIM Active Income B1
STeFI Composite ZAR
(ASISA) South African MA Income

1.77 1.23

1.32 0.43
2.59 0.27

1.92 0.78
1.59 0.88
0.38
1.59 0.37

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

BCI Income Plus C
Coronation Strategic Income A
Ninety One Diversified Income A
Prescient Income Provider B3
SIM Active Income B1
STeFI Composite ZAR
(ASISA) South African MA Income

-1.06 01/03/2020 30/04/2020
-4.23 01/02/2020 30/06/2020
-2.69 01/03/2020 30/06/2020

-2.79 01/03/2020 31/05/2020
-2.27 01/03/2020 31/05/2020

-2.37 01/03/2020 31/05/2020

Rolling 1 Year Returns
Time Period: Since Common Inception (01/04/2014) to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 1 Year 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: STeFI Composite ZAR
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Paul Crawford and Louis Antelme
 (Fairtree Asset Management)

15 R8 669 0.62%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The two portfolio managers have been managing this mandate for more than eleven years since partnering at RMB and then 
leaving to join Fairtree in 2013. The Fund follows a differentiated strategy, which is highly quantitative and mathematically- 
focused, rendering it very difficult to replicate. The team is soundly qualified, with analysts having at least a Master’s degree 
in either Mathematics or Engineering. The philosophy is centered on the central limit theorem, which creates predictability 
of outcomes when effectively applied to a population. This is underpinned by their six pillars relating to credit: companies 
can and will default; defaults are random and unexpected; accurately forecasting defaults is unlikely; concentrated portfolios 
rely on timing; correlation is the enemy of diversification; and highly correlated losses are disastrous. Thus, the main focus is 
diversification, and the team sees defaults as a given, and improbable to predict but given their focus on diversification and 
the central limit theorem, that these defaults should approximately follow a standard normal distribution. Senior portfolio 
managers are also granted equity in their business unit, which aligns interests with those of their clients. The fixed income 
team is based in two offices, namely Newlands in Cape Town and their office in the United Kingdom. Portfolio manager, 
Crawford, and two of the fixed income analysts, Dane Merrick and Graham Ziervogel are based in the UK, and are responsible 
for sourcing offshore credit opportunities for the Fund’s allowed 30% foreign exposure. In 2020, Mayuresh Kulkarni, one of 
the analysts in the fixed income team, left the business to join Prescient, which makes sense given the quantitative nature 
of Prescient.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

On a rolling one-year basis since inception, the Fund has outperformed the SA Multi-Asset Income category on average 
97.37% of the time, indicating a viable alternative to cash. The Fund is mid-range when it comes to volatility, compared to 
Shopping List peers, but investors are compensated when looking at the Fund’s risk-adjusted returns. When considering 
maximum drawdowns, the Fund experienced a maximum drawdown of 2.69% during the COVID-19 sell-off which was  
marginally higher than the category average. As expected, the Fund suffered a drawdown due to its credit nature, but the 
unexpected part was that there was no place to hide as local bonds suffered a steep drawdown over this period as well. In 
contrast to the 2008/2009 global financial crisis, bonds provided a place of safety. When looking at the two iTraxx indices 
that the portfolio managers use to gauge global credit risk appetite, these indices produced equity-type losses. The Fund, 
consequently, has experienced three negative monthly returns (April 2016, March 2020 and April 2020), posting positive 
one-month returns 96.55% of the time. The Fund has occupied the top quartile for all static periods since inception, as well 
as outperformed its benchmark over these periods.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

0.00%

50.00%

100.00%

Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021

Asset allocation

SA cash SA bonds Offshore

Over the second quarter of 2021, the BCI Income Plus Fund outperformed cash (as measured by the STeFI Composite Index) 
but underperformed the SA Multi-Asset Income category average, adding 1.88% in comparison to cash and the category  
average which gained 0.92% and 2.25% respectively. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund is one of the top 
performers amongst its Shopping List peers, advancing 9.37% in comparison to cash and the category average return of 
4.01% and 7.38%, respectively. Over the quarter, duration was rewarded as well as exposure to listed property which by 
construct would detract from relative performance for the BCI Income Plus. Credit spreads have continued to narrow in 
response to global risk market recovering which has been the biggest driver of performance. The Fund’s offshore exposure 
has decreased marginally over the quarter from 21.07% to 19.95% as seen in the graph above. It is important to note that the 
currency risk is hedged, so rand strength or weakness will have little to no impact on return.    

FUND CHARACTERISTICS - INCOME FUND INDEX
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Nishan Maharaj and Mauro Longano 38 R41 914 0.98%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Coronation is a bottom-up investment house that focuses on proprietary research. Interest rate management (duration and 
yield curve) and security selection (credit and liquidity management) are two of the major focus areas of the Fixed Interest 
team. The fixed income portfolios are positioned with a long-term strategic market view in mind, with short-term tactical 
opportunities being taken when the market differs from the strategic view. The Fixed Interest team is headed by Nishan 
Maharaj and includes 10 investment professionals. Analysts’ research responsibilities encompass numerous industry sectors, 
giving them better perspectives of the industry as a whole. Latitude is given to allow them to find opportunities that are 
not fashionable or short-term fads. In March 2018, Mauro Longano joined as co-portfolio manager on the Fund. Further-
more, Mark le Roux has relinquished all his money management responsibility at Coronation. He currently chairs the Credit  
Committee and is a non-voting member. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund, on a rolling one-year basis since inception, has outperformed the SA Multi-Asset Income category average 71.62% 
of the time. Although the Fund displays slightly higher volatility than some Shopping List peers, it has produced attractive 
risk-adjusted returns. The Fund delivers better drawdowns than many of its category peers and has been able to outper-
form its benchmark over most periods, exhibiting long-term capability. During the COVID-19 sell-off, the Fund suffered a 
drawdown of 4.23%, the worst amongst its Shopping List peers. This drawdown was the result of a high property allocation 
relative to peers and due to credit spreads widening, implying a short-term capital loss. There was a rush for liquidity, which 
saw a sell-off of bank paper instruments, of which the Fund holds a considerable amount, ironically punishing the Fund for 
holding higher liquidity-type instruments. Over longer time periods, on a three-year, five-year and seven-year basis, the Fund 
has comfortably outperformed cash.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Coronation Strategic Income Fund turned in a strong performance relative to its Shopping List peers for the second 
quarter of 2021, outperforming cash (as measured by the STeFI Composite index) and the SA Multi-Asset Income category 
average, gaining 2.55% in comparison to cash and the category average return of 0.92% and 2.25%, respectively. Over the 
past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed cash but underperformed the category average, returning 6.82% 
in comparison to cash and the category average which gained 4.01% and 7.38%, respectively. The return over the past year 
is disappointing relative to the category average, but the Fund has delivered on its mandate of outperforming cash. This 
is tough for clients as cash yields have reset lower while SA government bonds have provided an attractive opportunity, 
notwithstanding South Africa’s fiscal woes. The Fund has participated in this and added SA government bond exposure 
incrementally, but not to the same extent as some peers in the SA Multi-Asset Income space. In terms of the performance 
drivers over the quarter, the majority of this came from the bond exposure as yields drifted lower (implying a capital gain) 
and its property exposure, while offshore would have been a drag on performance as the rand strengthened against the US 
dollar.  The Fund maintains a meaningful portion to foreign assets, currently at 11%, up from 9.90% in the previous quarter. 
Given the low-yield environment, SA government bonds remain attractive, making up 20.4% of the Fund. The preference is 
for SA government bonds focused in the 12 to 15-year area of the yield curve and inflation-linked bonds with a maturity of 
less than eight year. As a result, duration has ticked up to 1.9 years and is the highest in comparison to Shopping List peers.

CORONATION STRATEGIC INCOME
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Malcolm Charles and Peter Kent 13 R15 986 1.02%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Ninety One Asset Management follows a multi-specialist approach to investing, which allows each specialist team to pursue 
their respective mandates in a suitable manner. The fixed income strategies are actively managed to take advantage of oppor-
tunities to add value which may be created by changes in yield levels, yield curve or individual bond spreads. At the core of 
their fixed interest philosophy, is the belief in multi-dimensional sources of return, namely duration, relative value and credit. 
The Fund is managed by Malcolm Charles and Peter Kent. Peter Kent joined the Ninety One South Africa & Africa rates team 
in 2012, focusing specifically on relative value and derivative strategies, as he has vast experience in this field, having served at 
Goldman Sachs for eight years. Derivatives are thus used widely in the portfolio to express desired portfolio positions, reduce 
volatility and systematically buy downside bond protection. The portfolio managers leverage off a rigorous internal scorecard, 
through which duration and yield curve positioning are determined, and that also guides tactical and strategic fund positioning 
decisions. The Fixed Interest team works closely with the London team and also leverages off the local and international credit 
teams to identify quality credit instruments and opportunities.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has managed to outperform its cash benchmark handsomely since inception. The Fund has done this with higher 
volatility and drawdowns compared to peers, since inception. The recent volatile bond market has played perfectly into the 
Fund’s strategy of using put protection. This was evident during “Nene-gate” when the Fund’s drawdown was virtually zero; 
the emerging market sell-off in 2019; and during the COVID-19 sell-off. As expected, the Fund protected capital better than 
its Shopping List peers, with a drawdown of roughly 0.98%. However, with the portfolio managers employing put protection 
on a permanent basis as opposed to strategically applying a put option, this has allowed for a very predictable, stable level of 
return. Over periods of three years or more, the Fund has exhibited some of the lowest correlation amongst peers, allowing 
for effective use in various portfolios. Since inception, on a 12-month rolling basis, the Fund has managed to outperform the 
SA Multi-Asset Income category average 63.85% of the time.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Ninety One Diversified Income Fund outperformed its benchmark, the STeFI Composite Index, but underperformed 
the SA Multi-Asset Income category average over the second quarter of 2021. The Fund added 1.99% in comparison to its 
benchmark and the category average which gained 0.92% and 2.25%, respectively. Local bonds handsomely outperformed 
their equity counterparts as the bond market continued to benefit from a supportive mix of external and domestic dynamics. 
Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed cash but underperformed the category average, returning 
6.12% in comparison to its benchmark and the category average return of 4.01% and 7.38%, respectively. The return over the 
past year is disappointing relative to the category average, but the Fund has delivered on its mandate of outperforming cash. 
This is tough for clients as cash yields have reset lower while SA government bonds have provided an attractive opportunity, 
notwithstanding South Africa’s fiscal woes. The Fund has participated in this and added SA government bond exposure  
incrementally, but not to the same extent as some peers in the SA Multi-Asset Income space. In terms of performance over 
the quarter, the duration position, which was exposed to the mid-dated part of the yield curve, was a positive contributor 
to performance, as well as selected exposure to property. However, the longer end of the yield curve (12 years+) was the 
best-performing area, which speaks to the underperformance relative to the category average. The Fund’s duration is currently 
at 1.1 years, marginally down from 1.2 years in March 2021. The portfolio managers remain constructive on SA government 
bonds, due to valuation, and have started shifting their exposure towards the longer end of the curve. Inflation-linked bonds 
still provide a good hedge against potential rand depreciation and they maintain their shorter-dated exposure as a risk  
mitigator. Furthermore, investment-grade credit is a neutral allocation (58% allocation of the Fund) with a preference for the 
banks, insurers, government-guaranteed debt and large blue chip corporates with strong balance sheets.  

NINETY ONE DIVERSIFIED INCOME
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Prescient Interest-Bearing Team 27 R32 620 0.89%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Prescient follows a quantitative approach to managing money. They focus on what is priced into the markets and make 
decisions based on asset-pricing. Risk is defined as the probability of not meeting investment objectives, which means that 
any positions taken in the portfolios are tested mathematically using different scenarios. The portfolio managers manage 
duration actively. They make use of credit default swaps, to take advantage of any mispricing in terms of fair value for gov-
ernment bonds. Foreign currency exposure is managed similarly, guided by the level of the rand on a purchasing power 
parity basis. The team consists of highly qualified, quantitative individuals, ranging from physicists to engineers, who have 
extremely strong modelling and derivative capabilities. There have been a number of team changes at Prescient Investment 
Managers over the past few years, but there is a level of comfort due to the quantitative nature of their process and them 
building out the next phase of their investment team. To this end, Prescient have announced some changes from a team 
structure perspective, which we view as positive and believe that this bodes well from a succession point of view. Guy Toms 
steps down as chief investment officer (CIO), taking up the role of strategist, while Bastian Teichgreeber steps into the 
CIO role. From a fixed income team perspective, Henk Kotze has been appointed as head of Income and Cash; Reza Ismail  
assumes the role of head of Bonds; and Conway Williams becomes head of Credit. Williams has joined in February 2021 from 
Futuregrowth Asset Management and replaces Sithembiso Garane.       

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund displayed low correlations against the Shopping List peers over the past three years, exhibiting diversification benefits. 
Although it is, historically, a more volatile fund relative to peers, the Fund has moved into first quartile volatility during the 
2020 calendar year as a result of its property and offshore exposure relative to Shopping List peers on a one-year rolling basis. 
The Fund has maintained top quartile risk-adjusted returns since inception on a rolling one-year basis. It has outperformed its 
benchmark (STeFi 110%) by just under 2% since inception, on an annualised basis. The quantitative, risk-focused process that 
is employed to construct the portfolio, also sees it deliver some of the lowest drawdowns in its category. During the COVID-19 
sell-off and the rest of the year of 2020, the Fund experienced a maximum drawdown of 2.79% in March, which was disappointing. 
This is as a result of their preference share and property exposure, as well as credit spreads widening on their SA bank exposure 
(this widening implies a short-term loss, but it is not permanent as they will hold these instruments until maturity). The Fund has 
outperformed its internal target of inflation+3% over the past 10 years, returning an annualised return of 9.18%. Since inception, 
on a rolling one-year basis, the Fund outperformed the SA Multi-Asset Income category average 88.07% of the time.
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Over the second quarter of 2021, the Prescient Income Provider Fund outperformed cash (as measured by the STeFI  
Composite Index) but underperformed the SA Multi-Asset Income category, adding 1.64% in comparison to cash and the 
category average return of 0.92% and 2.25%, respectively. South Africa’s recovery has been supported by the current global 
environment with local bonds being the star performer over the quarter. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund 
once again has outperformed cash but underperformed the category average, returning 5.78% in comparison to cash and 
the category average return of 4.01% and 7.38%, respectively. The return over the past year is disappointing relative to the 
category average, but the Fund has delivered on its mandate of outperforming cash. This is tough for clients as cash yields 
have reset lower while SA government bonds have provided an attractive opportunity, notwithstanding South Africa’s fiscal 
woes. The Fund has participated in this and added SA government bond exposure incrementally, but not to the same extent 
as some peers in the SA Multi-Asset Income space. In terms of performance over the quarter, the bond exposure and preference 
share exposure were the biggest contributors to performance. However, given their preference for the shorter end of the 
yield curve, this explains the underperformance relative to peers, as the portfolio managers remain concerned about the  
fiscal dynamics of South Africa and due to the longer-end (12 years+) turning in a stellar return. Furthermore, duration  
remains one of the lowest amongst Shopping List peers, while offshore exposure has increased marginally over the quarter 
from 17.03% to 18.01%, with the majority hedged back in ZAR.   
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Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Melville du Plessis 52 R8 151 0.94%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Melville du Plessis is the sole portfolio manager of the Fund. He continues to utilise the expertise and knowledge of the Fixed 
Interest team at SI. The credit process in the Fixed Interest team is one of the competitive advantages for the Fund and for 
SI as a whole. This, combined with Du Plessis’ particular expertise in credit, provides a competitive edge. The Fixed Interest 
Model Portfolio Group (MPG) within SI, determines the strategic direction of the fixed interest portfolios and house view. 
The MPG is there merely to provide guidance to the direction for fixed-income assets, but as the sole portfolio manager, Du 
Plessis will maintain his ability to manage his portfolios as he sees fit.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has done well over longer periods, outperforming cash (as measured by the STeFI Composite Index) over all 
periods. The Fund is heavily allocated to cash and money market instruments (primarily floating-rate notes and fixed-rate 
NCDs) and is one of the lowest volatility funds in the category, while delivering some of the lowest drawdowns. The Fund 
is a top quartile performer for rolling one-year periods from July 2013 to quarter-end, barring the drawdown experienced 
during the COVID-19 sell-off. The Fund experienced a drawdown of 2.27%, which is disappointing when one considers the 
conservative nature of this Fund. Its drawdown was slightly better than the SA Multi-Asset Income category average and 
was the result of property exposure and credit spreads widening as there was a panic for liquidity. Also, on a rolling one-year 
basis since inception, the Fund has outperformed the category average 93.29% of the time. It has also maintained first- and 
second-quartile risk-adjusted performance over all periods whilst ensuring a smooth return profile.
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The SIM Active Income Fund outperformed cash as measured by the STeFI Composite Index but underperformed the SA 
Multi-Asset Income category average over the second quarter of 2021, returning 2.00% in comparison to cash and the  
category average, which gained 0.92% and 2.25%, respectively. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund advanced 
6.09%, thereby outperforming cash but underperforming the category average, which returned 4.01% and 7.38%, respectively. 
In terms of asset allocation, the Fund maintains its high weight towards liquid cash and money market instruments which 
can be seen in the SA cash allocation of close to 80% in the asset allocation graph above. Duration has been stable around 
1.23 years but remains low in comparison to its Shopping List peers and speaks to some of the relative underperformance 
in comparison to peers over the quarter as the ALBI gained 6.86%. Property exposure has contributed positively to perfor-
mance over the quarter, but overall exposure has been decreased to 1.44%. For the SIM Active Income Fund, the security and 
stability of income is of great importance, which is evident in terms of the conservative positioning of the Fund.    

SIM ACTIVE INCOME
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Category Analyst: Mansoor Narker

Funds in this sector display reduced volatility relative to general equity funds, with a strong focus on capital preservation and a net equity 
exposure (including international equity) that typically would not exceed 40% of the portfolio. Funds in this sector are mostly funds of funds 
and consequently are not considered for the Shopping List. That said, the number of single manager funds has increased substantially and this 
sector is becoming increasingly competitive.

Shopping List selection: Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced Fund, Coronation Balanced Defensive Fund, Nedgroup Investments Stable Fund, 
Ninety One Cautious Managed Fund, Prudential Inflation Plus Fund, SIM Inflation Plus Fund

SA - Multi-Asset - Low Equity
Category Analyst:  Mansoor Narker
Funds in this sector display reduced volatility relative to general equity funds, with a strong focus on capital preservation and a net equity exposure (including international equity) that typically would not exceed 40% of the portfolio. 
Funds in this sector are mostly funds of funds and consequently are not considered for the Shopping List. That said, the number of single manager funds has increased substantially and this sector is becoming increasingly competitive.

Shopping List selection: Coronation Balanced Defensive Fund, Nedgroup Investments Stable Fund, Ninety One Cautious Managed Fund, Prudential Inflation Plus Fund, Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced Fund, SIM Inflation 
Plus Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced B1
Coronation Balanced Defensive A
Nedgroup Inv Stable A
Ninety One Cautious Managed A
Prudential Inflation Plus A
SIM Inflation Plus
(ASISA) South African MA Low Equity

8.09 12.79 9.27 9.14

5.17 7.97 8.37 6.95 8.84
9.20 15.29 3.63 3.81 8.37

6.01 10.86 6.49 5.98 7.79

3.29
6.37

6.70
13.44

8.12
7.00

7.03
6.61

9.46
9.05

4.95 7.08 6.24 6.53 8.76

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced B1
Coronation Balanced Defensive A
Nedgroup Inv Stable A
Ninety One Cautious Managed A
Prudential Inflation Plus A
SIM Inflation Plus
(ASISA) South African MA Low Equity

18.21 1.55 10.21
17.44 1.74 13.36
18.91 1.89 10.67
26.08 3.93 25.13
11.61 1.22 10.69
16.15 1.83 14.20
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SA - Multi-Asset - Low Equity

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced B1
Coronation Balanced Defensive A
Nedgroup Inv Stable A
Ninety One Cautious Managed A
Prudential Inflation Plus A
SIM Inflation Plus
(ASISA) South African MA Low Equity

8.80 191.16 117.99 -0.26
5.58 94.99 103.07 0.01
5.36 100.00 100.00 -0.09

6.69 125.45 116.75 0.03
6.47 78.23 120.33 0.39

6.75 123.59
5.11

119.94
74.11

0.09
98.21 0.08

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced B1
Coronation Balanced Defensive A
Nedgroup Inv Stable A
Ninety One Cautious Managed A
Prudential Inflation Plus A
SIM Inflation Plus
(ASISA) South African MA Low Equity

-6.08 01/09/2018 30/04/2019

-8.86 01/02/2020 31/05/2020

-15.88 01/05/2019 31/01/2021

-10.43 01/02/2020 31/07/2020

-3.70 01/02/2020 30/04/2020

-7.65 01/02/2020 31/07/2020
-8.12 01/02/2020 31/07/2020

Rolling 2 Year Returns
Time Period: Since Common Inception (01/01/2014) to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 2 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African MA Low Equity
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Matrix Fund Manager (Lourens  
Pretorius and Leon Michaelides)

8 R3 222 1.10%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 
The Fund is co-managed by Lourens Pretorius and Leon Michaelides. Pretorius is the chief investment officer (CIO) of Matrix 
Fund Managers, who chairs the investment committee and manages various funds in the business. He has a fixed income and 
hedge fund background, with over 24 years’ experience. He has been with Matrix Fund Managers since inception and is the larg-
est individual shareholder within the business. Michaelides is a qualified chartered accountant, and an equity portfolio manager 
with over 19 years’ experience. The two are jointly responsible for the investment decisions taken in the Fund.  Within the 
multi-asset investment process at Matrix Fund Managers, they set a strategic asset allocation (SAA) that is expected to deliver 
consistent inflation-beating returns for investors. In terms of the various building blocks which make up the Fund, each asset 
class is managed by a specialist in that area who will manage their allocation in an active manner. The underlying specialist will 
actively manage their allocation using a bottom-up approach and will seek to add alpha through a combination of portfolio 
construction and market timing. Fixed income comprises 60% of the portfolio’s assets and therefore forms a critical building 
block within this multi-asset fund. Pretorius takes the lead, supported by Sollie van der Linde and Chris-Sandra Klaasen. The 
process relies on a pragmatic assessment of a broad range of macro and local factors and the impact this could have on drivers 
of fixed income instruments. A three-pronged approach is adopted which incorporates: top-down views; duration; and market 
structure, with duration seen as the major driver of return. In terms of equity, the philosophy is multi-faceted and not easily 
replicable. The Equity team, led by Bruce Mommsen, is relatively small, with five experienced members. Given their size, they 
narrow their focus on the top 100 stocks, which are the most liquid stocks and therefore manageable for the team to cover. 
They utilise a proprietary multi-factor (earnings momentum, valuation, technical and strategy) ranking tool which assists them 
considerably in identifying stocks that may seem attractive and that may warrant further fundamental work. Top-down analysis 
is part of the stock assessment process. This is married with a bottom-up valuation-driven, stock-picking approach. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS
Since inception, the Fund has outperformed the SA Multi-Asset Low Equity category average 100% of the time and the  
internal SA CPI+3% benchmark, 85.37% of the time. Over all of the timeframes since inception, the Fund has returned around 
8% and 9% per annum. Relative to Shopping List peers and the peer category, the Fund has achieved consistent first-quartile 
performance on a rolling three-year basis since inception. This stands firm for risk-adjusted returns as well. Prior to the  
extreme COVID-related market moves seen in the first quarter of 2020, the Fund demonstrated the lowest volatility profile 
when compared to Shopping List peers and a strong ability to protect capital in adverse market conditions. Subsequently, 
the Fund registered maximum drawdown of 8.86%, better than funds such as Coronation Balanced Defensive and Prudential 
Inflation Plus experiencing maximum drawdowns in excess of 10% over the same period. The Fund has outperformed the 
category average 100% of the time since inception on a rolling three-year basis.
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The Amplify SCI Defensive Balanced Fund returned 3.66% during the second quarter of 2021, outperforming its benchmark, the 
ASISA SA Multi Asset Low Equity category average, which returned 2.43%. For the one-year period to the end of June 2021, 
the Fund delivered 12.79%, outperforming the peer group by 1.93% as well as its internal target of CPI+3% by 4.63%. After a 
strong first quarter, local equity markets took a breather in the second quarter, returning just 0.1%, on the back of moderating 
commodity prices as well as the country entering its third wave of COVID-19 infections toward the latter part of the quarter. 
Nominal bonds performed better as yields dropped, with the ALBI rising 6.9% while listed property (+11.5%) shrugged off weaker 
sentiment to outperform. The Fund’s quarterly performance was largely driven by the bond component (+2.88%), followed by 
the property allocation (+0.86%). Local and foreign equities added 0.23% and 0.28% each, while the foreign cash component 
detracted 0.75% as the rand appreciated 3.5% against the US dollar over the quarter. The Fund’s allocations to local bonds 
(36.4%), local equities (29%) and local cash (7.2%) were increased over the quarter, with the managers using the bout of rand 
weakness in June to repatriate foreign cash, which was reduced to 5.2% from 15.3% the previous quarter, to fund the increase 
in domestic allocations. Within fixed income, the Fund remains overweight duration but has switched some fixed rate bond 
exposure for inflation-linked bonds given upside risks to inflation. Toward the end of the quarter, the managers also introduced 
some optionality into the portfolio to hedge the domestic positions against potential rand weakness in the second half of 2021.

AMPLIFY SCI DEFENSIVE BALANCED FUND
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Charles de Kock, Pallavi Ambekar 
and Neil Young

44 R29 940 1.64%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund is managed by Charles de Kock, Pallavi Ambekar and Neil Young. De Kock, who has over 30 years of investment 
experience, (14 of which have been at Coronation) remains the lead on the Fund and is supported by Ambekar and Young. 
Ambekar has been with Coronation since 2003 and has co-managed the Top 20 and Market Plus funds since 2009. Since be-
ing appointed as co-portfolio manager on this fund, she has demonstrated an ability to make meaningful contributions and 
changes to the Fund positioning. Young joined Coronation in 1998 and has 23 years’ investment experience. The investment 
team includes three former Coronation CIOs. The culture remains one of ownership and accountability and is client-focused. 
Given that staff ownership is 25%, the interests of the managers and staff with those of their clients, are well-aligned. De Kock 
has stated that the Fund has two levels of conservatism, the first being asset allocation and the second, stock selection. Their 
asset allocation is a bottom-up valuation process and they make use of a proprietary asset allocation tool implemented in 
2007. A team of key individuals determines the macroeconomic variables that will be the inputs to the proprietary models 
used at Coronation. Key macro drivers are used as inputs, such as interest rates, inflation and expected return. While the 
model guides asset allocation decisions, each manager is responsible for the management of the Fund given the risk budget 
of that fund. The co-managers, thus, are responsible for the asset allocation weighting and stock selection of the Fund. Pro-
prietary research is the foundation of their investment proposition. From this platform, they construct portfolios that meet 
the varying risk and return objectives. All portfolios reflect the same Coronation DNA which comprises Coronation’s best 
investment ideas, leveraging off the same investment process. The fixed-interest instruments selection is managed by the 
portfolio managers. They interact with and leverage off the Fixed Interest team headed by Nishan Maharaj.  There is no formal 
house view portfolio, as flexibility is encouraged amongst portfolio managers. Young joined the portfolio management team 
in the second quarter of 2021, and his addition ensures orderly succession in the future.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Although the Fund has underperformed its benchmark over three- and five-year periods, it has achieved the target returns 
over the longer term by delivering 9% over ten years, ahead of the benchmark. The Fund has also delivered consistently 
better-than-category-average returns, despite displaying second quartile volatility. Since inception, on a rolling three-year 
basis, the Fund is, however, the second least volatile amongst Shopping List peers and has outperformed the SA Multi-Asset 
Low-Equity category average 95.62% of the time since inception. The Fund experienced its first negative 12-month rolling 
return in March 2020 and has maintained first- or second-quartile, rolling three-year performance since inception. The Fund 
experienced a maximum drawdown of -10.43% during the market crises brought about by the global COVID-19 pandemic in 
the first quarter of 2020, compared to the 8% experienced by the peer group.
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The Coronation Balanced Defensive Fund returned 1.69% over the second quarter of 2021, underperforming the category 
average, which delivered 2.43%. Over one year, the Fund returned 13.44%, outperforming both the peer group (+10.86%) and 
its benchmark (+8.16%). The Fund’s exposure to long-dated bonds benefitted the Fund over the quarter as nominal bonds 
(+6.9%) outperformed equities (+0.01%). Within the local equity component, top holdings Naspers (-15.11%) and British 
American Tobacco (-2.27%) weighed on returns, while FirstRand (+3.82%) contributed to performance. In terms of the asset 
allocation, incremental adjustments were made rather than significant moves. The local bond exposure increased to 42.7% 
(41.3% in the first quarter) with the fund managers adding to the R213 government position and increasing overall duration 
to 4.38. SA equity exposure increased to 25.8% (24.90% in the first quarter), while local property and cash saw upward ad-
justments to 2% and 3.5%, respectively. Overall international exposure decreased to 24.90% while the commodity allocation 
was down slightly to 1.90%. Equity activity included trimming Naspers and adding to Anglo American Plc, British American 
Tobacco and FirstRand.

CORONATION BALANCED DEFENSIVE
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Foord Asset Management (Dave Foord, 
William Fraser & Nick Balkin)

37 R20 557 1.93%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund has been managed using a multi-counsellor approach since late 2011, with Dave Foord, William Fraser and Nick Balkin 
each managing a portion of the assets and each individual accountable for that portion. Foord believes that meaningful invest-
ment returns are not earned by making incremental decisions, but that superior long-term returns are generated by identifying 
and taking advantage of economic cycles, and that buying at the right price is crucial. They do not take benchmarks into consid-
eration when constructing portfolios, as they are often representative of what is simply big or in vogue. Guided by asset allocation 
parameters, each manager is allowed flexibility in the portion of the portfolio they manage. Their asset allocation style is predom-
inantly top-down, value-orientated, but incorporates bottom-up portfolio construction. All research, both on equities and fixed 
interest, is done in-house and portfolio managers also undertake research. They place an intrinsic valuation on the company and 
assess to what extent the market is pricing that valuation. Foord looks for stocks with good management teams and are willing 
to pay for what they deem fair value for quality businesses. The Fund has a relatively low turnover, which is a result of being a 
concentrated portfolio with a few good ideas that will only be replaced when a better opportunity arises. The Fund combines a 
top-down, macroeconomic view for asset allocation with a bottom-up analysis of stocks in portfolio construction. Foord has a 
dedicated offshore team in Singapore which manages the equity fund that forms part of the offshore exposure in the Stable Fund. 
Notable team developments at Foord include the retirement of former deputy-CIO, Daryll Owen. Consequently, Nick Balkin has 
relinquished his role as head of Research to focus on his portfolio management responsibilities. A new role, head of Equity, will 
combine aspects of the previous head of Research and deputy-CIO, and has been filled internally at Foord.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has produced top-quartile performance over investment periods of seven years and longer, whilst occupying top-
half performance for all periods longer than one year. Since inception, on a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has delivered 
better-than-category-average returns. Consequently, it has produced a superior Sharpe ratio relative to category peers, over 
the past three, five, seven and 10 years. The Fund has been one of the least correlated to peers on the Shopping List in the 
low-equity category. However, during the global financial crisis, the Fund experienced a greater drawdown than the peer 
average. During the most recent market crises in the first quarter of 2020, the Fund protected capital better than all Shop-
ping List peers and now boasts the second lowest maximum drawdown (-6.08%). Since inception, the Fund has managed to 
maintain a smooth alpha-generating profile compared to peers. This equates to outperformance of the SA Multi-Asset Low 
Equity category average 89.84% of the time since inception, on a rolling three-year basis. However, the Fund has struggled 
against its own absolute benchmark of CPI+4% over rolling three-year periods, having only outperformed 55.47% of the time.
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The Fund returned 2.32% for the second quarter of 2021, delivering marginally less than the peer group (+2.43%) and in 
line with its CPI+4% benchmark (+2.38%). Over a one-year period to the end of June 21, the Fund delivered 6.70%, under-
performing the category average which returned 10.86%. Despite concerns over rising inflation and expectations of quick-
er-than-expected interest rate hikes by central banks, global financial markets remained buoyant over the quarter with the 
MSCI ACWI delivering 7.9% (+3.8%) in rand terms. Locally, equities were flat, while nominal bonds returned 6.9% as SA bond 
yields tracked global rates lower. As a result, the Fund’s fixed interest bucket added the most to returns, driven by holdings 
in longer-dated government bonds with the core R186 holding also contributing. The foreign allocation was also positive for 
returns. Within local equities, Richemont (+21.90%), AB Inbev (+11.05%) and Aspen (+12.28%) were stand-out performers, 
while Naspers (-15.11%) and BHP Group detracted (-1.54%). From an asset allocation perspective, fixed interest exposure was 
kept steady at 39.4% of the Fund, with the managers electing to increase marginally the duration of the bond position given 
the steepness of the yield curve and improved fiscal outlook. The allocation to foreign assets (via the Foord Global Equity 
Fund) is maintained at the prudential limit, while local equity and local property have allocations of 14.1% and 3.5%, respec-
tively, with the property exposure focused on low-geared assets. Relatively higher levels of cash were maintained at 8% of 
the Fund, in order to provide optionality when opportunities present themselves.

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS STABLE
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Duane Cable & Sumesh Chetty 5 R17 927 1.68%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund is managed on a co-portfolio manager basis by Duane Cable and Sumesh Chetty. They are jointly responsible for 
all asset allocation and security selection decisions within the portfolio, and both co-managers have a wealth of experience 
running absolute return multi-asset portfolios. Chetty has been with Ninety One since 2007 and is responsible for absolute 
return strategies, while Cable is the most recent addition to the portfolio management team, having joined in 2018 from 
Coronation Fund Managers where he was the head of SA Equities. Cable is also the head of SA Quality and sets the research 
agenda for the SA-focused team. The co-portfolio managers are supported by a dedicated team of analysts utilising the 
quality framework to uncover local and global opportunities. A previous concern was the lack of depth within the team, but 
with Cable’s arrival he has sought to add scale and they have since added three analysts to the Cape Town team, bringing 
the number of local investment specialists to five. The portfolio managers have analyst responsibilities as well, while the 
investment specialists act as generalists given the smaller local universe of ‘quality’ stocks – currently numbering around 60 
to 70. Additionally, the Fund leverages off the broader Global Quality team, with portfolio managers and analysts based in 
the US and the UK, giving the team valuable insight into the global opportunity set. The quality process uses a consistent 
bottom-up, valuation-driven framework to look for high quality businesses which are strongly capitalised, have low levels of 
debt and high, free cash flow generation. The fixed income component is managed within the Quality team to ensure that it is 
in line with the overall philosophy, although they do also leverage off the expertise and research of the broader Fixed-Interest 
and Credit teams at Ninety One. Clyde Rossouw officially stepped down as co-portfolio manager of the Fund in November 
2020 in order to focus on his role as co-head of Global Quality as well as the lead portfolio manager on the Ninety One Op-
portunity and Global Franchise Funds. He remains an integral part of the team by driving the broader research framework 
and providing insights through idea generation and debate.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception, the Ninety One Cautious Managed Fund has provided returns well in excess of inflation, as well as consistent 
above-category-average returns over the past ten years. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has delivered consistent 
first-quartile performance at lower levels of volatility when compared to peers. Consequently, this has led to the Fund dis-
playing excellent risk-adjusted returns as measured by the Sharpe, Sortino and Calmar ratios. In line with the philosophy of 
preserving investor capital, the Fund has had lower average drawdowns during periods of market distress and performed 
exceptionally well during the March 2020 COVID-related selloff. During this time, the Fund registered a maximum drawdown 
of just 3.55%, compared to the category average drawdown of 8.1% and well below some of its Shopping List peers which 
experienced drawdowns in excess of 10%. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has outperformed the peer group 77.5% of 
the time since inception and has consistently achieved returns of around 7% to 8% per annum on both short and longer time 
frames compared to the peer group annualised return of around 6-6.5%.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Ninety One Cautious Managed Fund delivered 4.60% over the second quarter of 2021, ahead of its CPI+4% target 
(+2.38%) and the peer group, which returned 2.43%. The Fund was also the best performer amongst its Shopping List peers 
over the period. Over one year, however, the Fund returned 7.97%, underperforming both the category average (+10.86%) and 
the benchmark (+9.16%). The start of the quarter saw global risk assets continue its momentum from the first quarter, driven 
by reopening economies and improved vaccination rates. However, the hawkish pivot by the US Fed and rising COVID-19 
cases locally and abroad curbed the earlier enthusiasm by the bookend of the quarter. As a result, the bond component 
was the largest contributor to returns as nominal bonds outperformed equities. This was followed by the offshore equity 
allocation despite the rand appreciating over the quarter. Locally, stock selection added to absolute returns, with holdings 
in Distell (+43.10%), Richemont (+21.90%) and Capitec Bank (+19.78%) performing particularly well. Meanwhile, commodity 
exposure via gold and platinum ETFs detracted as demand for the metals softened. Asset allocation was kept steady with 
bond exposure at 46.7% of the Fund, local equity at 9.1%, local property at 0.9% and SA cash at 13%. Foreign exposure was 
at 28.4% while commodities had a 2.1% allocation. Within bonds, the managers have added to longer-duration bonds funded 
from shorter-dated issues, while also increasing allocations to global equities in the equity component.

NINETY ONE CAUTIOUS MANAGED
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Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Michael Moyle, David Knee,  
Sandile Malinga and Leonard Kruger

27 R20 511 1.62%

QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund is Prudential’s flagship real-return offering and has a primary performance objective of CPI+5% per annum over 
rolling three-year periods. Secondly, it aims to not incur any capital losses over a rolling one-year period. This speaks to the 
Fund’s real-return focus. Prudential follows a strong value-based approach using historical and current factual information, 
rather than forecasting, to determine the fair value of an asset class. When constructing portfolios, they are always cogni-
sant of risk. They will assess the relative value of an asset by looking at its current valuation and comparing that to its own 
historical valuation range and alternative assets within the investment universe. Instrument selection within each asset class 
is outsourced to the relevant specialist teams. The local AA team, in conjunction with Prudential’s global teams, decides on  
exposure to individual markets, government versus corporate bonds and currencies. When constructing real-return portfolios, 
an internal long-term strategic asset allocation is established. The SAA of the Prudential Inflation Plus Fund is set at 22.5% 
ILBs, 25% local equity, 11% local bonds, 15% local property, 1.5% local cash, 12.5% foreign equity, 12% foreign bonds and 0.5% 
foreign cash. Notable team updates include Sandile Malinga who was appointed as a portfolio manager on the Fund in April 
2020. His role will include providing analytical and economic support to the multi-asset and fixed-interest investment process. 
He also serves on the Prudential Asset Allocation Committee and has 13 years’ industry experience and has been with Prudential 
since 2013. Leonard Kruger, who previously managed a portion of multi-asset portfolios at Allan Gray, has also joined the team 
with a wealth of experience and is seen as a valuable addition. Kruger will also serve on the Asset Allocation Committee and will 
take over some of the analytical responsibilities previously held by Johnny Lambridis, who departed the business in April 2021.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Given the Fund’s more aggressive performance objective, we do expect a relatively higher volatility profile when compared 
to peers. Over a rolling two- and three-year basis, the Fund has had the highest standard deviation of all the Shopping List 
funds in this category. However, it has compensated for this in performance and has produced above-category-average, 
risk-adjusted returns on a rolling two-year basis over longer time periods. The Fund also retains top-quartile or better per-
formance over annual periods from five to ten years but has deteriorated over more recent periods. The Fund has been  
successful in reducing risk of capital loss and delivered positive returns more than 90% of the time over 12-month rolling 
periods. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has outperformed the SA Multi-Asset Low Equity category average 80% of 
the time. Relative to its absolute CPI+5% (gross of fees) benchmark, it has outperformed 53.17% since inception, on a rolling 
three-year basis. Due to its high strategic allocation to riskier assets, the Fund will typically experience larger drawdowns 
when compared to Shopping List peers as well as the category average. This can be evidenced in the drawdown figures 
where the Fund experienced a maximum drawdown of 8.6% against the category average of 2.7% over the 2008-2009 period, 
and a sharper 15.75% drawdown in the COVID-related market crash in 2020 compared to the peer group average of 8.12%

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Fund returned 3.39% for the second quarter of 2021 and outperformed the category average (+2.43%) and the CPI+5% 
benchmark (+2.61%). Over a one-year period to the end of June 2021, the Fund delivered 15.29% in contrast to the peer group 
average return of 10.86%. For the quarter, the Fund’s overweight exposure to local nominal bonds contributed the most to 
returns, adding 1.58%, followed by the allocation to SA inflation-linked bonds (ILB’s) and SA property, each contributing 
0.85% and 0.64%, respectively. Foreign equities were also supportive as well as local stocks to a lesser extent. Offshore cash 
weighed on returns given the stronger rand. After a strong run of outperformance in the first half of the year, the fund man-
agers have reduced the overweight position in ILB’s to underweight (relative to the SAA), at 19.35% of the Fund, in favour 
of longer-dated nominal bonds which were upweighted to 23%. The allocation to SA equities remained steady at 25.11%, 
with overweight exposure to financials such as Standard Bank, Investec and ABSA. Overall foreign exposure was marginally 
reduced to 19.93%, with equity exposure taken down slightly after a good run of performance and heightened valuations in 
favour of bonds.  Regionally, the Fund is overweight emerging markets over developed markets. Listed property exposure 
remains underweight and was maintained at 5.11%, given the risks to the sector.

PRUDENTIAL INFLATION PLUS
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Natasha Narsingh has been a co-manager on the Fund since 2009, with previous fund manager, Phillip Liebenberg. Since his 
departure in 2017, she has assumed full responsibility for the management of the Fund and maintains a strong absolute focus 
along with a great deal of emphasis on capital preservation. This ties in with the Fund’s explicit risk benchmark of no nega-
tive returns over rolling 12-month periods. Investment decisions at SI are team-based, with Narsingh leveraging off SI’s house 
view on asset allocation. Two well-qualified and experienced support managers, Lethabo Leoka and Fernando Durrel, have 
been added to the Absolute Return team to limit keyman risk. Leoka has a strong credit background, having worked for Libfin 
(part of the Liberty Group) as a credit portfolio manager and a transactor in the Credit Origination team. Durrell has a strong 
quantitative background and experience with derivatives, and as such he is specifically working on optimising the investment 
processes and the efficient application of the derivative strategies within the Fund. Together, their capabilities and experience 
give reassurance in SI’s efforts to reduce keyman risk within the absolute return franchise and build on the skills set required 
for managing absolute mandates. In terms of portfolio construction, asset allocation is directed by the Asset Allocation Model 
Portfolio Group (AA MPG), although the fund manager has discretion on the size of her over- or underweights, given the ob-
jective of the mandate. Fixed interest decisions are guided by the Fixed Income Model Portfolio Group (FIMPG) which has been 
headed up by Mokgatla Madisha since August 2016. The equity carve-out of the Fund will look similar to that of the “moderate 
SWIX” house view portfolio. Offshore exposure is obtained through investments in CIS funds, investing mainly in Satrix Tracker 
funds and supplemented by actively managed Sanlam Global funds, whilst offshore property exposure is gained through the 
Sanlam Global Property Fund as well as selected single property counters. From a risk management perspective, the managers 
will make use of derivatives to protect the portfolio from adverse market movements when necessary.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has consistently delivered above-category-average returns over the past 10 years. 
It has also managed to achieve this at lower volatility (on a rolling three-year basis) than all of the Shopping List funds.  
Although the Fund is lagging its CPI+4% target over three, five and seven years, its performance of no negative return over a 
rolling 12-month period attests to the capital preservation capability of the Fund. Subsequently, it has managed to remain in the 
top quartile for risk-adjusted returns since inception as well as top quartile drawdown figures. Over ten years it has delivered 
the lowest volatility compared to Shopping List peers and has experienced the least down-periods and best risk-adjusted 
return figure. During the COVID-related market sell-off in March 2020, the Fund protected capital better than most of its 
Shopping List peers, with the second-best drawdown figure of -7.65%. After the COVID-19 crash, given the strong focus on 
capital preservation and conservative positioning in the risk-on environment, fund returns have lagged that of peers and the 
category average. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has outperformed the peer group 50.65% of the time.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Fund returned 0.90% for the second quarter of 2021, underperforming the peer group (2.43%) and the benchmark (2.38%). 
Over one year, to the end of June 2021, the Fund delivered 7.08% while the category average returned 10.86%.  The strong run 
in local equities seen earlier in the year came to an end in the second quarter, with the FTSE/JSE All Share Index ending flat 
(+0.1%), while listed property (+11.5%) was the star performer over the period. Nominal bonds gained 6.9% as the yield curve 
flattened. With the portfolio manager continuing to make incremental asset allocation adjustments, the overweight short-term 
interest-bearing and cash component weighed on returns, while the Fund’s shorter-duration position underperformed relative 
to the index. However, in light of the low yields provided by cash, the manager continues to reduce the exposure to this asset 
class in favour of nominal bonds while also extending duration slightly, with the total fixed income allocation increasing to 18.5% 
(from 16.9% in the first quarter) of the Fund at quarter-end. Overall, the equity component performed in line with the market. The 
overweight position in PGM miners detracted from returns but was countered by strong performances from overweight positions 
in Sasol and selected industrials (Dis-Chem, MTN) and financials (Nedbank). While the local equity exposure is steady at 20%, 
changes within the asset class included reducing exposure to PGM miners as well as trimming financials while making selective 
additions to industrials poised to benefit from the recovering economy. Property remains underweight at 1.47% of the Fund.

SIM INFLATION PLUS

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Natasha Narsingh, Fernando 
Durrell and Lethabo Leoka 

37 R12 862 1.31%
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Category Analysts: Cindy Mathews-DeVries and Imraan Khan

These portfolios invest in a spectrum of investments in the equity, bond, money, or property markets. These portfolios tend to display average 
volatility, aim for medium- to long-term capital growth and can have a maximum effective equity exposure (including international equity) of 
up to 60 and a maximum effective property exposure (including international property) of up to 25 of the market value of the portfolio. The 
underlying risk and return objectives of individual portfolios may vary as dictated by each portfolios mandate and stated investment objective 
and strategy.

Shopping List selection: Discovery Moderate Balanced Fund, Nedgroup Investments Opportunity Fund, Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced Fund

SA - Multi-Asset - Medium Equity
Category Analyst: Cindy Mathews-DeVries and Imraan Khan
These portfolios invest in a spectrum of investments in the equity, bond, money, or property markets. These portfolios tend to display average volatility, aim for medium to long term capital gro th and can have a maximum effective 
equity exposure (including international equity) of up to 60% and a maximum effective property exposure (including international property) of up to 25% of the market value of the portfolio. The underlying risk and return objectives of 
individual portfolios may vary as dictated by each portfolios mandate and stated investment objective and strategy.

Shopping List selection: Discovery Moderate Balanced Fund, Nedgroup Investments Opportunity Fund, Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Discovery Moderate Balanced
Nedgroup Inv Opportunity A
Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced A
(ASISA) South African MA Medium Equity

8.21 15.90 7.02 6.71
14.34 23.16 7.94 5.55 9.80
9.81 16.99 6.37 5.28 7.70
7.69 13.85 6.68

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Discovery Moderate Balanced
Nedgroup Inv Opportunity A
Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced A
(ASISA) South African MA Medium Equity

14.57 1.78 15.19
11.86 1.18 11.15
15.39 2.24 23.17
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SA - Multi-Asset - Medium Equity

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Discovery Moderate Balanced
Nedgroup Inv Opportunity A
Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced A
(ASISA) South African MA Medium Equity

9.36 120.03 118.49 0.05
11.19 133.31 117.49 -0.03
7.67 91.47 91.48 -0.13
7.70 100.00 100.00 -0.07

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Discovery Moderate Balanced
Nedgroup Inv Opportunity A
Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced A
(ASISA) South African MA Medium Equity

-13.88 01/02/2020 31/08/2020
-20.68 01/01/2020 28/02/2021
-11.55 01/11/2019 30/11/2020
-11.29 01/02/2020 31/07/2020

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: Since Common Inception (01/12/2010) to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African MA Medium Equity
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Established in 1991, Ninety One Asset Management is a large, well-known South African financial institution. It is an  
independently managed entity with equity, fixed income and multi-asset capabilities.  They manage a wide variety of man-
dates and investment styles, from quality to earnings revision to deep value. The Fund provides a unique offering where 
its distinct philosophy and process focus on earnings revision.  It blends a very quantitative, scientific methodology with a 
strong fundamental approach to investments very successfully, aiming to outperform its peer group average. Chris Freund, 
the originator of the philosophy, is supported by the Balanced (multi-asset) with International Strategy investment team 
who have been together for a long period of time. The team is highly qualified with a wealth of experience and has access to 
deep resources, as afforded to it by the broader Ninety One group. The team employs a convincing, well-articulated, unique 
investment philosophy.  Their philosophy translates into a proven, disciplined, methodical and repeatable investment process 
along with exceptional risk management capabilities. Qualitatively, the Balanced Strategy team is very strong. They have 
been together managing money, for a significant period of time, first on the institutional side with the balanced mandates 
and later, from 1 November 2012, they included the retail general equity mandate.  Senior investment team members are 
required to invest alongside their clients, further aligning their interests with those of their clients.  Additionally, investment 
team members’ calls are continuously monitored.  Those team members whose investment calls are consistently more ac-
curate enjoy higher weightings when it comes to their decisions in the overall investment process.  This fund certainly offers 
something unique in the way it is constructed and would be a good candidate to include with other multi-asset funds as part 
of a client’s portfolio.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has consistently outperformed its benchmark, the SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity category average, over rolling 
three-year periods since the team started managing the Fund in November 2012.  The volatility, as measured by standard 
deviation over rolling three-year periods, has trended upwards over time, in line with its peers. What is comforting is the fact 
that the Fund’s downside deviation (over rolling three-year periods) has been low relative to peers and on a downward tra-
jectory since the team started managing the Fund.  The Fund’s VaR profile remains significantly lower than that of Shopping 
List peer, Nedgroup Investments Opportunity.  On average, since November 2012, this fund captures 54.98% of the upside 
movement of the FTSE/JSE Top 40, and only 34.84% of the downside, reflecting an asymmetrical performance profile im-
perative for funds in this category. The Fund’s excess returns exhibit very low correlation to its Shopping List peer in the SA 
Multi-Asset Medium Equity category, offering good diversification benefits.  Since the team started managing the Fund in 
November 2012, the Fund’s beta has been relatively high when compared to peers.  This, combined with its relatively higher 
R2 value, indicates that more of the variability of the returns is explained by the movement in the FTSE/JSE Top 40.  This 
reaffirms the team’s bias to large caps as Freund believes that this is the space where money is made.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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SA equities (as measured by the All Share Index) returned a muted 0.05%, while SA property (as measured by the All Property 
Index) firmed 11.14%.  The ALBI and STeFI Composite returned 6.86% and 0.92%, respectively. The Fund delivered 2.23%, mar-
ginally outperforming its benchmark, the category average, which returned 2.06%.  Over the last year, SA equities, SA property, 
SA bonds and SA cash returned 25.07%, 25.59%, 13.68% and 4.01% respectively. The Fund returned 15.90%%, outperforming its 
category peers, which gained 13.85%. This fund holds 27.7% in SA equities, 2.8% in SA property, 31.8% in SA bonds and 25.5% of 
the portfolio in foreign assets.  While SA equities flatlined, the Fund’s holding in SA retailers and SA banks added to returns as 
retailers and financials performed well over the quarter.  Furthermore, the allocation to SA credit and government bonds added 
to returns. The Fund holds 23.7% in offshore equities, which contributed to performance, with the MSCI ACWI advancing 3.85% 
in ZAR despite the currency strengthening 3.40% against the greenback.  In contrast, the holding of PGM counters dampened 
returns as platinum & precious metals came under pressure. On a single stock level basis, main contributors of performance for 
the quarter included holdings in MTN (18.86%), Foschini (29.52%) and Truworths (20.57%).  Leading detractors include holdings 
in Naspers (-15.11%), Impala Platinum (-13.97%) and Anglo American Platinum (-23.36%).

DISCOVERY MODERATE BALANCED

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Ninety One Asset Management: 
Chris Freund, Samantha Hartard and 
Hannes Van Den Berg

7 R 1 537 1.79%
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Established in 2003, Abax is an owner-managed business that focuses solely on investment management.  Abax is one of the 
more established mid-sized asset managers which allows it to be more flexible when it comes to decision-making.  The team 
is stable, made up of highly experienced and well-qualified individuals, who have been through various market cycles. They 
have good strategic asset allocation, tactical asset allocation, equity and fixed income capabilities. The Fund is managed 
using a team-based approach where key strengths include asset allocation, modelling abilities and portfolio implementation.
Abax’s investment philosophy is brought to fruition through a well-defined, proprietary investment process that has allowed 
this fund to deliver excellent risk-adjusted returns.  The team is made up of highly experienced and well-qualified individuals. 
The fixed income team has seen one member, Rashaad Tayob, leave at the end of March 2021.  He has been replaced by 
Philip Liebenberg, a well-respected fixed income portfolio manager with a strong fixed income track record, who previously 
worked as a portfolio manager at Sanlam Investments.  The offshore capability of the team expanded with the addition of 
Adam Spagnoletti in 2016.  The Opportunity Fund’s offshore equity exposure is gained through investing in the Abax Global 
Equity Fund managed by Steve Minnaar.  They will also buy direct offshore counters should they want an undiluted exposure 
to a particular stock and will search for stocks with asymmetric return profiles.  Minnaar is supported by Spagnoletti on the 
offshore research side.  However, everyone in the research team has international research responsibility.  This significantly 
adds to the team’s offshore capability, which was a previous concern for our team.  There is very little to fault in terms of 
investment philosophy and process and this fund is a good alternative in the multi-asset medium equity space.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Historically, the Nedgroup Investments Opportunity Fund has been a top performer in its category.  It has outperformed its CPI+5% 
mandate over all rolling three-year periods since its inception until September 2016.  Underperformance, relative to its benchmark, 
has persisted since then.  Similarly, this fund has performed better than the category average on a rolling three-year basis since its in-
ception.  However, it started underperforming category peers since December 2017 until February 2021.  The Fund has outperformed 
its peers since March 2021.  The Fund’s volatility has trended upwards recently, far exceeding that of its peers.  Historically, it has 
managed to compensate the investor sufficiently for these higher levels of volatility by delivering higher returns and subsequently 
maintaining its superior risk-adjusted returns as measured by its Sharpe ratio.  The Fund’s focus on downside protection has also 
translated into a superior Sortino ratio over the longer term when compared to its peers, but this has deteriorated over time.  The vol-
atility profile does seem to be characterised by larger-than-average drawdowns as opposed to a consistently high level of volatility.  
This indicates a susceptibility to unforeseen tail risk and is confirmed by a consistently higher rolling VAR measure since December 
2015.  On average, from December 2012, this fund captures 62.72% of the upside movement of the JSE All Share, and only 45.25% of 
the downside, reflecting an asymmetrical performance profile important for absolute focused portfolios.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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Over the quarter, the All Share Index delivered a muted 0.05%, while the ALPI firmed 11.14%.  The ALBI and STeFI Composite 
trailed, returning 6.86% and 0.92%, respectively.  The Fund returned a pedestrian 2.56%, performing in line with its SA CPI+5% 
benchmark, which returned 2.61%, and outperforming category peers, which added 2.06%. Over the last year, the Fund returned 
23.16%, outperforming both its benchmark and category peers, which gained 10.16% and 13.85%, respectively. Over the last quarter, 
on a relative basis, the sizeable overweight position in SA property and underweight exposure to foreign bonds added to returns.  
The All Property index gained 11.14%, while the Barclays Global Bond Index shed 2.13% in rand terms as the currency strengthened 
3.40% against the US dollar. In contrast, underweight positions in SA bonds and foreign equities detracted from performance. The 
ALBI and MSCI ACWI returned 6.86% and 3.85%, respectively. However, the underweight exposure to foreign equities detracted 
from relative performance over the last year. The MSCI ACWI advanced 14.45% despite the rand strengthening 17.74% against the 
US dollar.Fund performance in the second quarter was largely driven by exposure to Royal Bafokeng, Dipula, PSG preference 
shares and Eurostoxx notes.  The fund managers converted the Royal Bafokeng convertible debentures into equity. The PSG  
preference share buy-out benefitted the Fund due to the generous premium of R81 set against the R66 share price. The exposure 
to the Eurostoxx notes continued to contribute to performance as the Eurostoxx Index continued its upward trajectory.  Meanwhile, 
the largest detractor of performance was Naspers, returning -15.11%.  Furthermore, rand strength detracted from offshore returns.

NEDGROUP INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Abax Investments:  
Omri Thomas and Philip Liebenberg

21 R 4 809 1.37%
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced Fund is offered in association with Albaraka Bank, which is responsible for providing the 
Shari’ah Board and ensuring ongoing Shari’ah compliance. The team consists of six experienced investment professionals 
with the two portfolio managers. They follow a team-based approach when managing the Shari’ah funds. Saliegh Salaam 
and Maahir Jakoet are responsible for all portfolio management decisions. The portfolio managers have dual roles of port-
folio management and research analysis. However, Saliegh has the final say with regards to portfolio decisions. The Fund 
has a stringent Shari’ah compliance process in place to ensure and monitor adherence to Shari’ah compliance. They have an  
independent Shari’ah Supervisory Board (SSB) overseeing adherence to the applicable Shari’ah principles as well as Albaraka 
Bank’s Shari’ah compliance department. In order, to construct their Shari’ah-compliant investment universe, they apply two 
screening tests to the set of equity securities listed on the JSE, namely, a qualitative test (core activities); and a quantitative 
test (ratio test and non-permissible income deduction adjustment). The first level of screening is to ensure that companies in 
the investment universe do not engage in non-permissible activities and investments such as conventional finance, production 
and distribution of non-halaal meat, food and tobacco products etc. The second level of screening is the ratio test which 
applies the following ratio tests: (1) interest-bearing debt/12 month average market value < 30%; (2) (cash + interest-bearing 
securities)/12 month average market value < 30%; (3) (accounts receivable + cash)/total assets < 70%; and (4) (interest 
income + other non-permissible income)/ revenue < 5%. Interest income is stripped out of the portfolio as non-permissible 
income on a daily basis and is paid to the SA Muslim Charitable Trust. The trust supports health, education and disaster relief.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception (November 2010), the Fund has returned 7.3%, against its composite benchmark return of 9.1%. On a rolling 
three-year basis since inception, the Fund underperformed the Medium Equity category until 2016, but then started to out-
perform. Over the past five years (as of 30 June 2021), the Fund underperformed its composite benchmark, returning 5.6% in 
comparison to the composite benchmark’s return of 8.3%. However, over the past five years the Fund outperformed the SA 
Multi-Asset Medium Equity category by 0.52%, returning 4.03%. When compared against its Shari’ah-compliant peers which 
are all in the Multi-Asset High Equity category, the Fund displays lower rolling volatility as well as lower maximum drawdowns 
over all periods. However, due to its limited universe, relative to a non-compliant investable universe, the Fund’s volatility can 
be slightly higher than the SA Multi-Asset Medium Equity.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Old Mutual Albaraka Balanced Fund outperformed its composite benchmark for the second quarter of 2021, returning 
1.64% while its benchmark returned -0.14%. The largest contributors over the quarter were global equity and local sukuk, 
while the largest detractor was local equity. The Fund benefitted over the quarter from allocations to MTN (+0.99%); Afrimat 
(+0.78%); Alviva (+0.40%) and Combined Motor Holdings (+0.40%). The Fund incurred losses from exposure to Richemont 
(-1.37%) and Anglo-American Platinum (-1.09%). In addition, their global equity holdings contributed positively to perfor-
mance including standouts Novo Nordisk, Arista Networks, Kepco Plant and Fortinet. Detractors were TGS, Nividia, Bookings 
Holdings and Citrix Systems. From an asset allocation perspective, the local equity portion was at 37%, which was under-
weight the benchmark (-5.35%) and contributed 0.07%. Global equity was at 22%, which was overweight the benchmark 
(+10.06%) and contributed 0.66%. The allocation to sukuk and money market (Islamic promissory notes) instruments was at 
42% and in line with its benchmark. This was flat at -0.01% to the portfolio over the quarter. Lastly, the portfolio remains over-
weight SA Inc and their asset allocation favors local equities.  From a sector perspective, they are overweight resources and 
healthcare. The portfolio managers remain optimistic about the SA consumer recovery and continue to look for spending in 
reopening sectors. They prefer quality companies with strong balance sheets and cash-generative abilities.

OLD MUTUAL ALBARAKA BALANCED 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Maahir Jakoet and Saliegh Salaam 11 R 3 300 1.60%
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Category Analyst: Mansoor Narker and Imraan Khan

These portfolios invest in a spectrum of investments in the equity, bond, money, or property markets. These portfolios tend to have an 
increased probability of short-term volatility, aim to maximise long term capital growth and can have a maximum effective equity exposure 
(including international equity) of up to 75% and a maximum effective property exposure (including international property) of up to 25% of the 
market value of the portfolio. The underlying risk and return objectives of individual portfolios may vary as dictated by each portfolios mandate 
and stated investment objective and strategy.

Shopping List selection: Allan Gray Balanced Fund, Coronation Balanced Plus Fund, Foord Balanced Fund, Kagiso Islamic Balanced,  
Ninety One Opportunity Fund, Prudential Balanced Fund, SIM Balanced Fund

SA - Multi-Asset - High Equity
Category Analyst: Mansoor Narker and Imraan Khan
These portfolios invest in a spectrum of investments in the equity, bond, money, or property markets. These portfolios tend to have an increased probability of short-term volatility, aim to maximise long term capital growth and can have 
a maximum effective equity exposure (including international equity) of up to 7 % and a maximum effective property exposure (including international property) of up to 2 % of the market value of the portfolio. The underlying risk and 
return objectives of individual portfolios may vary as dictated by each portfolios mandate and stated investment objective and strategy.

Shopping List selection: Allan Gray Balanced Fund, Coronation Balanced Plus Fund, Foord Balanced Fund, SIM Balanced Fund, Ninety One Opportunity Fund, Prudential Balanced Fund, Kagiso Islamic Balanced, Prescient 
Balanced Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Allan Gray Balanced A
Coronation Balanced Plus A
Foord Balanced A
SIM Balanced R
Ninety One Opportunity R
Prudential Balanced A
Kagiso Islamic Balanced A
Prescient Balanced A2
(ASISA) South African MA High Equity

9.91 17.02 4.89 5.54 9.98

7.13 11.45 6.58 5.37 9.72
10.56 23.80 8.24 7.31 10.52

7.98 13.17 4.67 5.00 8.63
7.60 10.72 8.94 6.80 10.51

12.90 27.12 9.91 8.98 8.30
9.61 20.02 8.78 8.07

11.86 20.37 5.83 6.39 10.08

9.39 17.31 6.76 5.78 8.58

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Allan Gray Balanced A
Coronation Balanced Plus A
Foord Balanced A
SIM Balanced R
Ninety One Opportunity R
Prudential Balanced A
Kagiso Islamic Balanced A
Prescient Balanced A2
(ASISA) South African MA High Equity

12.23 1.39 10.92
15.41 1.70 11.30
19.41 1.86 10.29
15.32 1.65 11.62
22.99 3.18 21.95
11.65 1.36 13.41
12.33 1.18 14.26

1.25 5.37
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SA - MULTI-ASSET - HIGH EQUITY
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SA - Multi-Asset - High Equity

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Allan Gray Balanced A
Coronation Balanced Plus A
Foord Balanced A
SIM Balanced R
Ninety One Opportunity R
Prudential Balanced A
Kagiso Islamic Balanced A
Prescient Balanced A2
(ASISA) South African MA High Equity

11.10 114.13 118.76 0.11
10.94 107.90 103.46 -0.04

8.02 67.84 86.28 0.06
11.32 116.08 105.14 -0.08

11.42 118.78 115.87 0.04

10.01 107.32 102.02 -0.07

9.37 83.09 109.65 0.28
10.40 101.50 115.58 0.18
9.48 100.00 100.00 -0.04

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Allan Gray Balanced A
Coronation Balanced Plus A
Foord Balanced A
SIM Balanced R
Ninety One Opportunity R
Prudential Balanced A
Kagiso Islamic Balanced A
Prescient Balanced A2
(ASISA) South African MA High Equity

-16.02 01/02/2020 31/08/2020
-16.45 01/09/2018 31/12/2020

-11.40 01/09/2018 31/05/2020
-18.97 01/02/2020 31/01/2021
-9.02 01/09/2018 30/04/2019

-19.21 01/05/2019 31/12/2020

-14.61 01/02/2020 31/07/2020
-15.08 01/01/2020 30/11/2020

-14.12 01/02/2020 31/08/2020

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African MA High Equity
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund is managed on a multi-counsellor basis, with each portfolio manager managing a separate portfolio, and thus each 
deciding upon the asset allocation and stock selection for their individual portion. Allan Gray’s investment philosophy is value- 
orientated, with research efforts focused on identifying attractive assets that are priced below intrinsic value. A rigorous 
and disciplined process is applied, and investments are usually made with a four-year view. Priority is managing absolute 
risk, which means that short-term performance will often be sacrificed to mitigate longer-term risk. The domestic equity 
committee, called the Share Policy Group (SPG), uses a voting system in order to determine which counters appear on the 
ranking table. Each portfolio manager has full discretion over which counters they buy and there is no house view portfolio. 
Allan Gray follows a bottom-up equity selection process. Asset allocation is a consequence of the availability of attractively- 
valued equities relative to the other asset classes within the set parameters. The fixed income portion is managed by the 
Fixed Income team. However, this is done at the request of the relevant multi-counsellor who allocates capital to the fixed 
income manager and dictates what duration they want. The offshore portion is managed by Orbis, and as is the case with 
fixed income allocation – each portfolio manager will decide on how much s/he would like to allocate offshore. Notable team 
changes in 2020 included the departure of Andrew Lapping, Leonard Kruger and Mark Dunley-Owen. Duncan Artus was 
promoted to CIO, while Rory Kutisker-Jacobson and Tim Acker were promoted to portfolio managers. Artus, who has been 
with Allan Gray for 20 years (15 of which as portfolio manager), is responsible for the largest portion of the Fund. Kutisker- 
Jacobson joined Allan Gray in 2008 as an analyst and has managed frontier market portfolios since 2017, while Acker has 
been with the company since 2013, also joining as an analyst.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has delivered above-category average, risk-adjusted returns since inception, although 
the Fund has the tendency to lag over the shorter term. On a five-year rolling basis, the Fund has experienced no negative 
returns. The Fund has protected capital well in down-markets, particularly in the period 2007 to 2009. During the recent 
COVID-related sell-off, the Fund suffered a 16.45% drawdown, worse than the peer group average but better than some of 
its Shopping List peers such as SIM Balanced and Prudential Balanced. In addition, the Fund displayed the lowest downside 
capture ratio amongst category peers on a rolling five-year basis, from 2008 until 2016. Over five-year rolling periods since 
inception, the Fund has achieved its performance benchmark of outperforming the category average, 97% of the time. It 
has also achieved its internal risk benchmark of CPI+5%, 68% of the time. On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund exhibited the 
lowest volatility amongst Shopping List peers, from the period 2009 until 2014. Since then, the Ninety One Opportunity Fund 
has had lower volatility levels. The Fund has struggled to generate alpha in recent times when compared to peers, however, 
the Fund has narrowed the gap on static five-year basis while outperforming the category average over 10 years and longer.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Fund delivered 0.79% during the second quarter of 2021, trailing the category average return by 1.05%.  Year-to-date, the 
Fund delivered 9.91%, with the bulk of this performance accruing over the first quarter (+9.05%). Over a one-year period to 
the end of June 2021, the Fund returned 17.02%, behind the peer group return of 17.31%. With local equities trading sideways 
for the quarter, the largest contributor to return was the fixed income portion of the Fund, while the foreign component 
marginally detracted on the back of rand strength. Within equities, the Fund’s largest holding Naspers (-15.11%) along with 
Sibanye-Stillwater (-8.22%) weighed on returns over the quarter, while Glencore (+6.96%) and Woolworths (+9.02%) provid-
ed support. Activity over the quarter included adding to Naspers and the basket of PGM miners, while trimming Glencore 
and selling down retailers such as Mr Price and Foschini which have recovered sharply from the depths of the March 2020 
crash and are trading at higher levels than pre-COVID. From an asset allocation perspective, gross SA equity exposure was 
trimmed to 52.3% (1.1% hedged), while fixed income was marginally increased to 8.8% with duration also ticking up slightly to 
4.5 from 4.3 in the first quarter. Gross foreign exposure was maintained at 32.9% which includes Africa (ex-SA) exposure of 
4.7%. The Fund had marginal exposure to local listed property at 0.82% and commodity exposure was at 2.38%.

ALLAN GRAY BALANCED

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Duncan Artus, Jacques Plaut,  
Rory Kutisker-Jacobson, Tim Acker

50 R145 500 0.65%
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Leinberger is the current CIO and has over 19 years’ investment experience, spent almost exclusively at Coronation. He is 
supported by one of the largest and most experienced investment teams in SA. Alexander does not manage a slice of the 
portfolio as yet. Rather, she contributes to idea generation and debate when there are conflicting views. The co-managers at 
Coronation are being groomed to reduce keyman risk and ideally should be able to take over when appropriate. The invest-
ment team includes three former Coronation CIOs. Given that staff ownership is 25%, the interests of the portfolio managers 
and clients are aligned. Asset allocation is primarily a bottom-up valuation process and they make use of a proprietary asset 
allocation tool. A team of key individuals determines the macroeconomic variables that will serve as inputs to the proprietary 
models used at Coronation. Proprietary research is the foundation of their investment proposition. From this platform they 
construct portfolios that meet varying risk and return objectives. All portfolios reflect the same Coronation DNA, however, 
which comprises Coronation’s best investment ideas. All portfolio managers also have analyst responsibilities, and analysts 
are assigned across sectors. The managers are style-agnostic and take a long-term view by attempting to see through the 
business cycle and identify intrinsic value. Fixed interest exposure is leveraged from the Fixed Interest team. The Fund’s 
offshore exposure is obtained via the multi-managed Global Opportunities Fund. In terms of team updates, Adrian Zetler 
departed Coronation in the first quarter of 2021, with Leinberger and Alexander continuing to manage the Fund. His research 
responsibilities will be absorbed by the existing team.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

 On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has delivered consistent above-category average, risk-adjusted returns (as measured by 
the Sharpe ratio) since July 2004. The Fund tends to have drawdowns greater than the category average and its peers, over 
shorter periods. As such, the underperformance during the first quarter of 2020 was not completely out of character where 
the Fund experienced a drawdown of 16% compared to 14.1% of the peer group. The Fund also tends to have higher volatility 
when compared to its Shopping List peers. Coronation as a house tends to focus on longer-term periods (five years plus) when 
evaluating equities, and since its average exposure to equities has been in excess of 60% since March 2007, it should be judged 
according to longer, more meaningful periods. The Fund has had no negative returns over any rolling five-year period, since 
inception. It has managed to outperform the category average 83% of the time on this basis, while outperforming CPI+5%, 
70% of the time, although this benchmark is not explicitly targeted. The Balanced Plus Fund remains on track in achieving its 
objective of outperforming peers, currently managing to do so over all meaningful periods since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Fund delivered 1.54% in the second quarter of 2021, underperforming the peer group average by 0.30%. For the one-
year period to the end of June 2021, the Fund delivered 23.80%, outperforming the category average by 6.50%. Within the 
local equity component, the overweight exposure to resources weighed on returns as the sector lost 5% over the quarter but 
was countered by holdings in financials and select industrials such as Distell (+43.1%). Despite the headwinds to the sector, 
Coronation remains overweight on resources given undemanding valuations and strong free cash flow yields. Activity over 
the quarter included substantially increasing positions in gold miners AngloGold Ashanti and Gold Fields as well as adding to 
domestic bank exposure (FirstRand), while trimming Naspers in favour of Prosus. In the fixed income bucket, the managers 
added to the R209 and R2040 government bond positions, remaining overweight the long-end of the curve. At the asset 
allocation level, overall SA equity and SA bond exposure increased to 47.9% and 21.7%, respectively, funded from cash which 
materially decreased to 0.8%. Listed property remains underweight at 2.9% and commodity exposure was down to 1%. The 
global allocation, via the Egerton Capital Equity Fund and the Contrarius Global Absolute Fund, increased to 25.8%.

CORONATION BALANCED PLUS

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Karl Leinberger and Sarah-Jane  
Alexander

45 R93 790 1.86%
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Foord believes that meaningful investment returns are not earned by making incremental decisions. Rather, that superior 
long-term returns are generated by identifying and taking advantage of economic cycles. They do not take benchmarks 
into consideration when constructing portfolios. Guided by asset allocation parameters, each manager is allowed flexibility 
in the portion of the portfolio they manage. Their asset allocation style is predominantly top-down, value-orientated, but 
incorporates bottom-up portfolio construction. As opposed to larger houses, Foord does not have formalised investment 
committees and meetings. They cite this as an advantage, in that they can reposition and implement changes within the 
Fund quickly. All research, on both equities and fixed interest, are conducted in-house, and portfolio managers also under-
take research. Foord looks for stocks with good management teams and is often willing to pay closer to fair value for quality 
businesses with good growth potential. The Fund has a low turnover which is a result of the fact that ideas will only be re-
placed when a better opportunity arises. Foord has a dedicated offshore team in Singapore which manages the equity fund 
that forms part of the offshore exposure within the Foord Balanced Fund. The dedication to positioning the portfolio for 
longer-term economic cycles, means that the Fund has the potential for increased volatility and underperformance during 
short- to medium-term periods.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception, and on a rolling five-year basis, the Fund outperformed the category average consistently, until 2018. The 
Fund had a challenging run of underperformance from then, and up until the first quarter of 2020, during which the Fund 
recently outperformed peers and returned to the first quartile in the 2020 calendar year, although the Fund has not been 
able to sustain that momentum. While the Fund has performed roughly in line with the peer group over three and five years, 
it still maintains a record of outperformance over ten years and longer.  On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund tends to pro-
duce higher volatility than peers but, once again, is outperforming on a risk-adjusted basis (as measured by rolling Sharpe), 
indicating that investors are being compensated for additional risk. The Fund has outperformed the category average 80% of 
the time over a five-year rolling period since inception, whilst outperforming CPI+5% over 57% of the time. Furthermore, the 
Fund adds very beneficial diversification benefits within a portfolio, with the Fund demonstrating lower rolling correlation 
than most Shopping List peers (except for the Ninety One Opportunity).

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Foord Balanced Fund returned 2.79% over the second quarter, ahead of the category average return of 1.84% as well as 
the internal CPI+5% benchmark which produced 2.61%. For the one-year period to the end of June 2021, the Fund delivered 
11.45%, underperforming the peer group which returned 17.31%. Over the quarter, SA equities contributed the most to returns 
lead by good performances from holdings in Richemont, AB Invbev and Aspen as well as the underweight exposure to the 
resources sector. Local bonds were also additive to returns with holdings in long-dated R2035 and R2040 government bonds 
the best performers on the back of the yield curve flattening. The strong performance from global equities added value with 
returns more than offsetting translation losses from the stronger rand, which in turn offset the strong dollar price of gold 
resulting in neutral performance from the commodity allocation. The underweight allocation to listed property detracted 
from returns. Asset allocation changes include increasing exposure to SA equities to 46% from 44% in the first quarter, funded 
from cash which decreased to 0.23% at quarter-end. Bond exposure was kept steady at 15.2%, with the bulk of exposure 
concentrated in the 3-7 year maturity bucket, although the managers have marginally increased the duration position to 
5.04 from 4.5 given the steepness of the curve. The underweight exposure to listed property was retained at 4.1%, as well as 
the position in physical gold at 3.8% to provide a hedge against market dislocations and to guard against the risk of higher 
inflation. The full allocation to global assets is maintained at 30.5% where the managers prefer equities over bonds due to 
the inflation-beating prospects of the asset class as well as the view that market conditions remain favourable for equities.

FOORD BALANCED 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Nick Balkin, Dave Foord, 
William Fraser and Daryll Owen

50  R25 286 1.21%
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Clyde Rossouw is co-head of Quality at Ninety One Asset Management and focuses on multi-asset, absolute-return, low- 
volatility and real-return equity investing. He has managed the opportunity strategy since 2003, having joined the firm in 
1999. The Fund has a primary focus of investing in good-quality companies with a secondary focus on buying them when they 
are priced attractively. Rossouw is responsible for the Fund’s asset allocation, which is determined by following a bottom- 
up, relative-valuation approach. Asset allocation starts with equities, and the Fund follows a structured and systematic 
process. The equity holding will usually be concentrated with very low turnover. The Fund leverages off the broader Global 
Quality team, which has members based in the UK and the US. The team in Cape Town now includes Cable as previously 
mentioned. He will also take over as the head of SA Quality, and co-portfolio manager on the Ninety One Cautious Managed 
Fund. The Quality team makes the final decision on their own fixed-interest allocation, and, while not always aligned with 
Ninety One’s Fixed Income team, they will draw on their expertise and leverage off the ideas being produced, both locally and 
internationally. Offshore exposure is obtained via investing in the Ninety One Global Franchise Fund, which is also managed 
by the Global Quality Team.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Ninety One Opportunity Fund has delivered returns of around 16% per annum, since inception. However, performance 
has slowed recently, with both five and three-year annualised returns considerably lower at approximately 7-9%. Although 
far off the absolute benchmark of this fund, it is important to consider the challenging period for equities over the last five 
years. The JSE All Share has produced 8% over a five-year period, while the average of the Multi-Asset High Equity category 
has delivered just 6.76%. It is also important to be aware of the very specific investment style used in this fund as well as 
the role it can play in a portfolio, and the fact that performance should be looked at over longer time periods. The Fund has 
underperformed its lofty, absolute-return benchmark of CPI+6% over three-, five- and seven-year periods. However, over a 
ten-year period it has performed in line with CPI+6% and has outperformed the peer group average, while experiencing a 
very similar level of volatility.  The Fund has also consistently outperformed peers on a rolling five-year basis since inception, 
and 96% of the time on a rolling three-year basis. Volatility levels consistently lower than Shopping List peers have led to 
excellent risk-adjusted returns on a rolling five-year basis, as measured by its Sharpe ratio since inception. This fund tends to 
perform well during times of high market volatility and provides capital protection in negative markets. This is reflected by 
the fact that the Fund has the lowest drawdown capture amongst Shopping List peers, measured on a rolling five-year basis.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Ninety One Opportunity Fund delivered 4.83% over the second quarter of 2021, outperforming the peer group category 
average, which returned 1.84%. However, over a one-year period, the Fund returned 10.72%, underperforming the peer group 
by 6.59%. Global equities continued its upward momentum during the quarter, spurred on by an improving growth outlook 
and reopening economies, while locally gains were flat with the JSE All Share returning only 0.1% while nominal bonds 
advanced 6.9%. As a result, the global equity component was the largest contributor to performance, driven by strong 
performances from Intuit and Microsoft. Stock selection within the local bucket also added to returns, with holdings in  
Capitec Bank, Richemont and Distell contributing positively. Naspers and JSE Ltd detracted from returns. There were no 
major changes to the asset allocation of the fund: local equities were steady at 29%; SA bonds at 21.7%; while SA cash was 
maintained at 10%; and zero exposure to local listed property. The offshore exposure was kept at the maximum limit with 
30% allocation to global equities. Over the quarter, the fund manager added to existing holdings in Naspers and Clicks 
Group, and trimmed exposure to Richemont.

NINETY ONE OPPORTUNITY

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Clyde Rossouw 51 R59 617 1.80%
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Prescient Balanced Fund is managed by the multi-asset team at Prescient headed up by Rupert Hare and Odwa Sihlobo, 
who are supported by a team of three portfolio managers and three quantitative analysts. Bastian Teichgreeber, who was 
promoted to CIO in February 2021, was previously co-head of the multi-asset division and retains oversight over the Fund. 
He has been in the industry for 15 years with six of those years spent at Prescient. Bastian started managing this fund in 
2015, a year after its inception. Prescient has experienced an exodus of key investment professionals in the last three years, 
particularly in the interest-bearing division. Subsequently, they have been making meaningful attempts to strengthen the 
team across all their strategies, and this provides a level of comfort. The multi-asset team, which runs the Balanced Fund, 
now comprises seven members, five of whom can be considered relatively new as their work experience at Prescient has 
not exceeded two to three years. Hare, who joined Prescient in April 2019, is the co-head of the multi-asset team along-
side Sihlobo and is responsible for the implementation of the investment process while also having portfolio management  
responsibilities. Sihlobo joined the investment team from the securities division at Prescient where he spent five years, part 
of which he headed up the Quantitative Research unit within the division. Martin Hammond has 12 years’ industry experience, 
with seven of those years spent at Prescient. Maitse Motsoane, who was also a portfolio manager in the team, departed the 
business in July 2021. He will be replaced by Nabeel Kolia, who joins from Prescient Securities. While keyman risk is probably 
less of a concern due to the quantitative nature of the investment process, the addition of new headcounts in the team can 
still be viewed as positive as it provides for better succession planning.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception, the Fund has outperformed the category average considerably and consistently, on a rolling and static basis 
and has been in the top quartile on a one-, three- and five-year basis. The Fund has also managed to outperform the FTSE/
JSE All Share, on both a rolling and static basis, since inception. While the portfolio has a composite benchmark and aims to 
outperform the category average, it has an internal return target of 5% to 6% above inflation over the long term. Against this 
target, the Fund has underperformed. Relative to Shopping List peers, since common inception, the Fund has outperformed 
by returning close to 8% p.a. and delivered the highest amount of alpha, with only the Ninety One Opportunity Fund coming 
close. This performance profile was sustained even on a risk-adjusted basis. The Fund has delivered an information ratio that 
exceeds that of all Shopping List funds, which is not only a function of the Fund’s relatively low tracking error but also a 
higher active/excess return. During the March 2020 market crash, the Fund faced its first major test in a down-market, and 
registered a maximum drawdown of 14.56%, not far off the category average drawdown of 14%, and protected capital better 
than most of its Shopping List peers with the second-best drawdown figure over the period.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Fund delivered 2.94% over the second quarter of 2021, outperforming the peer group average which delivered 1.84%. For 
the one-year period, the Fund delivered 20.44%, outperforming the category average by 3.13%.  Over the quarter, developed 
market equities and local listed property were the main contributors to performance followed by SA bonds, while the global 
cash component and local equities detracted on the back. In terms of asset allocation adjustments, local equity exposure  
increased to 47.6% of the Fund, along with local cash (4.74%) while SA bonds were significantly reduced to 6.7% from 18.7% 
the previous quarter.  Local listed property exposure was maintained at 4.97% and overall offshore exposure stood at 35.6% at 
the end of the quarter. The portfolio managers remain bullish on growth assets, both local and global, while taking a negative 
view on developed market bonds.

PRESCIENT BALANCED

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Rupert Hare & Odwa Sihlobo 3 R1 700 0.55%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - HIGH EQUITY
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Prudential uses a clearly defined philosophy and process, focusing on its strengths of strategic and tactical asset allocation 
on a relative basis. The house has good asset allocation, equity and fixed income capabilities and leverages off strong off-
shore capabilities at M&G, Prudential’s international parent company. The house follows a strong value-based approach, 
using historical and current factual information, rather than forecasting to determine the fair value of an asset class. When 
constructing portfolios, they are always cognisant of risk. They will assess the relative value of an asset by looking at its 
current valuation and comparing that to its own historical valuation range (‘anchor’) and alternative assets within the  
investment universe. The portfolio is therefore constructed by keeping the mean of the category in mind and overweighting/
underweighting certain positions, based on Prudential’s view of the fundamental value. Instrument selection within each 
asset class is outsourced to the relevant specialist teams. The local asset allocation team, in conjunction with Prudential’s 
global teams, decides on the recommended exposure to individual markets, government or corporate bonds and currencies. 
In terms of the team, Leonard Kruger has joined the portfolio management team. He was previously at Allan Gray and is a 
valuable addition who comes with extensive experience, having previously managed the Allan Gray Stable Fund. He takes 
over some of the responsibilities previously held by Johny Lambridis, who has departed the business.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception, the Fund consistently outperformed the benchmark on a rolling five-year basis, whilst also achieving this 
objective more than 80% of the time over a shorter, rolling three-year period. Due to a very challenging 2019, however, as 
well as a sharp drawdown during the first quarter of 2020 due to COVID-19, the Fund has moved into third quartile territory 
on this basis. As expected, it has produced higher risk levels as measured by a five-year rolling standard deviation. However, 
the Fund has historically rewarded investors for the higher volatility and has consistently outperformed the category average 
on a risk-adjusted basis. The track record reflects superior Sharpe and Sortino ratios since 2009, when compared to peers. 
Although the Fund has experienced some underperformance of late, the longer-term track record remains impressive, with 
the Fund outperforming over periods of five years or longer. The Fund’s relative focus and peer cognisance has also played 
a role in the Fund’s tendency to capture market drawdowns. The Fund has experienced maximum drawdowns of -18.53% 
during COVID-19, while the average fund experienced -14.12%. The Fund remains above peers on a risk-adjusted basis. On a 
rolling five-year basis, the Fund has now outperformed the category average 97% of the time, since inception, while outper-
forming CPI+5%, 67% of the time over the same period.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Prudential Balanced Fund delivered 3.11% over the second quarter of 2021, outperforming the category average which 
delivered 1.84%.  For the one-year period to 30 June 2021, the Fund returned a pleasing 20.37%, outperforming the peer 
group by 3.07%. The bulk of the quarterly performance came from the local nominal bond allocation, which added 1.8% to 
returns, followed by global equities (+0.66%) and SA equities (+0.59%). Local listed property, which was the best-performing 
asset class over the quarter, also added to returns. In terms of the asset mix, the Fund has maintained its overweight expo-
sure to SA equities at 46.6% of the portfolio, with a diversified mix of large global counters as well as locally exposed stocks 
such as ABSA, Standard Bank, Truworths and Foschini. Within the SA fixed interest component, exposure is tilted toward 
longer-dated maturities, while exposure to inflation-linked bonds has been cut to 0.41% from 1.40% in the previous quarter. 
The foreign component remains overweight global equities over bonds, although the fund managers have added to selective 
emerging market sovereign bonds where yields remain attractive. Listed property remains underweight at 2.03% while cash 
increased from 4.5% to 6%.

PRUDENTIAL BALANCED 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
David Knee, Michael Moyle,  
Sandile Malinga & Leonard Kruger

13 R20 956 1.66%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - HIGH EQUITY
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

In managing the SIM Balanced Fund, there is a strong focus on Sanlam Investment’s pragmatic value philosophy and process. 
Valuations are based on a belief that long-run average returns are mean reverting within asset classes. There are three 
key committees, or model portfolio groups (MPGs) that impact the Balanced Fund. Fred White is a member of the Asset  
Allocation MPG, the Fixed Income MPG and the Equity MPG. White makes use of the house view moderate SWIX portfolio, 
and similarly liaises with the Equity team for idea generation. Similarly, property, bond and cash exposures are also managed by 
leveraging off the asset class MPGs, and allocations are made according to the mandate and portfolio construction process. 
White and Thomas have adopted a more aggressive style of managing the Fund, when compared to predecessors, aiming to 
achieve maximum risk-adjusted returns and deliver superior capital growth over a longer-term time horizon. Due to this phil-
osophical shift, the introduction of derivatives for shorter-term risk management processes is appropriate. For diversification 
benefits, the Fund will always be close to full offshore exposure. Offshore equity exposure is gained through multiple unit 
trusts holdings, index funds or ETFs. Offshore unit trust holdings currently include holdings in SIM Real Assets, SIM Global 
Emerging Markets and Sanlam Global High Quality.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund is benchmark-cognisant and consequently struggled during the market sell-off experienced in March 2020, with 
the Fund’s performance impacting its shorter-term return profile. Despite this disappointing trend, the Fund still maintains 
an enviable long-term track record, of first- or second-quartile performances over static periods longer than seven years. 
Although the Fund has often delivered these returns with volatility levels marginally higher than its peers, the Fund has  
generally rewarded investors over longer periods, reflected by superior rolling five-year, risk-adjusted (Sharpe) returns 
since inception (with the exception of periods during 2015 and 2020). Amongst Shopping List peers, the Fund generally  
experiences the most prominent drawdowns, including during the global financial crisis of 2008 (-24.0%, while the average 
balanced fund experienced -15.7%) and during COVID-19 (-18.97%, while the average fund experienced -14.12%). The Fund’s 
performance after the market event in March 2020 is being closely monitored at present, as we would expect the Fund to 
perform in upward trending markets but instead has lagged the peer group. On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has now 
outperformed the category average 83% of the time, since inception, while outperforming CPI+5%, 46% of the time over the 
same period.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The SIM Balanced Fund returned 1.11% during the second quarter underperforming the category average by 0.73%. On a 
one-year basis to the end of June 2021, the Fund delivered 13.04% in contrast to the peer group which returned 17.31%.  
The equity house view overweight position in Naspers and PGM miners weighed on returns as these holdings came under  
pressure, while the Fund’s allocation to nominal bonds contributed to returns as the asset class outperformed equities over 
the quarter. The increased exposure to local listed property (4.38%), which has steadily been rising since the depths of the 
market crash in 2020, also provided some tailwinds to returns. From an asset allocation perspective, the allocation to equities 
has increased closer to a fuller weight at 40.2% of the Fund as the protective structures which detracted from returns over 
the past year matured in the first quarter, although the managers have introduced some new hedges to protect a portion of 
the equity allocation from sudden corrections. Exposure to bonds decreased to 15.6%, while cash was substantially reduced 
to 1.5%. The global component increased to 38%, although this will need to be reduced to fall back within prudential limits, 
with the portfolio managers continuing to increase exposure to property and maintaining zero exposure to global bonds.

SIM BALANCED 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Fred White and Ralph Thomas 67 R11 413 1.74%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - HIGH EQUITY
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Kagiso Asset Management is an independent, owner-managed business which started as a joint venture with Coronation 
Fund Managers (CFM) in 2001. Their investment process is clear and disciplined, following a long-term contrarian, valuation- 
oriented philosophy, and through the company culture, which is one of differentiated thinking and accountability. Kagiso’s 
house process and philosophy are applied to all funds, with an added Shari’ah compliance overlay.  Abdul Davids is the 
sole portfolio manager of the Islamic funds. He is supported by a team of 20 investment professionals. They follow a team-
based approach for idea generation, but accountability rests with the portfolio manager. The investment process ensures 
that the underlying investments comply with Shari’ah requirements as prescribed by the Dow Jones Islamic Index, as well 
as the FTSE/JSE Shari’ah All Share Index. The industry screen is where all stocks with a primary business involvement in the 
following areas are excluded from the investment universe, namely all types of conventional finance; alcohol; pork-related 
products; tobacco and certain kinds of entertainment areas such as gambling, pornography, cinema and music. In addition 
to passing the industry screen, stocks must also meet a series of financial criteria to ascertain eligibility for inclusion into the 
investor universe. If a screened share is selected, based on investment merit, additional checks are applied that incorporate 
both financial and qualitative analyses. The South African sukuk universe is extremely limited in that there are effectively only 
four issuers. The Fund has its own Shari’ah Supervisory Board of advisors. The Shari’ah Board holds monthly meetings to 
oversee the stock universe and portfolio holdings reports, as well as ad hoc meetings with the portfolio manager. In addition, 
the Board holds bi-annual meetings which review trading within the portfolio, as well as calculating and distributing the 
non-permissible income. This is donated to the Kagiso Trust and other nominated charities.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception in May 2011, on a rolling, three-year basis, the Fund underperformed the category average, but more recently, 
since the end of 2017, the Fund has outperformed. Over the past five years, as of 30 June 2021, the Fund returned 9%, while 
its benchmark returned 5.80%, demonstrating that Shari’ah investing doesn’t necessarily result in sub-par returns. Further-
more, over a three-year period, the Fund outperformed the category average by 3.2%, returning 9.90%. This is mainly due 
to good stock-picking within the mid-cap space, strong contribution from its sukuk and good picks within the SA resources 
sector. The SA resources sector continues to be one of the top-performing sectors over the last three years, delivering 
20.85%. Year-to-date, the SA resources sector is up by 12.81% as at the end of June 2021. However, due to its limited universe, 
relative to a conventional fund, its volatility can be higher than the SA Multi-Asset High Equity category. This strategy can 
underperform benchmarks in the short term if strong momentum persists in markets, and if large benchmark-weight stocks 
(such as Naspers) cause performance concentration at times.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Kagiso Islamic Balanced Fund underperformed the SA Multi-Asset High Equity category for the second quarter of 2021, 
returning 0.50%, while its benchmark returned 1.8%. This quarter’s performance was primarily due to allocation to sukuk 
and local stocks. The Fund benefitted over the quarter from allocations to PPC, MTN, Omnia, Telkom and Pepkor. The Fund 
incurred losses from exposure to Anglo Platinum, Sibanye Stillwater and AngloGold Ashanti. In addition, their global equity 
holdings contributed negatively to performance. Key contributors included, Spire Healthcare, Nisshinbo, Hitachi and Inpex. 
Detractors were Siemens Energy, Ballard Power Systems, Zimplats and Panasonic. In terms of asset allocation, local equity 
exposure was decreased slightly over the quarter from 46% to 44%, offshore equity remained at 24%, and cash and sukuk 
increased from 26% from 29%. Lastly, the portfolio manager maintains high exposure to low-cost and growing PGM miners. 
They expect a severe shortage in PGM metals when global economic activity normalises, due to structural supply imped-
iments; demand from tightened emission regulations; increased jewelry demand; and a rapidly growing hydrogen energy 
sector. In their view, current share prices offer extremely attractive near-term free cash flow yields, even if commodity prices 
were much lower.

KAGISO ISLAMIC BALANCED 

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Abdul Davids 11 R2 198 1.70%
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Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni

These portfolios invest in a flexible combination of investments in the equity, bond, money and property markets. The underlying risk and return 
objectives of individual portfolios may vary as dictated by each portfolio’s mandate and stated investment objective and strategy. These 
portfolios may be aggressively managed with assets being shifted between the various markets and asset classes to reflect changing economic 
and market conditions and the manager is accorded a significant degree of discretion over asset allocation to maximise total returns over the 
long term.

Shopping List selection: Bateleur Flexible Prescient Fund, Laurium Flexible Prescient Fund , PSG Flexible Fund, Truffle SCI Flexible Fund 

SA - Multi-Asset - Flexible
Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni
These portfolios invest in a flexible combination of investments in the equity, bond, money and property markets. The underlying risk and return objectives of individual portfolios may vary as dictated by each portfolio’s mandate and 
stated investment objective and strategy. These portfolios may be aggressively managed with assets being shifted between the various markets and asset classes to reflect changing economic and market conditions and the manager is 
accorded a significant degree of discretion over asset allocation to maximise total returns over the long term.

Shopping List selection: PSG Flexible Fund, Truffle SCI Flexible Fund, Bateleur Flexible Prescient Fund, Laurium Flexible Prescient Fund

Returns
Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
PSG Flexible A
Truffle SCI Flexible A
Bateleur Flexible Prescient A1
Laurium Flexible Prescient A1
(ASISA) South African MA Flexible

8.85 20.30 12.39 8.31 13.15
18.27 39.23 2.49 5.22 9.94

11.62 20.36 7.78 6.93
13.67 21.15 11.07 8.72 13.56

10.55 19.97 7.08 5.67 8.45

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

PSG Flexible A
Truffle SCI Flexible A
Bateleur Flexible Prescient A1
Laurium Flexible Prescient A1
(ASISA) South African MA Flexible

1.08 1.00
13.32 1.22 8.01
16.28 2.01 18.66
14.80 1.53 12.90
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SA - Multi-Asset - Flexible

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

PSG Flexible A
Truffle SCI Flexible A
Bateleur Flexible Prescient A1
Laurium Flexible Prescient A1
(ASISA) South African MA Flexible

10.10 99.64 117.17 0.20
16.40 144.76 125.20 0.00

9.88 86.09 111.36 0.24
11.95 124.46 123.78 0.08
9.26 100.00 100.00 -0.05

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

PSG Flexible A
Truffle SCI Flexible A
Bateleur Flexible Prescient A1
Laurium Flexible Prescient A1
(ASISA) South African MA Flexible

-36.42 01/09/2018 31/03/2021

-9.37 01/09/2018 30/04/2020
-18.62 01/05/2019 30/11/2020

-9.94 01/02/2020 30/06/2020

-12.91 01/02/2020 31/08/2020

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: Since Common Inception (01/03/2013) to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African MA Flexible
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Bateleur is an owner-managed, boutique investment house with a hedge fund background. Their focus on risk management 
and not losing clients’ money has led them to deliver excellent risk adjusted returns. They have a clearly defined investment 
philosophy with a robust investment process. Their size allows them to be nimble and to discuss and evaluate opportunities 
as quickly as they present themselves. They are a focused investment house, preferring a limited range of equity centric 
funds as opposed to a wide range of funds. Their size allows them to be nimble and ultimately enables swift portfolio adjust-
ments if required. The Bateleur Flexible Fund is managed by Kevin Williams who is the founder and chief investment officer 
(CIO). Kevin has a wealth of industry experience that spans over 20 years and is supported by a team of five other members 
of the investment team, two of whom are portfolio managers while the rest are analysts.      

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Bateleur Flexible Fund has delivered stellar performance in the short-term (one-year period), outperforming its 
CPI+4% target, the category average and the JSE All Share. The strength of the short-term performance has meaningfully  
improved the medium- to long-term performance. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has consistently delivered first- and  
second-quartile performance, albeit slightly dipping into the third quartile at the beginning and at the end of 2019 after 
which it trended up to first quartile. On a rolling five-year basis, however, the Fund has consistently been a first-quartile 
performer, save for a very short-lived dip into second quartile at the beginning of 2020, after which it reverted quickly to 
the first quartile. The Fund’s volatility has tapered off since the end of 2019 due to the high cash levels at the time, while the 
risk-adjusted returns remained solid and therefore presenting the desired asymmetric profile. In terms of drawdowns, the 
Fund’s average drawdowns have meaningfully improved in the short-term, reflecting a better profile than peers. Over the 
short, medium and long term, the Fund’s drawdown continues to be better than the category average. On a rolling three-
year basis, the Fund has outperformed its CPI+4% target and the JSE All Share 59.38% and 77.08% of the time, respectively. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

After a lucrative year in 2020, the Fund continued its upward trajectory in the first quarter of 2021, delivering double-digit 
gains of 11.28%. The performance of local equity markets was handsome, particularly small caps which were largely driven 
by the supportive cyclical conditions. The Fund’s exposure to resource names such as Royal Bafokeng Platinum, Impala  
Platinum and Anglo American was supportive as PGM prices continued to rally. As vaccinations took off amid easing COVID-19 
new cases and easier lockdown restrictions, domestic cyclical pockets of the market staged a handsome rally. As a result, 
the Fund’s exposure to mid-cap names such as Mpact, Hudaco and AECI added positively to performance. Going into the  
second quarter of 2021, local equities lost some steam as the resource sector pulled back sharply. The Fund (+2.15%), how-
ever, managed to outperform the JSE All Share (+0.05%) but lagged its CPI+4% target (+2.38%). On current positioning, 
Bateleur remains bullish global equities due to positive global growth outlook and accommodative monetary policy. As a 
result, the Fund has an offshore equity exposure of 28.6%. Locally, Bateleur notes the country’s fiscal improvement due the 
commodity boom but is not oblivious to structural challenges. The Fund’s local exposure is diversified between rand hedges 
(25%) and domestic-facing businesses (33%). The Fund continues to have a sizeable exposure to longer-dated SA govern-
ment bonds (+9.7%) while remaining at low cash levels of 3.7% given the subdued short-term interest rates.            

BATELEUR FLEXIBLE 

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Kevin Williams 19 R 2 343 1.80%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - MA FLEXIBLE

% of fund - top 10 holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Laurium has been managing hedge and long-only funds across Africa since 2008, when it was founded by Murray Winckler 
and Gavin Vorwerg. They have a wealth of experience alongside other portfolio managers. In terms of team changes, Craig 
Sorour, former head of SA Research, recently left the business in 2020 to pursue personal interests. Junaid Bray has taken over 
the SA research function in terms of its co-ordination, alongside his co-portfolio management duties. Following Laurium’s 
acquisition of Tantalum, JP du Plessis left the business to a competitor, after having spent close to two years at Laurium 
and thus Melanie Stockigt took over the fixed income capability. Melanie brings 19 years’ worth of fixed income portfolio  
management experience, having worked at Coronation and recently at Tantalum prior to the acquisition. Through the  
Tantalum acquisition, Laurium has added four members into the investment team which now totals 14 members.     

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Laurium Flexible Fund has delivered decent performance in the short term (one-year period and less) as well as over the 
medium to long term, as it outperformed its CPI+5% target and the category average but lagged the JSE All Share. On a roll-
ing three-year basis, the Fund has consistently outperformed the category average while maintaining a consistent first- and 
second-quartile performance profile, save for the short-lived dip into the third quartile in the first and third quarters of 2020. 
On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has been consistently a first-quartile performer until the COVID-19 selloff where it hit 
second quartile but rebounded to first quartile. The Fund has a volatility profile that is lower than that of the JSE on a rolling 
three- and five-year basis, albeit higher than the category average. On a risk-adjusted basis, this volatility has been well 
compensated for as the Fund has consistently delivered risk-adjusted returns above the category average and the JSE (over 
the long-term). In terms of drawdowns, the Fund’s average drawdowns are consistently higher than the category average 
 and much lower than the JSE. However, the Calmar ratio stacks up very well, especially relative to the category average. On 
a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has outperformed its CPI+5% target 38.46% of the time, while it has outperformed the 
JSE All Share 92.31% of the time, since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

Local equity markets ended the first quarter of 2021 higher, extending the value-driven rally as easing COVID-19 cases and 
easing lockdown restrictions were supportive, alongside positive terms of trade flowing from the rally in commodity prices. 
Given its value bias, the Fund benefitted handsomely, advancing double-digit gains of 12.88%, outperforming its CPI+5% 
target (+2.38%) and the category average (+8.37%) but underperforming the JSE All Share (+13.14%). At a stock of level, 
performance of the first quarter was mainly driven by Naspers/Prosus, MTN, PGM miners and a diversified miner such as 
Anglo American. In the second quarter of 2021, the Fund was down 1.12%, underperforming its CPI+5% target and the category 
average as exposure to resources stocks alongside Naspers/Prosus detracted significantly. On the offshore front, the value 
style lagged its growth and quality counterparts, and therefore the Fund’s exposure to the Russel 1000 Value index contributed 
to underperformance. Year to date, however, the Fund (+11.62%) outperformed its target (+5.06%) and peers (+10.55%) but 
lagged the JSE All Share (+13.20%). In terms of current positioning, the Fund continues to have an offshore value tilt while 
locally it has approximately 30% exposure to SA Inc companies as it sees opportunities in healthcare, insurance and telecom-
munications. The Fund continues to have significant positions in global consumer names such as Naspers and British American 
Tobacco while also continuing to have a sizeable exposure to the resource sector - diversified miners, PGMs and gold stocks. 
Approximately 10% of the Fund is exposed to fixed income made up of South African government bonds and credit instruments.       

LAURIUM FLEXIBLE 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Gavin Vorwerg and Murray Winckler 23 R2 200 1.23%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - MA FLEXIBLE

% of fund - top 10 holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The investment team - both equity and fixed income - consists of 15 members. Shaun Le Roux, the fund manager, has been 
responsible for managing this fund since 2016, and has over 25 years of investment experience, with 22 years at PSG. He is 
supported in the management of this fund by Motala, who has five years’ experience in the firm and in the industry. Mikhail 
joined PSG as an equity analyst in 2015, conducting research on local and global companies across multiple sectors. In 2019, 
PSG saw the departure of Paul Bosman who was the assistant portfolio manager of the Fund and a lead portfolio manager of 
the PSG Balanced and the PSG Stable Funds. In our assessment, while Bosman’s departure was an important development in 
the management of the Fund, we found comfort in the experience that Shaun le Roux brought to the Fund and were not of 
the view that the qualitative change warranted a negative review of the Fund. In our view, le Roux remains the main portfolio 
manager and Motala is being groomed as he plays a more supportive role. The investment process is solid and repeatable, 
and the asset allocation is a function of the bottom-up process.   

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Following a year of underperformance in 2020, the Fund managed to stage a handsome rebound in the short-term, outper-
forming its CPI+6% target, the category average and the JSE All Share. On a rolling three and five-year basis, the Fund had 
consistently been a first-quartile performer, until 2019 when it saw a sharp decline from which it has not yet fully recovered 
albeit having delivered strong performance in the last three quarters. This sharp decline was on the back of the Fund’s lack 
of exposure in the 2019 PGM rally as well as the lack of exposure in growth stocks, both locally (i.e. Naspers/Prosus) and 
globally (i.e. US technology) after which it was hit by the COVID-19 sell-off. The Fund’s volatility has significantly increased 
since the COVID-19 sell-off. This has also increased the long-term volatility profile of the Fund. On a risk-adjusted return basis, 
the Fund has outperformed the JSE All Share over one year and has outperformed the category average over all periods 
greater than seven years. In terms of drawdowns, the Fund suffered steep drawdowns in 2019 through 2020 which have 
weighed negatively on its long-term profile. The Fund continues to show the lowest correlation to peers, demonstrating its 
diversification benefits. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund has outperformed its CPI+6% benchmark 48.73% of the time 
and has outperformed the JSE All Share 47.88% of the time, since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

After experiencing a tough year in 2020, the Fund’s performance has taken a notable upturn in the first quarter of 2021,  
advancing 14.60% and outperforming CPI+6% (+2.61%), category average (+8.37%) and the JSE All Share (+13.14%). The Fund 
was a handsome beneficiary in the cyclical recovery that was driven largely by easing COVID-19 cases and the commodity rally. 
In addition, the Fund’s value-oriented offshore exposure was supportive, being the largest contributor to performance. Going 
into the second quarter of 2021, local equities pulled back notably as the resource sector gave up a notable portion of their 
gains. Regulatory headwinds from China triggered a sharp sell-off in the Chinese tech sector which significantly impacted 
Naspers, thereby dragging the JSE lower. The Fund’s lack of exposure in Naspers contributed positively to performance. As 
a result, the Fund was up 3.20%, outperforming the CPI+6% target, category average and the JSE All Share which gained 
2.84%, 2.01% and 0.05%, respectively. In terms of current positioning, the Fund continues to like ideas in areas of the market 
that are uncrowded, under-appreciated and cheap but have good moats and upside potential. A new theme in the Fund is 
oil/petroleum counters such as Royal Dutch Shell and BP which were new additions. In addition, property company, Resilient, 
was another new addition to the Fund this year. Locally, the Fund has exposure of approximately 30% in mid-caps. On the 
offshore side, the Fund remains invested in uncrowded pockets of the markets which are positioned as they still hold a view 
that offshore equities, particularly US equities, are trading on elevated valuations. The Fund sees current market conditions 
to be extreme. As a result, some derivative protection has been added on the Fund.     

PSG FLEXIBLE 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Shaun Le Roux and Mikhail Motala 47 R 10 421 1.35%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - MA FLEXIBLE

% of fund - top 10 holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Truffle is an owner-managed, boutique investment house which was founded in 2008 and has seen handsome business 
growth since then. They have a well-defined, fundamental, bottom-up valuation philosophy. The 13-member investment 
team boasts considerable skill, depth and experience, with a good mix between senior and junior team members under the 
investment leadership of the chief investment officer, Iain Power. Power has close to 30 years of industry experience, 10 of 
which was spent at Truffle. Portfolio managers are also analysts in addition to the existing analyst pool. In 2019, they lost 
Jonathan Du Toit, an experienced member of the investment team who was part of the management of this Fund. However, 
Glacier Research remains comfortable in the existing depth of the team for the seamless continuation in the management of 
the Fund. The investment process is well-defined and involves a detailed analysis of businesses and their industries along-
side interacting with and assessing the quality of management before delving into valuations, portfolio construction and 
risk management. Asset allocation is an outcome of their bottom-up process, and therefore a cash holding will typically be 
a result of unavailable opportunities.     

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Truffle Flexible Fund has delivered relatively modest performance in the short term, managing to outperform the  
category average and CPI+5% target, but lagging the JSE All Share. Over the medium to long term, the Fund has outper-
formed CPI+5% (save for periods between five and seven years) and has consistently outperformed the category average 
and the JSE All Share, on both a return and risk-adjusted return basis. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund is currently a 
first-quartile performer after having briefly underperformed from 2018 to the beginning of 2019. On a rolling five-year basis, 
the Fund has consistently delivered first quartile performance, save for the short-lived dip into the second quartile in mid-
2020 but reverting to first quartile afterwards. Going into the COVID-19 pandemic (and throughout 2020 and 2021), the 
volatility of the Fund tapered off while returns remained persistent and therefore capturing the desired asymmetric profile. 
In terms of drawdowns, the Fund exhibits lower drawdowns than all its Shopping List peers (except for the Bateleur Flexible 
Fund), category average and the JSE over the short, medium, long term and since inception, demonstrating good capital 
protection ability. On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has outperformed its CPI+5% target 47% of the time and has outper-
formed the JSE All Share 89.71% of the time, since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

In the first quarter of 2021, the Fund was up 10.42%, outperforming its CPI+5% target (+2.38%) and the category average 
(+8.37%) but lagging the JSE All Share (+13.14%). The Fund participated handsomely in the economic recovery story that 
dominated much of the first quarter as commodity stocks were supportive alongside Naspers and the emerging markets 
value exposure. However, exposure to Alibaba detracted along with offshore financials. Going into the second quarter, local 
markets staged a sharp pullback as the resource sector came under a bit of pressure following China’s comments on seeking 
to control the elevated prices of commodities. On the other hand, regulatory headwinds on the tech sector hurt Tencent 
(which is the key driver of Naspers), hence the sharp fall in Naspers. Against that backdrop, the Fund had a tough time in the 
second quarter, falling 1.42% and underperforming its CPI+5% target (+2.61%), peers (+2.01%) and the JSE (+0.05%). In terms 
of positioning, The Fund has trimmed its exposure to PGM miners, citing an overextended run in the sector. Meanwhile, the 
Fund increased exposure to Glencore and Sasol as valuations were attractive and energy prices relatively not too extended 
from the perspective of the portfolio managers. Exposure to domestic names such as Bidvest, Woolworths, ABSA and 
Telkom were increased on the back of attractive valuations. The Fund remains light on fixed income, most of which is from 
floating rate securities. On the offshore side, the Fund has a clear tilt towards offshore financials made up of emerging and 
developed market banks. The financials exposure seems to also be a clear tilt locally as well.     

TRUFFLE FLEXIBLE 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Iain Power, Saul Miller, Nicole Agar and 
Sophié-Marié van Garderen

23 R 6 270 1.89%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - MA FLEXIBLE

% of fund - top 10 holdings
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Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni

These portfolios invest in a spectrum of investments in the international equity, bond, money, or property markets. These portfolios tend to have 
an increased probability of short-term volatility, aim to maximise long-term capital growth and can have a maximum effective equity exposure of 
up to 75 and a maximum effective property exposure of up to five of the market value of the portfolio. The underlying risk and return objectives 
of individual portfolios may vary as dictated by each portfolio’s mandate and stated investment objective and strategy. Most of the funds in this 
newly-created category were previously in the Foreign Asset Allocation Flexible category.

Shopping List selection: Coronation Global Managed FF, Ninety One Global Strategic Managed FF,

Global - Multi-Asset - High Equity
Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni
These portfolios invest in a spectrum of investments in the international equity, bond, money, or property markets. These portfolios tend to have an increased probability of short-term volatility, aim to maximise long-term capital growth 
and can have a maximum effective equity exposure of up to 75 and a maximum effective property exposure of up to 25 of the market value of the portfolio. The underlying risk and return objectives of individual portfolios may vary as 
dictated by each portfolio’s mandate and stated investment objective and strategy. Most of the funds in this newly-created category were previously in the Foreign Asset Allocation Flexible category.

Shopping List selection: Ninety One Global Strategic Managed FF, Coronation Global Managed FF

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Ninety One Global Strategic Managed FF B
Coronation Global Managed [ZAR] FF A
(ASISA) Global MA High Equity

2.83 3.85 10.75 8.58 13.80

4.48 4.41 9.75 8.12 13.97
4.18 3.21 10.95 8.72 14.88

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Ninety One Global Strategic Managed FF B

Coronation Global Managed [ZAR] FF A

(ASISA) Global MA High Equity

22.43 3.43 25.01

23.19 3.13 15.34
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FUND CHARACTERISTICS
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Global - Multi-Asset - High Equity

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Ninety One Global Strategic Managed FF B
Coronation Global Managed [ZAR] FF A
(ASISA) Global MA High Equity

14.14 98.83 101.23 0.20
14.06 103.64 104.99 0.21
13.47 100.00 100.00 0.17

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Ninety One Global Strategic Managed FF B
Coronation Global Managed [ZAR] FF A
(ASISA) Global MA High Equity

-14.11 01/11/2017 31/08/2018

-14.83 01/11/2017 31/08/2018
-17.68 01/11/2017 31/08/2018

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: Since Common Inception (01/11/2009) to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) Global MA High Equity
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Neil Padoa has taken a lead role in the Fund while Louis Stassen remains part of the fund management team but relatively 
less involved than before. The management of this fund leverages off a house view and valuation-driven research process of 
picking stocks through bottom-up, fundamental research approach. The asset allocation is determined by Coronation’s long-
term, risk-adjusted returns, proprietary model based on underlying fundamentals. With the backing of Coronation’s senior 
management’s deliberation on asset allocation and their fair value ranking table, the portfolio managers are well-positioned 
to implement active asset allocation to express their strong convictions in the multi-asset portfolio. Regional allocation is 
merely a result of Coronation’s fair-value rankings. The team also leverages off research conducted by Gavin Joubert’s Global 
Emerging Markets (GEM) team, should they want to gain or increase their exposure to emerging markets. The fixed interest 
research is conducted by the Fixed Interest and Property team, headed by Nishan Maharaj. In the recent past, the team has 
appointed Humaira Surve as a co-manager on the Fund. Surve has been with Coronation for eight years, being an analyst 
within the Global Developed Markets team and running paper portfolios for three years.    

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Coronation Global Managed Fund has outperformed the benchmark over the short period but has underperformed over 
long-term static periods. However, the Fund has had certain calendar years – 2019 and 2016 – when it outperformed the bench-
marks. Relative to the category average, the Fund consistently has outperformed in all static periods greater than three years. 
While the Fund exhibits a higher volatility profile than the category average, the risk-adjusted performance demonstrates good 
compensation for the risk taken. The Fund has consistently delivered a higher Sharpe ratio than the category average. On a rolling 
five-year basis, the Fund started to display underperformance (relative to its 60/40 benchmark) in 2018, prior to which it was  
consistently outperforming this benchmark. The Fund, however, has consistently outperformed the category average, on a  
rolling basis. In terms of drawdowns, the Fund displays a drawdown profile that is consistently higher than the benchmark and 
the category average, on shorter, medium and longer periods owing to its bias towards growth assets. On a rolling five-year basis, 
the Fund has outperformed its benchmark 46.91% of the time while it has outperformed the category average 88% of the time, 
since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The first quarter of 2021 was marked by an extension of the rally in cyclical areas of the market as positive sentiment on 
global economic recovery persisted. This was largely driven by the gigantic $1,9 trillion fiscal stimulus coupled with the ac-
celerated pace of vaccination in developed countries, which all lifted bond yields as inflation crept up. The Fund (+3.45%) 
performed well in this environment, beating its benchmark (+1.44%) as well as the category average (+2.76%). At a fund lev-
el, performance largely came from the equity carve-out as well as the exposure to commodities. In the second quarter, the 
cyclical rally lost some steam as the Fed turned hawkish on future interest rates and dismissed inflation concerns while bond 
yields retracted. The rand also saw significant strength, eroding much of the Fund’s performance. The Fund was up 0.85%, 
underperforming its benchmark and the category average which were up 1.47% and 1.68%, respectively. Stock selection 
in the equity carve-out was another driver of underperformance as exposure to emerging market companies like Alibaba, 
Naspers and JD.com detracted after the Chinese government’s regulatory scrutiny. In terms of positioning, the Fund remains 
biased towards growth assets which include equity, property, infrastructure, convertibles and high-yield credit. Collectively 
these now make up 75% of the Fund, while the remainder is in commodities, inflation linkers, and investment-grade credit. 
The portfolio managers continue to hold a view that global bonds, as an asset class, offer a poor risk-reward profile and that 
investors better suited to avoid this asset class.

CORONATION GLOBAL MANAGED FEEDER 
FUND 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Louis Stassen, Neil Padoa and 
Humaira Surve

23 R 8 500 1.55%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL-HIGH EQUITY

% of fund - top 10 holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Phillip Saunders and Ian Cunningham co-lead the strategy and together bring a wealth of depth and experience in the port-
folio management of multi-asset strategies. Phillip has been managing the strategy since 2004 while Ian joined in 2016. They 
are supported by a team of 34 investment professionals who are based in London and with some also in Cape Town. The 
specialist teams can broadly be classified as equities, fixed income and alternative investments. The team is further divided 
into seven specialist research groups focusing on macro, equities, forex and rates, credit, commodities, property, infrastructure 
and private equity, and lastly, alternative risk premia. In 2020, the Natural Resources team merged with the existing Global 
Multi-Asset team to form part of the thematic Equity team. This merger has allowed the Fund a bigger pool of human  
resources and will naturally lead to the Fund having some exposure to resources, as we’ve seen recently. The merger did not 
result to any change in process, philosophy and the management of the Fund. Half of the equity component is managed 
through Ninety One’s 4Factor team. The factors in strategy, value, earnings and technical expertise are the pillars.       

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Ninety One Global Strategic Managed Feeder Fund has outperformed the benchmark over a trailing one-year static 
period but has underperformed over periods that are three years and longer. However, relative to the category average, the 
Fund has underperformed over a trailing one-year period but has outperformed over medium- to long-term static periods 
(three years and longer). While the Fund exhibits a higher volatility profile than the category average, the risk-adjusted 
performance demonstrates good compensation for the risk as the Fund delivered a higher Sharpe ratio than the category 
average, on all static periods. In relation to its benchmark, the volatility is consistently higher. On a rolling five-year basis, 
the Fund has had periods (since 2018) of underperforming the benchmark but has consistently outperformed the category 
average. In terms of drawdowns, the Fund has shown consistently higher drawdowns than the benchmark, over all periods. 
However, relative to the category average, the Fund’s drawdowns have been consistently lower over all periods. On a rolling 
five-year basis, the Fund has outperformed its benchmark 18.18% of the time while it has outperformed the category average 
61.04% of the time, since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

In the first quarter of 2021, equities extended their gains as positive sentiment over global economic recovery persisted, 
largely driven by the $1,9 trillion fiscal stimulus along with the accelerating pace of vaccinations. Inflation crept up, leading 
to a rise in bond yields, a scenario that favoured value investing. The Fund (+2.28%) managed to participate, outperforming 
its benchmark (+0.92%) but underperforming the category average (+2.76%). At a sector level, exposure to semiconductors, 
banks, insurance, and mining companies all weighed positively while lack of exposure in developed market bonds also added 
positively. Going into the second quarter, the Fed’s hawkish tone on future interest rates and dismissal of inflation coupled 
with falling bond yields, all boded well for growth areas of the market. Meanwhile, the rand strengthened notably while EM 
equities also sold off over regulatory pressures from China. As a result, the Fund was up a meagre 0.54%, underperforming 
its benchmark and the category average which were up 1.34% and 1.68%, respectively. Exposure to Asian diversified miners 
and insurance companies detracted from performance along with EM currency exposure. In terms of current positioning, 
the Fund has reduced some exposure to equities, particularly cyclical and Asian stocks. Australian and New Zealand government 
bonds were added in the Fund along with selected EM local currency debt. On the currency side, positions in Chinese  
Renminbi, Russian rule and Mexican peso were exited as well as the gold position. The portfolio managers are of the view 
that market volatility will remain elevated and are keeping their eyes on China’s fundamentals.

NINETY ONE GLOBAL STRATEGIC MANAGED 
FEEDER FUND 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Phillip Saunders and Ian Cunningham 28 R 5 100 2.19%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL-HIGH EQUITY
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Category Analyst: Imraan Khan

These portfolios invest in a flexible combination of investments in international equity, bond, money, or property markets. The portfolios have 
complete or stipulated limited flexibility in their asset allocation both between and within asset classes, countries and regions. These portfolios are 
often aggressively managed with assets being shifted between the various markets and asset classes to reflect changing economic and market 
conditions to maximise total returns over the long term.

Shopping List selection: Nedgroup Investments Global Flexible Feeder Fund

Global - Multi-Asset - Flexible
Category Analyst: Imraan Khan
These portfolios invest in a flexible combination of investments in international equity, bond, money, or property markets. The portfolios have complete or stipulated limited flexibility in their asset allocation both between and within 
asset classes, countries and regions. These portfolios are often aggressively managed with assets being shifted between the various markets and asset classes to reflect changing economic and market conditions to maximise total 
returns over the long term.

Shopping List selection: Nedgroup Investments Global Flexible Feeder Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Nedgroup Inv Global Flexible FF R
(ASISA) Global MA Flexible

9.35 11.80 12.21 9.70 15.00
4.64 3.77 9.53 7.74 13.24

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Nedgroup Inv Global Flexible FF R
(ASISA) Global MA Flexible

-16.45 01/11/2017 31/08/2018
-15.30 01/11/2017 31/08/2018

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Nedgroup Inv Global Flexible FF R
(ASISA) Global MA Flexible

21.81 1.93 13.30

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Nedgroup Inv Global Flexible FF R
(ASISA) Global MA Flexible 13.23 100.00 100.00 0.14

14.45 95.99 105.94 0.27
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Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

FPA was appointed as fund manager of the Nedgroup Investments Global Flexible Fund in June 2013. The FPA Crescent 
Fund, which serves as a model portfolio for the Nedgroup Investments Global Flexible Fund, has a track record of more than 
two decades with its inception in 1993. The Nedgroup Investments Global Flexible Fund has a 95% overlap with the FPA 
Crescent Fund. FPA is based in Los Angeles, in the United States. It was founded in 1954 and is independently owned. The 
staff complement is 77 including 28 investment professionals. The asset manager operates three core strategies with a total 
AUM of over $40bn. Steven Romick is the founder of the FPA contrarian value strategy and works with Brian Selmo and Mark 
Landecker daily to monitor and construct the strategy’s portfolios, including the Nedgroup Global Flexible Fund. In 2008 
and 2009, Brian Selmo and Mark Landecker joined FPA and served as research analysts with Romick for this strategy. In 
2013, both Selmo and Landecker were named portfolio managers of the contrarian value strategy. Since then, all three play 
an active role in portfolio construction and management and two of the three are needed for any relevant investment decision. 
Selmo is director of Research and oversees the allocation of resources across the contrarian value team. Underpinning the 
team’s investment philosophy, is the belief that they can earn equity rates of return with less risk than the equity market 
over complete market cycles, by identifying absolute value opportunities across the capital structure. The Fund has strong 
qualitative attributes. It has a stable and experienced team with a long track record, and a demonstrated ability to invest 
across the capital structure. The investment team also has a core skill in managing global flexible mandates. The investment 
process is rigorous and involves extensive fundamental analysis. The entire process also is augmented by regular travel when 
required, but it is not a prerequisite before making an investment. The team regularly meets with company management 
teams when they pass through Los Angeles to meet with the investor community. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Over the last seven years, on a rolling five-year basis, as of 30 June 2021, the Fund slightly underperformed its composite 
benchmark. However, it shows signs of outperformance when markets are falling. This can be attributed to the Fund’s  
preference for holding large allocations in cash, as opposed to bonds. On a three-year, rolling basis as at 30 June 2021, the Fund 
delivered top quartile performance relative to peers. The rolling three-year, risk-adjusted return of the Fund is also mostly lower 
than its composite benchmark even though the Fund has a lower standard deviation than its benchmark. When looking at per-
formance of this fund, one needs to look further than one- to three-year performance figures and rather through the cycle, to 
its five- to seven-year performance. This is largely due to the nature of the stocks the Fund holds. When looking at the Fund’s 
performance over a ten-year period on a rolling five-year basis, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund consistently remains top quartile 
relative to the Global Flexible category and outperformed the category over this period.  In addition, the Fund protects capital 
better than peers, displaying lower maximum drawdowns and down-capture ratio relative to peers since 1 June 2016.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Nedgroup Investments Global Flexible Feeder Fund returned 0.16% for the quarter, underperforming its category by 
1.35%. Over 12 months, the Fund returned 11.80% net of fees, whereas the Global Multi-Asset Flexible category returned 
3.77%. The Fund benefitted over the quarter from allocations to Alphabet (+0.97%); Facebook (+0.46%); Charter Communi-
cations (+0.40%) and Wells Fargo & Company (+0.31%). The Fund incurred losses from exposure to Nexon (-0.35%), Naspers 
(-0.26%) and McDermontt (-0.19%). From an asset allocation perspective, the Fund ended the quarter with 73.79% net equity 
exposure, a slightly higher weighting than last quarter. During the quarter, the portfolio managers found it challenging to put 
capital to work in this market that has largely been up, with its cash position shrinking to 25.54% of the portfolio from 27.38%. 
They managed, however, to use the occasional pullback to opportunistically establish toehold positions in a handful of new 
names. These stocks were largely in digitally focused firms. The portfolio managers retain their negative view on global 
bonds and high-yield debt. During the quarter, they reduced their exposure to high-yield corporate debt to 0.67% (down by 
1.49%), stating their inability to find attractive high-yield and distressed debt opportunities, in a market where yields of lower 
tier corporate credits have continued to decline over the last decade. 

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS GLOBAL FLEXIBLE

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
First Pacific Advisors LLP 13  R 7 085 1.37%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL-MA FLEXIBLE
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Category Analyst:  Imraan Khan
These portfolios invest in a flexible combination of investments in the equity, bond, money, or property markets. The portfolios have complete or 
stipulated limited flexibility in their asset allocation both between and within asset classes, countries and regions. No minimum or maximum holding 
applies to South African or offshore investment. These portfolios are often aggressively managed with assets being shifted between the various markets 
and asset classes to reflect changing economic and market conditions to maximise total returns over the long term.

Shopping  List selection: Coronation Optimum Growth, Foord Flexible FoF, and Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible 

Worldwide - MA - Flexible
Category Analyst: Imraan Khan
These portfolios invest in a flexible combination of investments in the equity, bond, money, or property markets. The portfolios have complete or stipulated limited flexibility in their asset allocation both between and within asset classes, 
countries and regions. No minimum or maximum holding applies to South African or offshore investment. These portfolios are often aggressively managed with assets being shifted between the various markets and asset classes to 
reflect changing economic and market conditions to maximise total returns over the long term.

Shopping List selection: Foord Flexible FoF, Coronation Optimum Growth and Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible 

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Foord Flexible FoF A
Coronation Optimum Growth A
Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible A
(ASISA) Wwide MA Flexible

4.62 6.69 9.03 7.14 13.29
-1.04 1.41 13.09 11.31 15.86
9.08 7.11 12.56 10.25 14.51
7.97 11.96 8.74 7.22 11.47

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Foord Flexible FoF A
Coronation Optimum Growth A
Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible A
(ASISA) Wwide MA Flexible

19.08 2.01 12.55
24.88 3.83 17.75
37.81 8.87 31.59
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Worldwide - MA - Flexible

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Foord Flexible FoF A
Coronation Optimum Growth A
Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible A
(ASISA) Wwide MA Flexible 10.70 100.00 100.00 0.10

12.91 102.83 117.54 0.32

11.04 97.49 97.96 0.10
13.84 114.64 130.43 0.38

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Foord Flexible FoF A
Coronation Optimum Growth A
Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible A
(ASISA) Wwide MA Flexible

-12.98 01/11/2017 31/08/2018
-14.98 01/11/2017 31/08/2018

-10.88 01/11/2017 31/08/2018
-11.92 01/09/2018 30/04/2019

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) Wwide MA Flexible
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Coronation is an independent, owner-managed business which has a strong passion and focus on valuation investing, boasting 
a 27-year track record of outperformance in global markets. Staff ownership is material to the company, incorporating a long-
term performance-driven remuneration structure. Since December 2018, the Fund has been managed using a multi-counsellor 
approach, as Marc Talpert and Suhail Suleman joined Gavin Joubert in each managing a percentage of the Fund. The three 
portfolio managers leverage off their fellow senior investment team members at Coronation (Neville Chester, Karl Leinberger, 
Nishan Maharaj, Louis Stassen and Neil Padoa). The Fund has strong investment leadership with a proven track record as, 
collectively, Joubert, Suleman and Talpert have 48 years’ investment experience. Joubert has also been managing the Fund 
since its inception in 1999. Suhail was recently given a slice in the Optimum Growth Fund, however, he has been managing 
money alongside Joubert for over 12 years. In addition, Suhail and Talpert are members of the GEM team, which is headed up 
by Joubert, allowing for a wealth of knowledge being transferred from Joubert to newer members of the team. Similar to all 
other funds managed by Coronation, their valuation-driven process and “Coronation DNA” filter through into this portfolio. 
Bottom-up research is conducted for all of the securities included within the portfolio, in order to identify potential mispricing 
in the market. Intrinsic valuations are calculated taking a company’s long-term normalised earnings into account, over a 
full economic cycle. The underlying long-term theme is prevalent in the selection of assets and length of time over which 
the instruments are held. Equity selections are sourced from three different internal ranking tables, namely South Africa, 
developed market and emerging market equities. This ensures that the portfolio is well diversified across geographic and 
economic regions. The managers will make use of currency derivatives, but only in extreme circumstances when the rand is 
believed to be highly under- or over-valued.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception on 15 March 1999, the Fund has delivered consistent first-quartile returns over a rolling five-year period up to June 
2021. Over a rolling three-year period as of June 2021, the Fund still displays first-quartile performance. Over the past five years 
as of June 2021, the Fund has delivered an annualised return of 11.30% compared to its benchmark’s return of 9.80%. It displays 
more volatility when compared to the category average and its benchmark. However, investors have been compensated for the 
extra risk taken on by the portfolio managers through a higher Sharpe ratio. The Fund’s drawdowns, over most periods, have 
been worse than the category peers. This is evident when looking at the maximum drawdown and average drawdown relative to 
peers. Since inception, on a rolling three-year basis, until 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA Worldwide Flexible 
category average 100% of the time. Lastly, the Fund can be viewed as a more aggressive type of worldwide flexible fund relative 
to peers. This can be seen in both its higher maximum drawdowns and higher down-capture ratio relative to its peer group since 
inception. This makes sense, given its large emerging markets exposure.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

CORONATION OPTIMUM GROWTH

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Gavin Joubert, Suhail Suleman,  
Marc Talpert

4 R14 750 1.96%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - WORLDWIDE-MA FLEXIBLE
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PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Coronation Optimum Growth Fund declined 0.40% in the second quarter of 2021, underperforming its benchmark over 
the quarter. However, the Fund has delivered a year-to-date return of 1.4%, a 13% underperformance of the benchmark. It 
should be noted that rand strengthening of 17% was the main detractor during the quarter. It should also be acknowledged 
that the past year has particularly benefitted cyclical businesses. The Fund has, and continues to own, far fewer of these 
sorts of businesses, which are often lower quality as well. The Fund benefitted over the quarter from allocations to Alpha-
bet (+13.3%, 0.3% positive impact), Facebook (+14.0%, 0.3% positive impact), Heineken (+14.1%, 0.3% positive impact) and  
Mercari (+13.1%, 0.2% positive impact). The largest negative contributors were New Oriental Education (-45.3%, 0.7% nega-
tive impact), Naspers (-15.0%, 0.7% negative impact) and Tencent Music Entertainment (-27.6%, 0.5% negative impact). From 
an asset allocation perspective, the Fund ended the quarter with 79.4% net equity exposure, roughly 2% higher than at the 
end of March 2021, as they found compelling equity opportunities. The portfolio managers retain their negative view on 
global bonds, as a large portion of developed market sovereign bonds offer negative yields to maturity, with the follow-on 
effect that most corporate bonds also offer yields that do not compensate for the risk undertaken. Only 1.8% of the Fund is 
invested in bonds. The portfolio managers did, however, buy South African bonds in the quarter, which now represent 1.6% of 
the Fund. Their view on the South African fiscal situation has improved somewhat due to record current account surpluses, 
driven by buoyant commodity markets, a commitment to structural reform as evidenced by the change in regulations toward 
private power generation, and the acceptance of a private partner for SAA, coupled with a commitment towards austerity re-
garding the public sector wage bill. Additionally, the Fund has a 2.2% allocation to global property, largely Vonovia, a German 
residential property company.  Lastly, the Fund has a physical gold position of 3.2%, a 0.82% holding in AngloGold Ashanti, 
and a 0.74% holding in Barrick Gold Corp, the world’s largest gold miner.

CORONATION OPTIMUM GROWTH

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Gavin Joubert, Suhail Suleman,  
Marc Talpert

4 R14 750 1.96%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - WORLDWIDE-MA FLEXIBLE
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Foord Asset Management is a privately-owned business with the majority of the ownership held by Dave Foord and family- 
related entities. Directors and senior portfolio managers also own significant shares in the company. Senior executives have 
been invited to purchase shares in the company, but this would be at a market-related price, paid from cash earnings. Foord 
uses a ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ portfolio construction process with a “growth at a reasonable price” approach. Foord’s 
style of managing money – looking for earnings visibility and growth – is a key factor contributing to the success of the asset 
management house. There are currently two separate investment teams in Foord Asset Management: a local team; and an 
international team based in Singapore. The offshore multi-counsellor team that manages the Foord Global Equity Fund has 
an average of 19 years’ investment experience while Dave Foord and Brian Arcese, who manage the Foord International 
Fund, have combined experience of over 60 years. The house also has an extremely strong research team, with analysts from 
all over the world. In our recent meeting with Foord, they have highlighted a change on the offshore team with Jeff Suzuki 
resigning as the head of Research and replaced by Kavita Menon who will caretake the head of Offshore Research position. 
This change, however, was not sudden, and we were informed beforehand of Jeff’s aspiration to focus solely on his portfolio 
management responsibilities on the Fund.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception on 1 April 2008, the Fund has delivered consistent second quartile returns over a rolling five-year period 
up to June 2021. Over a rolling three-year period since August 2016, the Fund still displays second quartile performance. 
This fund is expected to deliver very stable and consistent second quartile performances over the long term. Over the past 
seven years, the Fund has delivered an annualised return of 8.15% compared to its benchmark’s return (CPI+5%) of 9.20%. It 
displays slightly higher volatility when compared to the category average and its benchmark. However, investors have been 
compensated for the extra risk taken on by the portfolio manager through a higher Sharpe ratio of 0.12% as at June 2021. 
The Fund’s drawdowns, over all periods, have been the lowest among category peers. This is evident when looking at the 
maximum drawdown and average drawdown relative to peers. Since inception, on a rolling three-year basis, until 30 June 
2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA Worldwide Flexible category average 80% of the time. Lastly, the Fund can be 
viewed as a more defensive type of Worldwide Flexible fund relative to peers. This can be seen by the Fund’s display of the 
lowest volatility, maximum drawdowns and lowest down-capture ratio relative to its peer group since common inception 
period from 1 August 2009 to date.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Foord Flexible Fund of Funds returned 1.4% in the second quarter of 2021, underperforming both its benchmark and 
category average over the quarter. The benchmark of CPI+5% and the Worldwide Flexible category delivered 2.5% and 2.1%, 
respectively. The Fund benefitted over the quarter from a balanced asset allocation, as SA equities contributed positively, led 
by healthcare, overseas companies and industrials while media and commodity cyclicals detracted. Aspen, Anheuser-Busch 
InBev, Pepkor and Foschini contributed most to performance while Naspers/Prosus and Anglo American were the biggest 
detractors. In addition, good stock selection within global equities continued to perform strongly, more than offsetting the 
translation loss from the stronger rand. The global equity allocation delivered positive US dollar returns but underperformed 
the market index with the allocation to China underperforming the dominant large US tech sector. The allocation to SA fixed 
interest contributed the most to performance, as the yield curve flattened, with holdings in the R2030 and R2040 the best 
performers as longer-dated maturities outperformed. While the core allocation to medium-duration R186 was also positive. 
Their holding in the London-listed property company Capital & Counties detracted on the stronger rand. The portfolio retains 
a meaningful allocation to equities, but the managers remain cautious given the prevailing risks, focusing on good-quality 
niche global companies at attractive valuations that are well-positioned to survive further stress. 

FOORD FLEXIBLE FUND OF FUNDS

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Dave Foord 28 R 10 120 1.20%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - WORLDWIDE-MA FLEXIBLE
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Rootstock is an independent, owner-managed business which boasts a 12-year track record of outperformance in global mar-
kets. The company was founded in 2008, by Thys du Toit, ex-CEO of Coronation Fund Managers. The business was born from a 
family office mainly consisting of investors of high net worth. There is a strong alignment between the remuneration policy for 
investment professionals and investors’ expectations. Rootstock’s profit-share bonus structure is subject to above-benchmark 
performance and a high-water mark, which aligns investment professionals’ remuneration and the expectations of investors. 
The team is completely focused on global fund management and has focused only on the management of the worldwide 
flexible strategy since inception. They are an active manager with a well-defined investment philosophy and a rigorous and 
disciplined investment process. Rootstock’s proprietary research is centralised, and the management of this fund leverages off 
the house view, including the bottom-up, valuation-driven research approach. The asset allocation of the Rootstock SCI World-
wide Flexible Fund is determined by the portfolio manager, Johan Barkhuysen, with support of the Investment Committee 
(represented by Francois Malan and Devon Smithers). The Fund invests primarily in two asset classes, namely, equities and cash 
(including money market instruments). The Fund’s asset allocation is reviewed at least monthly, which compares the forecasted 
return profile of the Fund’s holdings relative to their required benchmark return. The expected return profile, in conjunction with 
various macro-economic and valuation criteria, informs the Fund’s allocation toward equities. The equity component is sourced 
from a buy list, which comprises companies on which substantial analyst research has been conducted, alongside existing port-
folio holdings. This list is ranked and reviewed based on Rootstock’s estimated three-year return forecast for each company. In 
addition, an internal monthly meeting is held to review the rate of return relative to ranking. The Fund has strong investment 
leadership with a proven track record, as Johan Barkhuysen has 14 years’ investment experience, with support from Francois 
Malan and Devon Smithers and collectively they have 30 years’ investment experience.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception on 1 July 2009, the Fund has delivered consistent first- and second-quartile returns over a rolling five-year 
period up to June 2021. Over a rolling three-year period, the Fund displays first-quartile performance since 2016. Over the 
past five years, the Fund has delivered an annualised return of 10.25% compared to its benchmark’s return (CPI+5%) of 
9.33%. It displays more volatility when compared to the category average and its benchmark. However, investors have been 
compensated for the extra risk taken on by the portfolio manager through a higher Sharpe ratio. The Fund’s drawdowns 
and down-capture ratio, over most periods, have been better than the category peers and the Fund can be seen as a more 
defensive worldwide flexible fund. This is evident when looking at the maximum drawdown and average drawdown relative 
to peers since 2009. Since inception, on a rolling three-year basis, until 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA 
Worldwide Flexible category average 100% of the time. From a style perspective, the Fund tends to exhibit a high sensitivity 
to growth. It has a negative sensitivity to value and momentum, implying that returns are mainly driven by growth stocks. 
This makes sense given its exposure to the large big technology stocks, which are mainly in developed markets.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Rootstock SCI Worldwide Flexible Fund advanced 6.9% in the second quarter of 2021, outperforming its benchmark over 
the quarter. On a one-year basis, the Fund has delivered 7.11%, while its benchmark rose to 8%. The local currency appreciated 
some 17.7% against the US dollar on a one-year basis, reversing the Fund’s underlying hard-currency gains (30% in dollars) 
for the period. From an asset allocation perspective, during the quarter, the Fund’s equity exposure rose from 87% to 90.8%. 
The Fund’s holdings remained largely constant, with Facebook, Microsoft, Alphabet and Mastercard firm cornerstones of the 
portfolio. The quarter saw the sales of MTU Aero, the commercial aircraft engine manufacturer and service business, and 
Ulta Beauty, the largest stand-alone beauty retailer in the US. They remain high-quality, well-managed businesses, however 
both have approached the team’s estimates of fair value. They have redeployed the capital into existing holdings of Lonza, 
Paycom and Autodesk, as well as a new entry, Otis Worldwide Corp. Overall, as the market liquidity glut begins to dissipate, 
the portfolio manager is alert to the risks of heightened equity valuations. In such environments, they believe their stringent 
valuation framework will serve them well. They remain optimistic that growing economies and productive efficacy, amplified 
by technological advance, will pull equity markets higher over the long term. 

ROOTSTOCK SCI WORLDWIDE FLEXIBLE

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Johan Barkhuysen 3 R 2 590 1.70%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - WORLDWIDE-MA FLEXIBLE
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Category Analyst: Shawn Phillips

These portfolios seek to maximise interest income, preserve the portfolio’s capital and provide immediate liquidity. This is achieved by investing in 
money market instruments with a maturity of less than 13 months while the average maturity of the underlying assets may not exceed 120 days. 
The portfolios are typically characterised as short-term, highly liquid vehicles.

Shopping List selection: Glacier Money Market Fund and Nedgroup Investments Money Market Fund

SA - Interest-Bearing - Money Market
Category Analyst: Shawn Phillips
These portfolios seek to maximise interest income, preserve the portfolio’s capital and provide immediate liquidity. This is achieved by investing in money market instruments with a maturity of less than 13 months while the average 
maturity of the underlying assets may not exceed 120 days. The portfolios are typically characterised as short-term, highly liquid vehicles.

Shopping List selection: Glacier Money Market Fund and Nedgroup Investments Money Market Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Glacier Money Market B
Nedgroup Inv Money Market R
STeFI Composite ZAR
(ASISA) South African IB Money Market

1.91 4.06 6.22 6.84 6.38
1.50 3.53 5.93 6.62 6.20
1.83 4.01 6.05 6.62 6.26
1.83 4.04 6.16 6.76 6.29

Quartile Ranking
As of Date: 30/06/2021
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Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Glacier Money Market B
Nedgroup Inv Money Market R
(ASISA) South African IB Money Market

0.41 101.15 5.75
0.46 97.95 -0.08
0.40 100.00 3.45
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Since inception, the Fund has been managed by the SI Fixed Income team, headed by Mokgatla Madisha, who joined SI from 
Argon Asset Management in 2016, and who has 20 years’ industry experience. The team places tremendous emphasis on 
risk management, as SI follows a pragmatic value-investment approach. This approach allows the managers to make rational 
decisions based on in-depth research. Hence, emotional bias is removed. The team believes that investment returns are 
non-linear and investment recommendations are independent of time. They place emphasis on fact and not on forecasts. 
The team values bonds with respect to realistic expectations. The team has a valuation investment philosophy, and follows 
an approach where bonds are bought below intrinsic value and sold above intrinsic value. The factors of the philosophy are 
based on exploiting fear and greed, mean reversion and time horizon. The team utilises a four-step, fixed-interest investment 
process and a four-step credit process. The fixed-interest investment process involves screening, fundamental analysis, port-
folio construction and risk monitoring. The monitoring is done by the SI Compliance team. The rigorous research process and  
experienced credit committee are key advantages of the Fund. Another important insight is that, while the Fund is not officially 
Regulation 28-compliant, it is managed within Regulation 28 limits. With the impending retirement of Johan Verwey, we are 
comfortable with Trevor Ngubane taking over some of Verwey’s responsibilities and Donovan van den Heever being the lead 
portfolio manager on the Fund.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has a conservative mandate and the key objective of the Fund is to preserve capital. This has been evident from the 
Fund’s consistent outperformance compared to the benchmark, with relatively lower risk. The Glacier Money Market Fund 
has consistently delivered returns above those of the benchmark over all periods (one, three and five years), except since 
inception. The return in the short-term has come under pressure as yields have reset lower due to the 300 basis points interest 
rate cuts that we have experienced over the 2020 calendar year. The portfolio managers have approached this trade-off 
between yield and duration by buying SA government treasury bills as opposed to floating-rate notes and bank negotiable 
certificates of deposit. On a rolling one-year basis, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the STeFI Composite Index 
53.98% of the time. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Glacier Money Market Fund firmed 0.96% for the second quarter of 2021, marginally outperforming its benchmark (the 
STeFI Composite Index) which added 0.92%. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has once again outperformed 
its benchmark, returning 4.06% in comparison to its benchmarks return of 4.01%. There have been a few positives which 
are supportive of the South African economy which might help with the recovery such as: increased tax revenue due to the  
mining stocks doing well and President Ramaphosa announcing an increase in the licensing threshold for embedded generation 
projects from 1 MW to 100 MW, which will lead to increased energy availability and security for businesses and individuals. 
The money market yield curve has continued to steepen over the quarter as inflation has increased above the midpoint of the 
South African Reserve Bank’s target range and as the market starts to price in potential interest rate hikes. For this reason, 
the portfolio managers find fixed-rate bank paper attractive, but SA treasury bills continue to have a higher yield than bank 
negotiable certificates of deposit and floating-rate notes. To this end, treasury bills make up most of the Fund at 40.12%, 
which is closely followed by floating-rate notes that account for 39.36%. Furthermore, the Fund’s largest counterparty exposure 
is to the government (40.1%), followed by the banks (36.8%) and then corporate (15.8%). 

GLACIER MONEY MARKET 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size Total Investment Charge 
Donovan van den Heever &  Johan Verwey 48 R 4 298 0.48%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - IB MONEY MARKET
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund has been managed by Taquanta Asset Managers since inception, and according to a team-based approach. The 
team’s investment philosophy is to extract the liquidity risk premium embedded in money market assets via the structuring 
and purchasing of unique assets. The Taquanta team has a fervent history of managing fixed income and team members are 
seen as specialists in managing cash mandates on the institutional side. Loss of capital due to liquidity constraints, is seen 
as the key indicator of risk in the Fund, and the managers aim to maintain a close relationship with large clients in order to 
manage liquidity optimally. Senior members of the investment team are ex-Treasury professionals and they leverage off this 
skillset and experience extensively in negotiating the structuring of instruments. The team prides itself in using a risk continuum 
of enhanced cash management. They consider liquidity risk, credit risk, interest rate and price risk when managing the portfolio, 
as the Number One rule is capital preservation. In April 2021, Taquanta announced that they have acquired 100% of Ngwedi 
Investment Managers. This transaction won’t impact the management of the Fund but does add to the calibre of the investment 
team and builds on their investment capability. It can be seen as the first step in terms of succession planning within the 
broader Taquanta team. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has a conservative mandate and aims to maximise interest income, while preserving initial capital and providing 
immediate liquidity to investors. The Nedgroup Investments Money Market Fund has delivered returns above those of the 
benchmark (STeFI Call Deposit) over a three- and five-year period. The return in the short term has come under pressure as 
yields have reset lower due to the 300 basis points interest rate cuts that we have experienced over the 2020 calendar year. 
Taquanta are very conservative in their approach in that they don’t take a specific view on interest rates but are simply trying 
to achieve the best risk versus reward profile by buying quality assets. On a rolling one-year basis, as at 30 June 2021, the 
Fund has outperformed the STeFI Call Deposit 93.85% of the time. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Nedgroup Investments Money Market Fund added 0.74% for the second quarter of 2021, underperforming its benchmark 
(the STeFI Call Deposit), which firmed 0.86%. Over a one-year period, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has marginally underper-
formed its benchmark, returning 3.53% in comparison to its benchmark’s return of 3.54%. The return is not surprising given 
the low-yield environment and the conservative manner in which the Fund is managed. This is evident in the duration graph 
above, which is lower in comparison to its Shopping List counterpart. In line with the Fund’s philosophy of capital preservation 
and income provision through yield-enhancing strategies, the majority of the Fund is made up of negotiable certificates of 
deposit (NCDs), step-up notes, and SA government treasury bills. Over the second quarter, the Fund reduced its exposure 
to NCDs to 24.3% and calls to 3.2%, while increasing its exposure to SA government treasury bills, floating-rate notes and 
bonds. In terms of counterparty exposure, the Fund continues to be largely exposed to banks, accounting for 61.42%, followed 
by the SA government at 29.47%.  

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS MONEY MARKET 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size Total Investment Charge 
Taquanta Asset Managers 31 R21 342 0.59%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - IB MONEY MARKET
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Category Analyst: Imraan Khan and Nomfundo Ntoyanto

These portfolios invest in bonds, fixed deposits and other interest earning securities which have a fixed maturity date and either have a 
predetermined cash flow profile or are linked to benchmark yields, but exclude any equity securities, real estate securities or cumulative 
preference shares. To provide relative capital stability, the weighted average modified duration of the underlying assets is limited to a maximum of 
two years. These portfolios are less volatile and are characterised by a regular and high level of income.

Shopping List selection: Nedgroup Investments Core Income Fund, SIM Enhanced Yield Fund and Stanlib Income Fund

SA - Interest-Bearing - Short Term
Category Analyst: Imraan Khan and Nomfundo Ntoyanto 
These portfolios invest in bonds, fixed deposits and other interest earning securities which have a fixed maturity date and either have a predetermined cash flow profile or are linked to benchmark yields, but exclude any equity securities, real estate securities or 
cumulative preference shares. To provide relative capital stability, the weighted average modified duration of the underlying assets is limited to a maximum of two years. These portfolios are less volatile and are characterised by a regular and high level of income.

Shopping List selection: SIM Enhanced Yield Fund, Stanlib Income Fund, Nedgroup Investments Core Income Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
SIM Enhanced Yield B3
STANLIB Income R
Nedgroup Inv Core Income B
(ASISA) South African IB Short Term

2.94 6.80 8.07 8.76 8.27
1.87 5.79 7.15 7.79 7.26

2.28 5.50 7.04 7.62 6.98
2.09 4.33 6.52 7.18 6.72

12 Month Yield
12 Mo

Yield

SIM Enhanced Yield B3
STANLIB Income R
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SA - Interest-Bearing - Short Term

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

SIM Enhanced Yield B3
STANLIB Income R
Nedgroup Inv Core Income B
(ASISA) South African IB Short Term

1.38 114.38 1.48
0.66 102.17 2.00

0.50 100.00 2.50
0.43 94.37 4.78

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

SIM Enhanced Yield B3
STANLIB Income R
Nedgroup Inv Core Income B
(ASISA) South African IB Short Term

-1.70 01/03/2020 31/05/2020
-0.16 01/02/2021 31/03/2021

Rolling 1 Year Return
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 1 Year 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African IB Short Term
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund has been managed by Taquanta Asset Managers since inception, and according to a team-based approach. The 
team has a strong history of managing cash mandates in the institutional space. Compliance is performed both internally and 
externally.  Fitch ratings are accorded on the basis of liquidity strategy and credit risk management. Consequently, the Fund’s 
investible universe comprises rated liquid instruments with a minimum credit rating of A-. They have an experienced credit 
team and an internal credit committee which includes the executive management team. This team has a consensus-based 
approach. The credit investment philosophy is centred on mitigating default and liquidity risks continuously, through fundamental 
research, diversification within each debt instrument, portfolio risk management and monitoring, as well as ongoing engage-
ment with management.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has consistently delivered returns above its benchmark over all short- and long-term static periods. As expected, 
the Fund’s performance relative to peers is lower given the Fund’s conservative nature and its cash management focus as 
displayed by its shorter-dated and low duration plays. The rolling standard deviation has remained consistently below that 
of peers and above that of the benchmark. The standard deviations shot up in 2014, when there was a write-down of African 
Bank, but still remained between peers and the benchmark. Since inception, the Fund only experienced relatively significant 
drawdowns in 2014. Over a one-year period ending 30 June 2021, the Nedgroup Investments Core Income Fund delivered a 
return of 4.51%, outperforming the STeFI Composite which returned 4.01%, but underperformed the ASISA SA Interest-Bearing 
Short Term category average which returned 5.50%. On a rolling one-year basis since inception, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund 
has outperformed the category average, 60.26% of the time.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

For the second quarter of 2021 the Nedgroup Core Income Fund delivered a return of 1.10%, outperforming the STeFI (0.92%), 
slightly underperforming the category average (+1.34%). During the quarter global inflation uncertainty was the consistent 
theme following substantial stimulus packages from governments (more particularly from developed nations) to limit the 
economic impact of COVID-19, while domestic inflation remained under control. SA recorded a 0.8% increase to 5.2% in May 
from the previous month, which was within the SARB’s target. The Fund’s exposure to corporates, securitisations, and SA 
government bonds contributed to performance relative to the benchmark. The Fund maintained its bias towards high-quality 
issuers ending the quarter with more than 98% exposure to issuers rated AA and above. The Fund also maintained its conservative 
nature relative to Shopping List peers, ending the quarter with ~84% allocated to money market instruments, while the  
remainder was mostly invested in local bonds. In terms of positioning relative to the previous quarter, NCDs were increased 
from 57.9% to 60.1%, while exposure to local bonds and treasuries were reduced from 18.9% and 3.7% to 17.1% and 0.73%,  
respectively. The Fund ended the quarter with a reduced exposure to the belly of the curve – exposure to floating instruments 
with five to 12 years’ maturity was reduced from 11.9% to 7.4%. Some of these proceeds were used to invest in the lower end 
of the curve. The Fund ended the quarter with a weighted modified duration of 0.05 years.

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS CORE INCOME 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Taquanta Asset Managers 29 R62 243 0.59%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - IB SHORT TERM
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Melville du Plessis has been the sole portfolio manager of the SIM Enhanced Yield Fund since 31 May 2016. He joined Chris 
Hamman in the management of this fund in October 2011, with his main responsibility being the management of daily cash 
flows. Subsequently, Chris Hamman left Sanlam Investments (SI) and was replaced by Mokgatla Madisha as head of Fixed 
Interest. The credit process in the Fixed Interest team is one of the outstanding competitive advantages for this fund and SI 
as a whole. Moreover, the credit process can be described as follows: 
• setting an internal rating per issuer and issue, which looks at qualitative factors as well as Moody’s expected default  
       frequency; and
• credit vetting which is done by Sanlam’s Central Credit Committee (CCC), limit-setting, and monitoring.
It is important to note that this is an iterative process. Furthermore, the Fund places an emphasis on using a team approach, 
thus reducing the keyman risk, as Du Plessis is supported by a team of credit analysts and the Sanlam Central Credit Com-
mittee (SCCC). The Sanlam Credit Research capability includes 15 credit analysts and the SanFin head of Credit, Gareth Little.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has consistently delivered returns above its benchmark and the SA Interest-Bearing category average over all 
short- and long-term static periods. While the Fund displays higher volatility compared to peers, investors are compensated 
for that volatility. On a risk-adjusted basis (as measured by the Sharpe ratio), the Fund has delivered static risk-adjusted  
returns above its Shopping List peers and the category as a whole. Over the last five calendar years, the Fund has consistently 
been a first-quartile performer and has maintained this performance profile in all static trailing periods (short and long term) 
as well. The Fund marked its tenth year of existence in May 2021, and continues to offer top-quartile performance, outper-
forming the STeFI and peers consistently. The Fund did, however, experience a significant drawdown of 1.70% during 2020 
and some negative calendar-month performances. By design, the Fund is not meant to experience significant drawdowns 
given its low risk and liquid nature, but a (sharp) sell-off or weakness in bond markets in the first quarter was the cause of 
this. On a rolling three-year basis, since inception as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the STeFi composite average 
89% of the time.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The SIM Enhanced Yield Fund delivered strong performance over a one-year period as at 30 June 2021, building on the 
strong rebound posted in the second quarter of 2020. The Fund delivered a return of +2.04% in the second quarter, outper-
forming the STeFI and the peer category average which returned +0.92% and +1.34%, respectively. 
Local bonds posted a strong second quarter and recovered after ending the first quarter of the year on a weaker note. The 
local All Bond Index (ALBI) returned 6.86% for the second quarter with longer-dated bonds being the best performers. The 
seven- to 12-year area of the local nominal bond curve returned 6.65% for the second quarter while the longer 12-year+ sector 
returned 10.09%, thus significantly outperforming the shorter end of the curve, while the one- to three-year area returned 
1.40% and the three- to seven-year area returned 2.01%. Inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) lagged behind nominal bonds for the 
quarter, but still delivered a decent return of 2.98% for the second quarter. For the year to date, ILBs are still well ahead of 
nominal bonds with ILBs up 7.68% for the first half of the year while nominal bonds are up 5% by comparison. The Fund’s 
modified duration is currently at 1.13 years. The Fund’s maturity profile can be described as follows: exposure to cash and 
floating rate instruments (31.80%); exposure to bonds maturing between zero and three years (0.28%); exposure to bonds 
maturing between three and seven years (1.54%); exposure to bonds maturing between seven and twelve years (11.27%); 
and exposure to inflation-linked bonds (8.02%). Furthermore, the Fund only has 15.10% exposure to the South African  
government with the rest invested in credit instruments with SA corporates and banks. Currently, the exposure to the top 
three banks is 53.50%. Overall, in terms of credit risk, the Fund’s largest exposure is to banks (73.8%), followed by government 
securities (15.1%), corporates (8.4%), parastatals (1.4%) and asset-backed securities (1.1%).  Lastly, the Fund’s positioning is 
balanced by taking advantage of opportunities in interest rate markets should they be appropriate, while the Fund has very 
low exposure to credit investments or assets lower down on the quality spectrum.

SIM ENHANCED YIELD 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Melville du Plessis 16 R11 199 0.50%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - IB SHORT TERM
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Victor Mphaphuli is the sole head of the Fixed Income franchise. Victor has been with the team for 19 years and was co-head 
of the franchise with Henk Viljoen. It is comforting to know that knowledge transfer has taken place through this process. On 
the credit side, STANLIB’s fixed-interest team has appointed Tarryn Sankar as its new head of Credit. Sankar was previously 
head of Listed Credit at Futuregrowth Asset Management and has over 10 years’ experience in the financial services industry, 
of which seven have been focused on analysing, structuring and managing credit (listed, unlisted and renewable energy). 
Sankar will be supported by Stephan Pienaar and Portia Boshomane in the credit process. Pienaar is an analyst with 10 years’ 
industry experience and supported the previous head of Credit, Beverley Warnasuriya before her departure in 2019. Boshomane 
was appointed as a credit analyst in March 2020 and has six years’ industry experience. Their internal credit rating per issuer 
(coupled with rating agency ratings) is an advantage when assessing the quality of a credit issuer. Sylvester Kobo is cross-
trained across bonds and money market. The team’s ability to produce stable and solid returns in this recent period, indicates 
its extensive skill, knowledge base and endorses a proven track record. The STANLIB Fixed Interest team is one of the biggest 
fixed interest teams in the country and manages funds across the entire maturity spectrum. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The STANLIB Income Fund has consistently delivered returns above those of the benchmark and peers over all short-,  
medium- and long-term static periods. While the Fund displays higher volatility compared to the benchmark and category 
average (albeit having slightly brought down the levels of that volatility since the middle of 2018), investors are, however, 
compensated for that volatility. On a risk-adjusted basis (as measured by the Sharpe ratio), the Fund has consistently outper-
formed its benchmark and peer average. Over the last five calendar years, the Fund has consistently been a second-quartile 
performer and has maintained this performance profile in static trailing periods (short and medium term) as well. The Fund 
experienced a significant drawdown in 2014, which was the result of exposure to ABIL. On a rolling one-year basis, since 
inception (as at 30 June 2021), the Fund has outperformed the peer average 87.50% on the time.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The STANLIB Income Fund returned 1.35% in the second quarter of 2021, outperforming its benchmark and the ASISA SA 
Interest-Bearing Short-Term category average which returned 0.92% and 1.34%, respectively. Over a one-year period ending 
30 June 2021, the STANLIB Income Fund delivered a return of 5.79%, outperforming both the STeFI Composite (4.01%) and 
category average (5.50%). Local bonds posted a strong second quarter and recovered after ending the first quarter of the 
year on a weaker note. The local All Bond Index (ALBI) returned 6.86% for the second quarter with longer dated bonds being 
the best performers. The seven- to 12-year area of the local nominal bond curve returned 6.65% for the second quarter while 
the longer 12-year+ sector returned 10.09%, thus significantly outperforming the shorter end of the curve. While the one- 
to three-year area returned 1.40% and the three- to seven-year area returning 2.01%. Inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) lagged  
behind nominal bonds for the quarter, but still delivered a decent return of 2.98% for the second quarter. For the year to date, 
ILBs are still well ahead of nominal bonds with ILBs up 7.68% for the first half of the year while nominal bonds are up 5% by 
comparison. Discussion around asset purchase tapering in the US and mounting pressure on the SARB to start normalising 
interest rates negatively affected short-term rates. The Fund’s modified duration was reduced to 0.8 years as they reduced 
risk in anticipation of rising short-term rates. The Fund is largely invested in bonds (mostly corporate paper and government 
paper), while the remaining portion is in money market. The bond exposure of the Fund was reduced from 91% to 83.34%, 
while money market exposure increased to 15.23%. In terms of credit risk, government-guaranteed paper includes Eskom, 
while non-government-guaranteed paper mainly includes the Development Bank of Southern Africa, Transnet SOC Limited 
and the Land & Agricultural Development Bank of South Africa. While Eskom and Land Bank have been under scrutiny of 
late, we take comfort in the fact that STANLIB conducts a rigorous credit analysis to determine the risk and suitability of 
each investment. In terms of the Fund’s exposure to the Land Bank, the STANLIB team takes further comfort in the recent  
government support of R7 billion to put it on a stable and sustainable development path. However, we will continue to monitor 
their position closely as further developments unfold.

STANLIB INCOME  

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Victor Mphaphuli & Sylvester Kobo 79 R56 000 0.86%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - IB SHORT TERM
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Category Analyst: Nomfundo Ntoyanto

These portfolios invest in bonds, fixed deposits and other interest-bearing securities. These portfolios may invest in short, intermediate and 
long-dated securities. The composition of the underlying investments is actively managed and will change over time to reflect the manager’s 
assessment of interest rate trends. These portfolios offer the potential for capital growth, together with a regular and high level of income. These 
portfolios may not include equity securities, real estate securities or cumulative preference shares.

Shopping List selection  Stanlib Bond Fund, Coronation Bond Fund

SA - Interest-Bearing - Variable Term
Category Analyst: Nomfundo Ntoyanto
These portfolios invest in bonds, fixed deposits and other interest-bearing securities. These portfolios may invest in short, intermediate and long-dated securities. The composition of the underlying investments is actively managed and will change over time to reflect 
the manager’s assessment of interest rate trends. These portfolios offer the potential for capital growth, together with a regular and high level of income. These portfolios may not include equity securities, real estate securities or cumulative preference shares.

Shopping List selection: Stanlib Bond Fund, Coronation Bond Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Coronation Bond R
STANLIB Bond A
(ASISA) South African IB Variable Term

6.14 13.77 7.97 8.79 8.74
4.91 13.20 9.25 9.37 8.74
5.54 13.57 8.26 7.95 7.78

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Coronation Bond R
STANLIB Bond A
(ASISA) South African IB Variable Term

-10.89 01/02/2020 30/11/2020

-8.89 01/03/2020 31/08/2020
-9.61 01/03/2020 31/05/2020

12 Month Yield
12 Mo

Yield

Coronation Bond R
STANLIB Bond A
(ASISA) South African IB Variable Term

8.13
8.21

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Coronation Bond R
STANLIB Bond A
(ASISA) South African IB Variable Term

8.27 123.20 115.47 0.28
7.95 117.85 117.54 0.36
6.87 100.00 100.00 0.21
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Coronation is a bottom-up investment house which focuses on proprietary research. Interest rate management (duration and 
yield curve) and security selection (credit and liquidity management) are two of the major focus areas of the Fixed Interest 
team. The fixed income portfolios are positioned with a long-term strategic market view in mind, with short-term tactical 
opportunities being taken when the market differs from the strategic view. The Fixed Interest team is headed by Nishan  
Maharaj and consists of 11 investment professionals. The Bond Fund is not a multi-counsellor managed fund, but is co-managed, 
while the Institutional Bond Fund is managed on a multi-counsellor basis. The Fund is able to protect capital better than 
many of its peers while displaying relatively lower levels of volatility over the longer term. This fund delivers superior returns 
at significantly lower risk when compared to peers and marginally above that of the benchmark.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has historically been viewed as being less risky, relative to certain peers within the IB variable space (including 
the STANLIB Bond Fund) and the benchmark over longer periods, as measured by standard deviation. However, looking 
over the short to medium term (one to five years), the Fund has a higher standard deviation relative to Shopping List peers 
and the benchmark. This is as a result of the increased volatility and drawdown experienced by the Fund in 2020, due to 
COVID-19 and overweight position to longer-dated bonds. Volatility in the longer end of the yield curve in 2020 was as a 
result of the liquidity crunch seen in the bond market earlier in the year. The Fund was positioned (and still is) to the longer- 
end of the yield curve which did not rally as much as the shorter-end of the yield curve. However, year to date, longer dated 
bonds outperformed medium- to short-dated bonds, with returns driven by the second quarter performance. During the first 
quarter, the risky assets exposure in the Fund picked up, following the government securing a supply of vaccines and starting 
its first-phase vaccine campaign during February.  While the ALBI lost 1.74%, as foreign investors sold off SA bonds, short-
er-dated bonds were sold off more than the longer-dated ones. In the second quarter, both government and corporate bonds 
recovered as central banks from developed nations reaffirmed the market that monetary easing policies would not be stopped 
anytime soon. Furthermore, economic reforms from SA also benefited the bond market, more specifically the longer end of the 
curve. Over a seven-year period, and on a rolling two-year basis, the Fund has consistently outperformed both the benchmark 
and peer category average. From early 2019, however, the Fund has underperformed the ALBI, closely mirroring category av-
erage returns, while delivering relatively lower rolling risk, relative to peers and marginally above that of the benchmark over 
the same period. Looking at static returns over the five-year period, ending 30 June 2021, the Fund returned 8.83%, while the 
peer average and the ALBI returned 8.12% and 8.64%, respectively. Most bond funds, such as the STANLIB Bond Fund on the 
Shopping List, are highly correlated to the ALBI, but the Coronation Bond Fund is less correlated over a three-year period. 
This can be attributed to the active nature of the Fund and the 10% foreign allocation. This fund is a good protector of capital, 
which is evident through its drawdowns over a longer period. Over a ten-year period, as at end of June 2021, the Fund’s average 
drawdown was at 4.36%, while that of its Shopping List peer and benchmark were 4.63% and 4.52%, respectively.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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The Coronation Bond Fund returned 7.68% during the second quarter of 2021, outperforming relative to both the ALBI 
(6.86%) and peer average (6.30%). Fund performance for the quarter was driven by maintained overweight allocation to the 
longer end of the curve – 12-year+ bonds returned 10.1% for the quarter, wiping out losses suffered in the first quarter. Rela-
tive to both its Shopping List peer and benchmark, the Fund is significantly overweight 12-year+ government bonds (such 
as R214, R2040 and R2044), currently making up ~76% of the Fund’s exposure to central government bonds. Overweight 
allocation to seven- to 12-year bonds also contributed to performance. Seven to 12-year bonds returned 6.7% for the second 
quarter. Fund exposure to property (via Growthpoint Properties) also contributed to performance. The Fund’s offshore ex-
posure detracted from performance as the rand appreciated against the euro and US dollar, by 2.3% and 3.2%, respectively, 
for the quarter. Looking ahead, SA government bonds are expected to continue to be attractive and remain a sought-after 
source of yield, relative to other government bonds. The fund managers maintained their view on 12-year+ bonds, as these 
securities are expected to remain attractive relative to other income assets while also allocating to ILBs with maturity of less 
than eight years, as they expect inflation to be around 5% for the coming 12 to 15 months.

CORONATION BOND FUND 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Nishan Maharaj, Steve Janson and 
Seamus Vasey

17 R3 120 0.86%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - IB VARIABLE TERM
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

STANLIB’s Fixed Interest team aims to take advantage of market inefficiencies that result in mispricing. There have been 
notable changes to the team in recent years – Henk Viljoen transferred all fixed interest responsibilities to Victor Mphaphuli. 
From a credit perspective, there have been concerns as Beverley Warnasuriya, the previous head of Credit, emigrated. Tarryn 
Sankar was appointed as the new head of Credit in 2020, taking over from Warnasuriya. Sankar was previously the head of 
Listed Credit at Futuregrowth Asset Management, with over 10 years’ experience in the financial services industry, of which 
seven have been focused on analysing, structuring and managing credit (listed, unlisted and renewable energy). Sankar will be 
supported by Stephan Pienaar and Portia Boshomane in the credit process. Pienaar has 10 years’ experience, had supported 
the previous head of Credit and had taken up some of Warnasuriya’s responsibilities before the appointment of Sankar. Bo-
shomane joined the team in March 2020 as a credit analyst and has six years’ industry experience. Glacier Research takes 
comfort in the fact that Pienaar has 10 years’ experience in the industry and thoroughly understands the credit process that 
Warnasuriya has assisted with. Furthermore, Sankar is well-experienced within the credit space. Mphaphuli actively manages 
the Fund along with Kobo. Mphaphuli will now provide support mainly within the strategic and tactical positioning. STANLIB 
has one of the biggest fixed interest teams in the country and therefore has a strong focus on fixed interest.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The STANLIB Bond Fund has been a first- and second-quartile performer over rolling one, three and five-year periods. It 
has also outperformed the ALBI benchmark over all these periods, with marginally lower risk than the ALBI. Over the longer 
term, the Fund also outperformed both its benchmark (ALBI) and peer average. Over significant periods, the Fund displays 
slightly lower volatility than the ALBI as measured by standard deviation. The Fund also tends to be more correlated with the 
ALBI relative to its peers, which will add a level of predictability to a portfolio, providing a stable level of relative performance. 
The Fund’s modified duration is high and tracks that of the ALBI. The drawdown of the Fund also tracks that of the ALBI 
but has periods where it is marginally lower. For the year 2020, the Fund delivered 9.24%, outperforming the ALBI which 
returned 8.65%. For the year 2020, inflation averaged 3.1%, making the Fund attractive with a real return of just above 6%, 
while the ALSI returned 7% (real return of 3.9%). It is worth noting that the Fund also experienced significant volatility, similar 
to the ALBI during COVID - as well as the rating downgrade of SA sovereign debt in November but managed to generate 
satisfactory returns, nonetheless. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
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For the second quarter of 2021, the STANLIB Bond Fund returned 6.77%, slightly underperforming its benchmark (6.86%) by 
nine basis points. Looking at the Fund’s maturity positioning, it would be expected that the Fund would have outperformed 
relative to the ALBI, as it maintained a relatively higher exposure to the 12-year+ area of the curve, which returned just 
above 10% for the second quarter. However, the Fund was underweight ≤15-year securities (such as R209, R213 and R2035) 
which generated strong returns. The Fund’s significant underexposure to the R186 by more than 10%, also detracted from  
performance relative to the ALBI. The R186 returned ~2% for the quarter. In contrast, overweight exposure to the longer end 
of the curve (such as R2037, R2044 and R2048) contributed to performance. Relative to its Shopping List peer, the Fund was 
underweight in the 12-year+ area of the curve. Local asset prices recovered in the second quarter driven by both global and 
local developments. On the local front, the actions by the National Prosecuting Authority against both Ace Magashule and 
ex-President Jacob Zuma helped improve investors’ view of South Africa’s justice system. The unexpected announcement by 
President Cyril Ramaphosa allowing the private sector to produce up to 100MW of power without a licence also benefited 
local assets. Looking ahead, local inflation appears to be under control, supported by fairly soft demand for ILB. The market 
expects the SARB to start hiking rates before the end of the year which will keeping shorter dated bonds elevated. Despite 
some flattening of the yield curve between 10-year and 20-year bonds, SA bond yields remain attractive. The Fund ended 
the second quarter with a duration of close to 6.9 years, as a result of its overweight exposure to the longer-dated bonds. 

STANLIB BOND

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Victor Mphaphuli and Sylvester Kobo 34 R604 0.86%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - IB VARIABLE TERM
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Category Analyst: Mansoor Narker 

These portfolios invest in listed property shares, collective investment schemes in property and property loan stock and real estate investment 
trusts. The objective of these portfolios is to provide high levels of income and long-term capital appreciation. These portfolios invest at least 80% 
of the market value of the portfolio in shares listed in the FTSE/JSE Real Estate industry group or similar sector of an international stock exchange 
and may include other high yielding securities from time to time. Up to 10% of a portfolio may be invested in shares outside the defined sectors in 
companies that conduct similar business activities as those in the defined sectors.

Shopping List selection: Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity

SA - Real Estate - General
Category Analyst: Mansoor Narker
These portfolios invest in listed property shares, collective investment schemes in property and property loan stock and real estate investment trusts. The objective of these portfolios is to provide high levels of income and long-term capital
appreciation. These portfolios invest at least 80% of the market value of the portfolio in shares listed in the FTSE/JSE Real Estate industry group or similar sector of an international stock exchange and may include other high yielding securities from time 
to time. Up to 10% of a portfolio may be invested in shares outside the defined sectors in companies that conduct similar business activities as those in the defined sectors.

Shopping List selection: Catalyst SA Property Equity Prescient Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity A
(ASISA) South African RE General

19.86 27.98 -9.26 -6.84 5.40
19.62 24.26 -8.52 -6.40 4.70

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity A
(ASISA) South African RE General

-63.68 01/01/2018
-59.78 01/01/2018

Ratios

Debt
to

Capital
P/B Ratio ROE

Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity A
(ASISA) South African RE General

35.43 0.77 -12.32

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity A
(ASISA) South African RE General 23.60 100.00 100.00 -0.42

26.06 109.80 111.15 -0.37
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Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity A

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African RE General
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Catalyst has a 12-member investment team whose sole focus is on the property sector. The team comprises five portfolio managers 
and seven analysts and most of the team members are qualified chartered accountants and/or CFA charter holders. The 
five portfolio managers, who are also shareholders of the company, have a combined 80 years’ experience in the financial 
services industry and are all property specialists with direct property skill. The team of analysts has increased significantly 
in size over the past four years, with new members joining on a relatively consistent basis. Paul Duncan and Zayd Sulaiman 
previously managed the SA Property Equity Fund. However, since 1 July 2016 until 2019, Sulaiman has been the sole portfolio 
manager on the Fund while Duncan focused on the hedge fund portfolios. In March 2019, Mvulo Seroto was appointed as 
an additional portfolio manager on the Fund. The team follows a rigorous process with respect to research and portfolio 
construction. All research is done in-house. Catalyst has an in-depth research process that focuses on two key areas: trends 
that impact real estate markets and pricing; and trends that impact real estate markets for vacancy forecasts. The analysts 
aim to identify risk-adjusted returns and value opportunities. Their core competency is in the commercial property market.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Catalyst SCI SA Property Equity Fund has outperformed the benchmark over all significant long-term periods (SAPY 
pre-March 2019). This outperformance pertains to both absolute and risk-adjusted (volatility) returns. It has also consistently 
appeared in the top two quartiles, relative to peers, and has consistently outperformed the benchmark on a three-year rolling 
basis, over the past five years. Traditionally, the Fund is more volatile than many of its peers, as it has the ability to take larger 
active positions. It has, however, been able to consistently reward the extra volatility by providing higher risk-adjusted returns 
than both the benchmark and the majority of its benchmark-cognisant peers over longer time periods. This reiterates the 
investment team’s active management style. The portfolio has always been highly correlated with the relevant benchmark 
(>0.98) and experiences drawdowns at similar times. However, these drawdowns are characteristically smaller in comparison. 
The smaller drawdowns and decreased volatility are primarily due to the increased diversification of shares as the Fund held 
more counters than the benchmark prior to the change.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Fund returned 10.91%, underperforming both the ALPI and peer group, which returned 11.14% and 11.45%, respectively. 
For the year to the end of June 2021, however, the Fund outperformed the ALPI and category average by 2.39% and 3.72%, 
respectively. Local listed property was the best-performing asset class over the quarter, outperforming equities (+0.01) 
and nominal bond (+6.9%). The Fund’s overweight positioning in the retail sector benefitted the Fund, with Arrowhead-B 
(+35.15), Vukile (+33.06%) and Resilient (+19.86%) outperforming relative to the benchmark, while the overweight positions 
in Capital & Counties (-8.51%), Hyprop (-6.03%) and Fortress-A (-0.22%) detracted from returns. Despite the recovery seen 
in the listed property sector from the depth of the March 2020 crash, the ALPI still trades at a 20% discount to underlying 
net asset value. The portfolio managers remain cautious of the risks to the sector over the short to medium term, including 
further lockdowns and additional rental relief and concessions to tenants. The Fund remains overweight quality retail and 
underweight the industrial and office sectors.

CATALYST SCI SA PROPERTY EQUITY FUND

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Zayd Sulaiman & Mvulo Seroto 60 R9 182 1.17%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - REAL ESTATE- GENERAL
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Category Analyst: Shawn Phillips

Funds in the SA Equity General category invest in selected shares across all economic groups and industry sectors of the JSE Securities Exchange 
South Africa as well as across the range of large, mid and smaller cap shares. These portfolios do not subscribe to a particular theme or value or growth 
investment style. The portfolios in this category offer medium to long-term capital growth as their primary investment objective. Equity portfolios
invest a minimum of 80% of the market value of the portfolios in equities at all times. However, a minimum of 80% of the equity portfolio must, at all 
times, be invested in the JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sector/s as defined by the category and a maximum of 30% of the equity portfolio may 
be invested outside the defined JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sectors provided that these investments comply fully with the category definition. 
Glacier Research split the category into 4 groups based on specific observable focuses and characteristics, with the aim of providing retail investors with 
adequate choice and diversification while maintaining a high conviction in the selected funds. The 4 groups are 1) Dividend Focussed - Focussed on 
stocks providing a steady and/or growing dividend yield, 2) Benchmark Cognisant – Managed relative to a benchmark or to a specific maximum level of 
tracking error, 3) Concentration – These are more highly convicted portfolios with a smaller number of stocks in the portfolio or portfolios concentrated 
in a particular style and 4) Core - Funds which do not necessarilly fall into one of the other categories and are often considered style agnostic. These 
groups are of course not always mutually exclusive but provide a good way to categorize funds based on certain distinguishing characteristics.

Shopping List Selection:  36One SA Equity Fund (Core), Fairtree Equity Fund (Core), Rezco Equity Fund (Core), Truffle SA Equity Fund 
(Benchmark Cognisant)

SA - Equity - General (SA only)
Category Analyst:  Shawn Phillips
Funds in the SA Equity General category invest in selected shares across all economic groups and industry sectors of the JSE Securities Exchange South Africa as well as across the range of large, mid and smaller cap shares. 
These portfolios do not subscribe to a particular theme or value or growth investment style. The portfolios in this category offer medium to long-term capital growth as their primary investment objective. Equity portfolios 
invest a minimum of 80% of the market value of the portfolios in equities at all times. However, a minimum of 80% of the equity portfolio must, at all times, be invested in the JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sector/s as
defined by the category and a maximum of 30% of the equity portfolio may be invested outside the defined JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sectors provided that these investments comply fully with the category 
definition. Glacier Research split the category into 4 groups based on specific observable focuses and characteristics, with the aim of providing retail investors with adequate choice and diversification while maintaining a high 
conviction in the selected funds. The 4 groups are 1) Dividend Focussed - Focussed on stocks providing a steady and/or growing dividend yield, 2) Benchmark Cognisant – Managed relative to a benchmark or to a specific 
maximum level of tracking error, 3) Concentration – These are more highly convicted portfolios with a smaller number of stocks in the portfolio or portfolios concentrated in a particular style and 4) Core - Funds which do not
necessarilly fall into one of the other categories and are often considered style agnostic. These groups are of course not always mutually exclusive but provide a good way to categorize funds based on certain distinguishing 
characteristics.

Shopping List Selection:  36One SA Equity Fund (Core), Fairtree Equity Fund (Core), Rezco Equity Fund (Core), Truffle SA Equity Fund (Benchmark Cognisant)

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
36ONE BCI SA Equity C
Fairtree Equity Prescient A1
Rezco Equity A
Truffle SCI SA Equity
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

16.89 29.61 10.06 7.27
12.19 39.49 16.69 12.27
11.87 31.92 14.30 11.17
13.87 34.11 13.58 9.17
13.31 27.60 4.80 4.32 9.78
13.20 25.07 8.09 8.11 10.92
12.82 24.99 5.46 4.61 7.99

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

36ONE BCI SA Equity C
Fairtree Equity Prescient A1
Rezco Equity A
Truffle SCI SA Equity
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

12.64 1.52 13.13
12.92 2.06 20.84
17.58 1.73 10.50
12.82 1.45 12.08
13.04 1.74 16.63
14.53 2.02 16.51
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FUND CHARACTERISTICS
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SA - Equity - General

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

36ONE BCI SA Equity C
Fairtree Equity Prescient A1
Rezco Equity A
Truffle SCI SA Equity
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

15.55 94.53 92.87 0.11
22.53 122.29 131.81 0.34
12.64 53.21 79.55 0.39
16.98 100.60 104.54 0.22
15.62 104.15 87.73 -0.06
15.17 100.00 100.00 0.17
13.89 93.15 81.28 -0.07

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

36ONE BCI SA Equity C
Fairtree Equity Prescient A1
Rezco Equity A
Truffle SCI SA Equity
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

-21.42 01/01/2020 31/07/2020
-31.45 01/01/2020 31/07/2020
-17.05 01/02/2020 31/07/2020
-23.78 01/01/2020 31/07/2020
-30.19 01/01/2018 28/02/2021
-21.72 01/05/2019 30/11/2020
-25.05 01/12/2017 31/01/2021

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African EQ General
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

36One Asset Management was formed in 2004, by Cy Jacobs and Steven Liptz. They are known as a hedge fund and 
equity-centric business. 36One has kept its staff contingent relatively small, preferring to focus on their key competencies 
which is investment management. The current investment team is made up of 11 investment professionals. Previously, Evan 
Walker was primarily responsible for the management of the equity fund but Walker and Jacobs have adopted a more  
collaborative approach to managing money. Walker joined in 2012 and brings a wealth of experience. He was very successful 
in managing the Momentum Small/Mid Cap Fund. Their investment process mainly consists out of idea generation, 
fundamental bottom-up research and macro work. Macro work is essential and is done to try and understand the economies 
and industries being invested in, as opposed to try to make forecasts. Should an idea be confirmed by both fundamental 
bottom-up research as well as top-down, macro research, the entire investment team needs to approve the idea in order 
for the portfolio managers to start buying positions in the funds. With this in mind, they have a buy list with specific price 
targets for both buying and selling which the dealer can execute trades on with the permission of Walker or Jacobs.      

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception, the Fund has delivered consistent first and second quartile returns over a rolling three-year period up to 
June 2021, barring a period in 2018 and 2019. At the beginning of 2019, 36One analysed their investment performance for 
the 2018 calendar year and were disappointed. They missed most of the ‘landmines’ in 2018, but still managed to underper-
form for the year. This has resulted in a change in process with the team following a more benchmark-aware process which 
has been positive from a performance perspective. Over the past five years, the Fund has delivered an annualised return 
of 7.27% compared to its benchmark’s return (Capped SWIX) of 4.32%. From a volatility perspective, the Fund displays 
a higher volatility profile in comparison to the category average but is in line with its benchmark. The Fund’s drawdowns 
have been superior to its benchmark over time with the exception of 2016 and 2018. During the COVID-19 sell-off, the Fund 
protected capital well, losing 21.42% in comparison to its benchmark’s drawdown of -30.19%. Since inception, on a rolling 
three-year basis, until 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA SA General Equity category average 80.43% 
of the time.  

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 
 

During the month of June, the JSE ended its winning streak from October 2020. The overall market ended the second 
quarter of 2021 flat – dragged lower by resources. With this in mind, the 36One Equity Fund turned in a positive return for 
the quarter but underperformed both the ASISA SA General Equity category average and its benchmark (Capped SWIX), 
firming 0.31% in comparison to the category average and its benchmarks return of 0.54% and 0.63%, respectively. Over 
the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the category average and its benchmark, advancing 29.61% 
in comparison to the category average return of 24.99% and its benchmark’s return of 27.60%. From an individual stock  
perspective, exposure to Nedbank (+22.05%), Absa (+7.64%) and Glencore (+6.96%) contributed positively to performance 
over the quarter, while exposure to Naspers (-15.11%), Impala Platinum (-13.97%) and British American Tobacco (-2.27%) 
detracted from performance. The portfolio managers have reduced their overweight in resources with the proceeds being 
recycled into technology (decreased exposure in Naspers but added Prosus), financials (Absa, Standard Bank and Nedbank), 
industrials and chemicals (Sasol). The biggest overweights relative to the Capped SWIX are resources (+4.4%) and tobacco 
(+2.6%), while the biggest underweights are retailers (-8.2%) and insurance (-2.9%). Conviction levels (as seen in the top 
ten holdings chart above) have increased on the margin over the quarter but are in line from the third quarter of 2020.

36ONE SA EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Evan Walker and Cy Jacobs 1 R2 155 3.70%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Fairtree Asset Management, which is made up of various independent franchises, is supported by 36 investment professionals 
with an extensive product range. Over time, the equity capability has become the majority of the firm’s AUM, which is 
testament to the Fund’s consistent and solid returns. Fairtree does not follow an official house view. The portfolio man-
agers have full discretion to foster independent thinking. Their investment philosophy is grounded in both fundamental 
bottom-up research as well as top-down, macro contextualising of investment ideas. This results in buying quality companies. 
They believe that companies that are industry leaders will outperform the market over time. The Fairtree Equity Fund is 
managed by Stephen Brown and Cor Booysen. Brown has 24 years of asset management experience, with 19 years spent 
as a portfolio manager. Booysen has 14 years of industry experience, with 13 years in asset management. Brown and 
Booysen are the primary decisionmakers and need to reach consensus on any portfolio construction decisions. The team 
is assisted by Jacobus Lacock, the macro strategist. He and Brown together are responsible for developing the broader 
macro, top-down view. The analyst team comprises six individuals. These six analysts, together with Lacock, are shared 
amongst the different business units.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception, the Fund has delivered consistent first quartile returns over a rolling five-year period up to June 2021. Over 
a rolling three-year period, the Fund still displays first quartile performance. Over the past five years, the Fund has delivered 
an annualised return of 12.27% compared to its benchmark’s return (Capped SWIX) of 4.32%. It displays more volatility 
when compared to the category average and its benchmark. However, investors have been compensated for the extra risk 
taken on by the portfolio managers through a higher Sharpe ratio. The Fund’s drawdowns, over most periods, have been 
worse than the category average and the Capped SWIX. This is evident when looking at the drawdown experienced in 
March 2020, but the recovery in the second quarter was even stronger in comparison to peers. Since inception, on a rolling 
three-year basis, until 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA SA General Equity category average 100% of 
the time. From a style perspective, the Fund tends to exhibit a high sensitivity to market, size, value and momentum. It has 
a negative size sensitivity, implying that returns are mainly driven by large capitalisation stocks. The Fund also displays a 
blend across the four factors, which speaks to the investment style being style-agnostic.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Fairtree Equity Fund had a disappointing quarter, underperforming both the ASISA SA General Equity category 
average and its benchmark (Capped SWIX) for the second quarter of 2021, surrendering 2.68% in comparison to the 
category average and its benchmarks return of 0.54% and 0.63%, respectively. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, 
the Fund has  outperformed the category average and its benchmark handsomely, surging 39.49% in comparison to the 
category average return of 24.99% and its benchmark’s return of 27.60%. The resource sector has been a key performance 
contributor over the quarter and for the year but was a key detractor from performance over the quarter as resources 
gave up 4.96%. Resources were negatively impacted as the outlook for precious and industrial metals turned negative as 
China progressed with policy normalisation. From an individual stock perspective, exposure to Foschini (+29.52%), MTN 
(+18.86%) and Mr Price (+10.65%) contributed positively to performance over the quarter, while exposure to Impala  
Platinum (-13.97%), Naspers (-15.11%) and Northam Platinum (-15.72%) detracted from performance. The Fund maintains its  
significant exposure to resources, which is double the exposure in comparison to most of its Shopping List peers with an 
exposure around 48% (the average exposure since inception has been 32%). The portfolio managers continue to hold a 
constructive view on the local recovery but prefer to play this through the SA consumer-facing part of the equity market 
which includes the likes of Foschini, Mr Price and Woolworths. Furthermore, conviction levels (as seen in the top ten holdings 
chart above) have decreased, but Fairtree have a higher concentration amongst its top ten holdings in comparison to its 
Shopping List peers. 

FAIRTREE EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Stephen Brown and Cor Booysen 11 R20 800 2.27%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund is managed by Rob Spanjaard and Simon Sylvester. Spanjaard is the current CIO and CEO, while Sylvester is head of 
Research. The level of experience of the broader investment team is a concern, but this is offset somewhat by Spanjaard and 
Sylvester’s commitment to the investment process. Rezco have invested substantially in their proprietary systems and tools. 
The investment process is well defined and there are strict rules in place regarding aspects of their asset and stock selection 
which allows their investment universe to be manageable. Rezco’s approach to equity selection is initially to utilise a top-down 
screen, but a bigger emphasis is placed on the bottom-up aspect which dictates their overall conviction level. All analysts are 
expected to be able to code and do fundamental analysis, which is a tough ask but can also be seen as an advantage in a data- 
driven world. This approach makes sense for the global equity side of the business, but for this specific fund, fundamental 
analysis is still important. The overall business culture is one of output and adding value, which has resulted in quite a bit of 
team churn on the junior analyst level.   

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has delivered consistent first and second quartile, three-year rolling returns over the period March 2014 to June 
2021. Over the last five years, the Fund has produced a stellar return of 11.17%, compared to the FTSE/JSE All Share Index 
performance of 8.11%. One of the unique attributes of Rezco’s performance is their volatility profile and ability to protect 
capital – this is partly the result of their large cash holding at times of market distress but also as a result of stock selection. 
In addition, their equity holdings have been very different in comparison to its Shopping List peers over time. During the 
COVID-19 sell-off, the Fund suffered a drawdown of 17.05%, which was better than the overall market drawdown of 21.38%. 
On a rolling three-year basis, over the period March 2004 to 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA General 
Equity category average 92.31% of the time. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

On the SA front, local equities were broadly flat over the quarter – dragged lower by resources and Naspers. With this in 
mind, the Rezco Equity Fund gained 0.86% for the second quarter of 2021, outperforming both the ASISA General Equity 
Category average and the All Share Index (ALSI) which firmed 0.54% and 0.05%, respectively. Over the past year, as at 
30 June 2021, the Fund delivered a strong performance of 31.92%, outperforming both the category average and the ALSI 
once again, which advanced 24.99% and 25.07%, respectively. On an individual stock basis, exposure to Life Healthcare 
(+22.81%), Anheuser-Busch Inbev (+10.88%) and Firstrand (+3.82%) contributed positively to performance over the quarter, 
while exposure to Anglo American (-23.06%), Northam Platinum (-15.72%) and Sibanye Stillwater (-8.22%) detracted 
from performance. The Fund doesn’t have any exposure to Naspers or Prosus, which has contributed positively to  
performance, but the portfolio managers did have exposure throughout 2020. The Fund’s exposure to financials, healthcare and  
industrials has added to performance. Meanwhile, exposure to resources has detracted from performance with exposure 
of around 25%, which is lower in comparison to the ALSI’s exposure of around 35%. As seen in the top five holdings  
table above, the holdings have changed, with Northam Platinum, Anheuser-Busch Inbev and Sibanye Stillwater remaining  
consistent. With respect to the conviction levels depicted across the top ten holdings, the overall conviction has  
decreased especially from when considering the third quarter of 2020.  

REZCO EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Rob Spanjaard and Simon Sylvester 1 R1 290 2.86%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Truffle has an extremely well qualified and highly experienced investment team. The majority of the team has worked   
together at a previous employer (RMB Asset Management) and has chosen to continue to build on past successes.  
Importantly, new members have also selectively been added to the team, ensuring additional perspectives on new  
investment ideas. In addition, the team also consists of a good dispersion between age and experience, ensuring additional 
longevity in the investment process. Truffle has a clearly defined fundamental, bottom-up investment process that places 
a lot of emphasis on trying to quantify the downside of a potential investment. The very distinct focus on downside  
protection does lead to a preference to more high-quality investments with sustainable income streams that are under-
valued. Furthermore, investment decisions are made on a team basis, but overall accountability sits with Iain Power. No 
member of the investment team is a sector or industry specialist, with all members of the team looking at all industries 
to avoid bias.   

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Since inception, the Fund has delivered consistent first and second quartile returns over a rolling three-year period up to 
June 2021. However, the Fund struggled in 2017 and 2018 on the back of their views around Brexit in 2016. Their perfor-
mance was impacted by holdings in Old Mutual, Investec and some property counters. Over the past five years, the Fund 
has delivered an annualised return of 9.17% compared to its benchmark’s return (Capped SWIX) of 4.32%. It displays more 
volatility when compared to the category average and its benchmark. However, investors have been compensated for the 
additional risk through a higher Sharpe ratio. The Fund’s drawdowns, over most periods, have been in line with the category 
average and the Capped SWIX with the exception of 2016, as a result of Brexit. Since inception, on a rolling three-year basis, 
until 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA SA General Equity category average 100% of the time. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Truffle SA Equity Fund had a disappointing quarter, underperforming both the ASISA SA General Equity category 
average and its benchmark (Capped SWIX) for the second quarter of 2021, giving up 1.14% in comparison to the category 
average and its benchmarks return of 0.54% and 0.63%, respectively. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund 
has outperformed the category average and its benchmark handsomely, rallying 34.11% in comparison to the category 
average return of 24.99% and its benchmark’s return of 27.60%. The recovery in the SA economy and improved earnings 
have added to performance for their domestically exposed counters. The resource sector has been a key performance 
contributor over the quarter and for the year but was a key detractor from performance over the quarter as resources 
weakened 4.96%. From an individual stock perspective, exposure to Pepkor (+24.60%), Absa (+7.64%) and Bid Corporation 
(+8.25%) contributed positively to performance, while exposure to Naspers (-15.11%), Impala Platinum (-13.97%) and 
Sibanye Stillwater (-8.22%) detracted from performance. The portfolio managers have reduced their overweight exposure 
to resources on valuation grounds to a neutral weight, while carrying overweights to financials and industrials. Conviction 
levels (as seen in the top ten holdings chart above) have decreased on the margin. Furthermore, exposure to Growth-
point Properties, Life Healthcare, Anheuser-Busch Inbev and Shoprite have been trimmed on valuation grounds, while the  
proceeds have been recycled into banks and industrials.     

TRUFFLE SA EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Iain Power, Saul Miller, Nicole Agar and 
Sophié-Marié van Garderen

1 R4 312 1.49%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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Category Analyst: Shawn Phillips

Funds in the SA Equity General category  invest in selected shares across all economic groups and industry sectors of the JSE Securities Exchange 
South Africa as well as across the range of large, mid and smaller cap shares.  hese portfolios do not subscribe to a particular theme or value or growth 
investment style.  he portfolios in this category offer medium to long-term capital growth as their primary investment objective. Equity portfolios invest 
a minimum of 80% of the market value of the portfolios in equities at all times. However, a minimum of 80% of the equity portfolio must, at all times, 
be invested in the JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sector/s as defined by the category and a maximum of 30% of the equity portfolio may be 
invested outside the defined JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sectors provided that these investments comply fully with the category definition. 
Glacier Research split the category into 4 groups based on specific observable focuses and characteristics, with the aim of providing retail investors with 
adequate choice and diversification while maintaining the high conviction in the selected funds.  he 4 groups are 1) Dividend Focussed - Focussed on 
stocks providing a steady and/or growing dividend yield, 2) Benchmark Cognisant – Managed relative to a benchmark or to a specific maximum level of 
tracking error, 3) Concentration – hese are more highly convicted portfolios with a smaller number of stocks in the portfolio or portfolios concentrated in 
a particular style and 4) Core - Funds which do not necessarilly fall into one of the other categories and are often considered style agnostic. hese group 
are of course not always mutually exclusive but provide a good way to categorize funds based on certain distinguishing characteristics.

Shopping List Selection:  Coronation Equity Fund (Core),  Marriott Dividend  Growth (Dividend Focussed), Ninety One Equity Fund 
(Concentration), PSG  Equity Fund (Concentration), Prudential Dividend Maximiser Fund (Dividend Focussed), SIM  General Equity Fund 
(Benchmark Cognisant)

SA - Equity - General (funds that make use of their offshore allowance)
Category Analyst:  Shawn Phillips
Funds in the SA Equity General category invest in selected shares across all economic groups and industry sectors of the JSE Securities Exchange South Africa as well as across the range of large, mid and smaller cap shares. 
These portfolios do not subscribe to a particular theme or value or growth investment style. The portfolios in this category offer medium to long-term capital growth as their primary investment objective. Equity portfolios 
invest a minimum of 80% of the market value of the portfolios in equities at all times. However, a minimum of 80% of the equity portfolio must, at all times, be invested in the JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sector/s as
defined by the category and a maximum of 30% of the equity portfolio may be invested outside the defined JSE Securities Exchange South Africa sectors provided that these investments comply fully with the category 
definition. Glacier Research split the category into 4 groups based on specific observable focuses and characteristics, with the aim of providing retail investors with adequate choice and diversification while maintaining a high 
conviction in the selected funds. The 4 groups are 1) Dividend Focussed - Focussed on stocks providing a steady and/or growing dividend yield, 2) Benchmark Cognisant – Managed relative to a benchmark or to a specific 
maximum level of tracking error, 3) Concentration – These are more highly convicted portfolios with a smaller number of stocks in the portfolio or portfolios concentrated in a particular style and 4) Core - Funds which do not
necessarilly fall into one of the other categories and are often considered style agnostic. These groups are of course not always mutually exclusive but provide a good way to categorize funds based on certain distinguishing 
characteristics.

Shopping List Selection:  Coronation Equity Fund (Core), SIM General Equity Fund (Benchmark Cognisant), PSG Equity Fund (Concentration), Ninety One Equity Fund (Concentration), Prudential Dividend 
Maximiser Fund (Dividend Focussed), Marriott Dividend Growth (Dividend Focussed)

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Coronation Equity A
SIM General Equity A
PSG Equity A
Prudential Dividend Maximiser A
Marriott Dividend Growth R
Ninety One Equity A
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

11.88 30.24 10.47 9.10 11.72
15.64 28.33 9.18 7.02 10.34
18.91 42.26 0.29 4.28 9.55
17.60 30.09 7.15 7.52 10.50

13.12 26.91 9.18 7.37 11.51
13.31 27.60 4.80 4.32 9.78
13.20 25.07 8.09 8.11 10.92
12.82 24.99 5.46 4.61 7.99

8.19 14.35 1.15 1.47 8.66

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Coronation Equity A
SIM General Equity A
PSG Equity A
Prudential Dividend Maximiser A
Marriott Dividend Growth R
Ninety One Equity A
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

17.63 2.19 10.84
13.22 1.53 11.84

1.08 1.34
12.19 1.52 16.87
23.10 2.55 18.16
14.79 1.94 17.81
13.04 1.74 16.63
14.53 2.02 16.51
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SA - Equity - General

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Coronation Equity A
SIM General Equity A
PSG Equity A
Prudential Dividend Maximiser A
Marriott Dividend Growth R
Ninety One Equity A
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

14.20 83.29 92.27 0.23
17.07 110.61 103.08 0.11
18.31 83.95 73.61 -0.03
14.81 87.45 88.98 0.13
10.05 60.53 46.22 -0.44
14.63 94.11 92.99 0.12

15.17 100.00 100.00 0.17
13.89 93.15 81.28 -0.07

15.62 104.15 87.73 -0.06

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Coronation Equity A
SIM General Equity A
PSG Equity A
Prudential Dividend Maximiser A
Marriott Dividend Growth R
Ninety One Equity A
FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX All Share TR ZAR
FTSE/JSE All Share TR ZAR
ASISA South African EQ General

-18.12 01/12/2017 31/08/2020
-25.70 01/01/2020 31/12/2020
-43.26 01/09/2018
-24.75 01/09/2018 31/12/2020
-17.26 01/09/2018
-19.24 01/01/2020 31/07/2020

-21.72 01/05/2019 30/11/2020
-25.05 01/12/2017 31/01/2021

-30.19 01/01/2018 28/02/2021

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) South African EQ General
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund is managed by Karl Leinberger and Sarah-Jane Alexander. Leinberger is the current CIO and has more than 19 
years’ investment experience, all of which have been spent at Coronation. Adrian Zetler has resigned and will no longer be 
a co-manager on the Fund as of January 2021. His research responsibilities will be absorbed by the rest of the team and we  
believe there is sufficient depth and experience. Coronation has a highly-skilled and experienced investment team, comprising 
three former Coronation CIOs. Coronation has developed a proprietary central research system, which is available 
to all analysts and portfolio managers at all times. The culture remains one of ownership and accountability that is  
client-focused. This is evident in that employees own 25% of the holding company of the South African and international 
operating subsidiaries. All analysts are rotated among industries so as to become generalists in every industry and avoid 
developing bias. Coronation believes in conducting comprehensive research on a company, rather than just analysing it. 
For extra insight, the team spends much time looking at different ways of understanding a company and its operating 
environment.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has delivered consistent first and second quartile five-year rolling returns over the period beginning 2004 to 
December 2018 but slipped into third quartile during 2018 and has subsequently returned to first and second quartile 
performances. Over the last five years, the Fund has produced an annualised return of 9.12%, compared to the FTSE/JSE 
Capped SWIX Index performance of 4.32%. It is more volatile when compared to some of its Shopping List peers and the 
category average. The Fund is good at protecting capital and consistently suffers lower drawdowns than the FTSE/JSE 
Capped SWIX Index and the majority of its category peers. However, during 2018, the Fund suffered more pronounced 
drawdowns. This was the result of high allocations to stocks that had a terrible year, including the likes of MTN and British 
American Tobacco. During the COVID-19 sell-off, the Fund suffered a drawdown of 17.68%, which was better than the over-
all market drawdown of 21.38%. On a rolling three-year basis, over the period 1 October 2004 to 30 June 2021, the Fund 
outperformed the ASISA General Equity category average 94.58% of the time. From a style perspective, the Fund tends to 
exhibit a high sensitivity to the market and a positive sensitivity to size. The results make sense as it is clear that general 
market fluctuations play a big role in the Fund’s return profile.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Coronation Equity Fund turned in a marginal negative return for the second quarter of 2021, underperforming both 
the ASISA General Equity Category average and the Capped SWIX Index, losing 0.19% in comparison to the category  
average and the Capped SWIX’s return of 0.54% and 0.63%, respectively. Developed market equities continued their strong 
run for the quarter, while emerging markets lagged. On the SA front, local equities were broadly flat, dragged lower by  
resources and Naspers. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund returned a stellar 31.11%, handsomely outperforming 
the category average and the Capped SWIX, which advanced 24.99% and 27.60%, respectively. On an individual SA 
stock basis, exposure to Glencore (+6.96%), MMI (+12.00%) and Bidcorp (+8.25%) contributed positively to performance 
over the quarter, while exposure to Naspers (-15.11%), Northam Platinum (-15.72%) and Quilter (-7.92%) detracted from  
performance. The Fund’s exposure to Chinese technology companies (including the likes of Tencent Music Entertainment 
and JD.com) detracted from performance as these companies sold off on fears of increasing regulation. Meanwhile, the 
overweight to resources also detracted from performance as resources surrendered 4.96%. This overweight is premised 
on attractive valuations and strong, free cash flow yields even after adjusting for lower commodity prices. Furthermore, 
offshore exposure remains at the upper bound, mainly exposed to technology stocks. As seen in the top five holdings 
table above, the top five counters have remained largely unchanged with the exception of Prosus moving into the top five 
and Naspers being reduced (both selling as well as price movement). As a result, concentration as depicted through the 
top ten holdings has decreased to 41.90% which can also be the result of Naspers and Prosus being seen as one holding.

CORONATION EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Karl Leinberger and Sarah-Jane Alexander 41 R 8 386 1.21%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Marriott as an investment house has a specific investment philosophy, preferring to focus on the selection of securities that 
produce reliable income streams which are ideally growing, and to purchase these income streams at appropriate prices. 
They have been successful in implementing and staying true to their philosophy, which is easy to understand and imple-
ment. Their dedication to their philosophy and their success in implementing this particular strategy has been a major 
differentiating factor, when compared to other investment houses implementing the same type of philosophy. Marriott 
has also established a stable analyst team successfully, ensuring the sustainability of the entire investment team. Portfolio 
construction decisions are made by the three senior members of the investment team, namely Dave Elliott, Lourens  
Coetzee and Duggan Matthews. The investment committee is supported by three investment professionals locally and 
three offshore. Towards the end of 2020, Preston Narainsamy left the business and has subsequently been replaced by 
Kirstin Govindasamy, who joined from Catalyst Fund Managers. These investment professionals propose investment ideas 
to the investment committee and play the role of “idea promoters”. The decisionmakers then take all the information  
presented to them and make an investment decision in line with the income-focused approach. This leads to a certain 
degree of objectivity and the management of inherent analyst biases.  

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Marriott Dividend Growth Fund has been a consistent first and second quartile performer over rolling five-year periods 
since 2011 but has dipped slightly from 2020. This is the result of a narrow market, with mainly resource stocks and a 
handful of rand-hedge counters driving the market to which the Fund does not have any exposure. Since 2000, the Fund 
has maintained a healthy dividend yield, never dropping below 2.24%. During the 2008 global financial crisis, the FTSE/
JSE All Share Index had a maximum drawdown of 40%, and the average equity fund had a maximum drawdown of 37%, 
while the Marriott Dividend Growth Fund had a drawdown of only 26%. This was evident in the COVID-19 sell-off, as the 
Fund protected capital better than peers and the overall market with a drawdown of 15.15%. This proves the Fund’s ability 
to protect capital during times of adverse market movements. Historically, the five-year rolling volatility has been below its 
Shopping List peers. However, this gradually started elevating from the beginning of 2014. From a style perspective, the 
Fund tends to exhibit a positive sensitivity to value and momentum. The sensitivity to the market is very low, which makes 
it an ideal fund to use when building a well-diversified portfolio. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

Over the second quarter of 2021, the Marriott Dividend Growth Fund turned a strong performance, outperforming both 
the category average and the FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI). The Fund was the top performer amongst its Shopping 
List peers, advancing 4.16% versus the category average return of 0.54% and the ALSI’s return of 0.05%. Over a one-year 
period, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund underperformed the category average and the ALSI, returning 14.35% in comparison 
to the category average return of 24.99% and the ALSI’s return of 25.07%. The relative underperformance over the past 
year is understandable given that the Fund does not have any resources exposure and has been exposed to SA-facing 
consumer business. This has also been the reason for the outperformance over the quarter as the sustainability of the 
reflation trade is being questioned. On an individual stock basis, exposure to Distell (+43.10%), Life Healthcare (+22.81%) 
and Diageo (+12.09%) contributed positively to performance over the quarter, while exposure to Spar (-3.62%), Reckitt 
Benckiser (-3.16%) and Johnson & Johnson (-2.41%) detracted from performance. If one looks at the top five holdings, it 
is very different in comparison to Shopping List peers and speaks to the correlation benefits when used in conjunction 
with other equity funds. The Fund’s yield is around 3%, which can be used as part of a client’s income solution. Given the  
uncertain economic environment going forward, the Marriott Dividend Growth Fund should be able hold up reasonably well. 

MARRIOTT DIVIDEND GROWTH

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Dave Elliott, Lourens Coetzee and 
Duggan Matthews

19 R 2 379 1.32%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Qualitatively, this is a strong team, with ample resources to draw from. Ninety One has done a lot to change the underlying 
structures in their investment team, so that the analysts are now able to focus on a single investment philosophy as opposed 
to conducting research for different managers with different philosophies. The offshore contingent has also been bolstered 
with the strategic move of Rhynhardt Roodt to the UK. Van den Berg joined Ninety One in June 2017 as a co-portfolio manager 
from Fairtree Asset Management. Moreover, the Fund has reverted to a co-managed approach from a multi-counsellor  
approach. To this end, Khan joins Freund and van den Berg as a co-manager on the Fund, while Samantha Hartard focuses 
on the multi-asset mandates. We are disappointed with this move as we believe that the multi-counsellor approach allows 
for diversity in views as well as creates succession. Senior investment team members are required to invest alongside their 
clients, further aligning their interests with those of their clients. Furthermore, the investment team members’ calls are  
monitored continuously. Those whose investment calls are consistently accurate, enjoy higher weightings when it comes 
to their decisions in the overall investment process. The Fund successfully blends a quantitative, scientific approach with a 
strong fundamental approach to investments.   

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund’s excess returns exhibit low correlations with some of its more well-known peers in the general equity space,  
offering good diversification benefits. From a style perspective, the Fund tends to exhibit a high sensitivity to the market 
and momentum, but a positive sensitivity to value and growth, and a negative sensitivity to size. The high sensitivity to  
momentum makes sense as the investment philosophy followed is earnings revisions. The Fund typically targets a tracking 
error range of between 3% and 5%. Therefore, it takes some active risk and compensates the investor sufficiently, as is  
evidenced by its relatively high information ratio. Over the last five years, the Fund has produced an annualised return of 
7.84% compared to the FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX Index return of 4.32%. The Fund has exhibited slightly higher levels of  
volatility when compared to its peers and displayed lower drawdowns during periods of market distress. During the COVID-19 
sell-off, the Fund’s drawdown was in line with the overall market, with a drawdown of 19.03%. Consequently, the Fund  
displays excellent risk-adjusted returns. On a rolling three-year basis, over the period 1 July 1998 to 30 June 2021, the Fund 
has outperformed the ASISA General category average 78.05% of the time.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Ninety One Equity Fund returned a muted 0.38% for the second quarter of 2021, underperforming both the category 
average (+0.54%) and its composite benchmark (+1.06%). Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has out-
performed the category average and its composite benchmark, rallying 28.67% in comparison to the category average 
return of 24.99% and its composite benchmark’s return of 26.14%. The Fund’s offshore exposure contributed positively 
to performance, despite the rand strengthening against the US dollar. On the local front, exposure to general retailers, 
banks and industrials was enough to offset the losses from resources and the corporate action developments at Naspers 
over the quarter. From a local stock perspective, exposure to Foschini (+29.52%), Capitec (+19.78%) and MTN (+18.86%) 
contributed positively to performance over the quarter, while exposure to Naspers (-15.11%), Impala Platinum (-13.97%) 
and Anglo American (-23.36%) detracted from performance. As seen in the top five holdings table above, the names have 
been fairly constant, while conviction levels across the top ten holdings has been edging lower. The portfolio managers 
remain positive on local cyclical stocks and have increased exposure to Absa (now part of the top five holdings). Two new 
counters have entered the portfolio, namely Aspen and Life Healthcare, which were funded from their resources exposure. 

NINETY ONE EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Chris Freund, Hannes van den Berg and 
Rehana Khan

19 R 11 163 2.20%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Prudential Investment Managers is a South African company held by M&G Investments, a global investment management 
firm, which is part of the bigger Prudential Plc group and incorporates various other companies. Prudential leverages off 
M&G’s global strategic and tactical asset allocation abilities. Two members of the asset allocation committee attend an asset 
allocation meeting in London every quarter. Prudential has announced some changes to their equity team over the past few 
months: Rehana Khan has moved to Ninety One Asset Management and Johny Lambridis has relocated to Australia. Lambridis 
 will be available on a consulting basis, which means he relinquishes his staff management duties and hands over the 
head-of-Equity position to Ross Biggs. In addition, Aadil Omar has re-joined Prudential as head of Equity Research. Biggs 
continues to be the lead portfolio manager, while Kaitlin Byrne joins him as a portfolio manager on the Fund. The changes 
are a concern to Glacier Research and we are adopting a wait-and-see approach. We believe that there is sufficient depth 
and experience, but this needs to be monitored closely. With the addition of Leonard Krüger from Allan Gray, we believe that 
he adds experience and depth to the Equity team as an analyst and portfolio manager. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund had some of the lowest drawdowns during the 2008 global financial crisis, reaching a loss of approximately 25%, 
compared to other funds like the PSG Equity Fund, which lost a staggering 44%. During the COVID-19 sell-off, the Fund’s 
drawdown was in line with the category average but worse than the overall market. The Fund is characterised by relatively low 
volatility and has shown consistent performance as per its five-year rolling return figures until the end of 2014. At this inflection 
point, performance started faltering when compared to its Shopping List peers. Over the last five years, the Fund has produced 
an annualised return of 7.52% compared to the FTSE/JSE All Share Index return of 8.11%. On a rolling three-year basis, over the 
period 1 September 1999 to 30 June 2021, the Fund has outperformed the ASISA General category average 92.20% of the time. 
It is worthwhile noting the objective of the Fund is to invest in those companies where returns can be achieved from any or all 
of growth in earnings; growth in dividends; and a rerating by the market of the company’s share price. With this in mind, the 
portfolio managers will have a bias towards investing in companies offering high but sustainable dividend yields. From a style 
perspective, the Fund tends to exhibit a high sensitivity to the market and a positive sensitivity to momentum. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Prudential Dividend Maximiser Fund gained 2.21% over the second quarter of 2021, outperforming its benchmark (the 
category average), which added 0.54%. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund has once again outperformed 
the category average, returning 30.09% in comparison to the category average return of 24.99%. Global equity markets 
continued its upward momentum over the quarter supported by positive corporate earnings and economic news. On the 
local front, cheaper and out-of-favour equities like listed property were among the stronger performers while resources 
sold off. The main detractor from performance was exposure to resources, but exposure to financials, specific SA-focused 
businesses and the Fund’s offshore exposure (mainly through the Prudential Global Equity Fund and M&G Global Dividend 
Fund) contributed positively to performance over the quarter. From a share perspective, exposure to MTN (+18.86%),  
Textainer (+13.98%) and Absa (+7.64%) contributed positively to performance, while exposure to Naspers (-15.11%) and  
British American Tobacco (-2.27%) detracted from performance. As seen in the top five holdings table above, it has stayed 
the same with MTN moving into the top five while M&G Global Dividend Fund moved out. The top ten holdings concentration 
has been stable, but lower than the third quarter of 2020 (this is not a true reflection of concentration as Prudential 
have three Funds as part of their top ten holdings). Meanwhile, offshore exposure is around 20% which is on the lower 
end versus its Shopping List peers that make use of their offshore allowance. Prudential remains optimistic regarding SA  
equity market returns given the level of pessimism reflected in the share prices and valuations. The focus remains on finding 
companies that are undervalued and are paying good dividends which have the potential to grow over time.

PRUDENTIAL DIVIDEND MAXIMISER

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Ross Biggs and Kaitlin Byrne 62 R 3 766 2.04%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The investment team, both equity and fixed income, consists of 16 members. Shaun le Roux, the primary portfolio manager, 
has been responsible for managing this fund since 2002, and has over 24 years’ investment experience. Gustav Schulenburg, 
who was added to the Fund towards the end of 2018, co-manages the Fund with Le Roux. Schulenburg has 12 years of invest-
ment experience, of which three years have been gained at PSG. The fund managers and team are co-investors in the Fund 
and therefore the interests of clients and the managers are aligned. The investment process is well-articulated and structured 
to ensure that idea-generation takes place effectively and that these ideas are vetted and brought to fruition in a timeous 
manner. The asset management arm of PSG is part of the wider PSG Group and can leverage off the Group’s extensive  
resources and experience, should they need to. As a result, a culture of strong corporate governance is evident in the  
structure and process of investment committee meetings.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has delivered consistent first- and second-quartile performances over rolling five-year periods since 2008 but 
has slipped into the third and fourth quartile since 2019. As with other PSG funds, the excess returns are primarily delivered 
through stock-specific allocation as opposed to market beta exposure. However, this can lead the Fund to underperform 
when the market is in a strong bull-run. This implies that one can expect a lumpy return profile as opposed to a steady  
return. Over a five-year period, as at 30 June 2021, the Fund underperformed the FTSE/JSE All Share Index, returning 4.28% 
in comparison to the All Shares return of 8.11%. Their recent underperformance is disappointing and can be attributed to 
PSG buying unloved stocks in the small and mid-cap space as a result of their process. This can be seen in the drawdown 
experienced during the COVID-19 sell-off of 32.67% in comparison to the All Share drawdown of 21.38%. The Fund has a low 
correlation based on total returns as well as excess returns when compared to its peers and, consequently, will offer excellent 
diversification benefits. From a style perspective, the Fund tends to exhibit a high sensitivity to the market and size, but a 
positive sensitivity to value. One would have expected higher sensitivity to value. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The PSG Equity Fund turned in a strong return of 3.37% over the quarter, outperforming the category average and the 
FTSE/JSE All Share Index (ALSI), which added 0.54% and 0.05%, respectively. Over the past year, as at 30 June 2021, 
the Fund was the top performer amongst its Shopping List peers, rallying 42.26% in comparison to the category average 
and the ALSI which advanced 24.99% and 25.07%, respectively. The extent and recovery of the stocks PSG own and have 
owned for the past few years, speaks to the need for diversification across asset managers and investment styles. Over 
the quarter, the main contributors to performance came from exposure to industrials and the Fund’s offshore exposure, 
while exposure to resources and financials detracted from performance. From an individual stock perspective, exposure to 
Anheuser-Busch InBev (+11.05%), Remgro (+10.43%) and Glencore (+6.96%) contributed positively to performance, while 
exposure to Discovery (-4.76%), JSE (-4.80%) and AECI (-1.39%) detracted from performance. The Fund’s top five holdings 
and sector positioning remains very different relative to its Shopping List peers with a larger exposure to industrials and 
financials. The portfolio managers have kept their conviction levels expressed through the top ten holdings fairly constant 
over the course of the past year.      

PSG EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Shaun le Roux and Gustav Schulenberg 28 R5 104 2.03%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund is managed by Andrew Kingston, who is supported by a team of eight investment professionals. The Fund employs 
a bottom-up, pragmatic-valuation process. A benchmark is taken into account during portfolio construction. Counters are 
given an overweight allocation if they are deemed to be less risky and undervalued, while counters deemed to be overvalued 
and riskier on a fundamental valuation basis, are given an underweight allocation. This process allows for more time to be 
spent on actual bottom-up valuation as less time is spent on trying to screen for possible investment ideas and the investable 
environment. However, it is a more constrained approach and would not necessarily be reflective of the team’s best ideas as 
in the SIM Top Choice Fund. The equity franchise has made good progress on integrating ESG into their valuation process, 
which is positive, but the real challenge is shareholder activism and keeping our local management teams accountable for 
this transition. Patrice Rassou has left Sanlam Investments to join Ashburton Investments as CIO in April 2020. His departure 
is a significant loss to the business, but we do have a sense of comfort in Kingston, as well as the fact that the investment 
process is team-based. More recently, Charl de Villiers has left the business to join Ashburton Investments and Jasmin Lin 
has joined the team as an equity analyst from Primaresearch. From a portfolio management perspective, Vanessa van Vuuren 
(the lead portfolio manager on the SIM Small Cap Fund) will support Kingston.   

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has a low tracking error compared to its benchmark. If active risk is taken, the Fund compensates the investor  
sufficiently as measured through a higher-than-average information ratio. The standard deviation of the Fund’s out- 
performance relative to its benchmark is relatively low, as one would expect. When comparing the Fund’s performance to 
that of its peer category average, the Fund not only outperforms its benchmark in times when the benchmark is down, but it 
also outperforms the category average in times when the benchmark is positive. The Fund will typically participate in more of 
the market’s upside, while being less exposed to that of the downside. The Fund has been a consistent long-term performer, 
delivering first- and second-quartile performance over rolling three and five-year periods. 2018 proved to be a difficult year 
for the Fund, with it slipping into third quartile performances on both a rolling three-year and five-year basis. The draw-
downs also were pronounced in 2018, with the Fund suffering a drawdown of 16.42%. During the COVID-19 sell-off, the Fund  
experienced a drawdown which was in line with its benchmark. On a rolling three-year basis, from 1 July 2004 to 30 June 
2021, the Fund outperformed the ASISA General Equity category average 94.08% of the time. From a style perspective, the 
Fund tends to exhibit a high sensitivity to the market and a positive sensitivity to size and momentum. The high sensitivity 
to the market makes sense as it is a benchmark-cognisant fund.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The SIM General Equity Fund lost 0.35% for the second quarter of 2021, underperforming both the category average and 
its benchmark (the FTSE/JSE Capped SWIX Index), which added 0.54% and 0.63%, respectively. Over the past year, as 
at 30 June 2021, the Fund turned in a strong performance, advancing 29.72%, outperforming both the category average 
and its benchmark, which gained 24.99% and 27.60%, respectively. The main detractor from performance over the quarter 
was the Fund’s resources exposure, while exposure to financials and industrials contributed positively to performance. On 
an individual stock basis, exposure to MTN (+18.86%), Nedbank (+22.05%), and Distell (+43.10%) contributed positively 
to performance over the quarter, while exposure to Naspers (-15.11%), Impala Platinum (-13.97%) and Northam Platinum 
(-15.72%) detracted from performance. The portfolio managers remain overweight to resources, where they believe there 
is value but stock selection is important. On the financials side, there has been a strong rebound on better-than-expected 
results in that some select insurance counters have been trimmed. With respect to the top five holdings table above, SIM 
remains one of the few managers that are constructive on Sasol, while conviction levels have decreased slightly when 
looking at their conviction across their top 10 holdings (Note: this is not a true reflection as Sanlam Global High Quality 
Fund is part of this).  

SIM GENERAL EQUITY

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Andrew Kingston 53 R6 373 2.02%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni

These portfolios invest in established smaller companies as well as in emerging companies. New investment by the portfolios are restricted to 
fledgling, small and mid-cap shares only and at least 80% of the portfolio will be invested in fledgling, small and mid-cap shares at all times. Due 
to both the nature and focus of these portfolios, they may be more volatile than funds that are diversified across the broader market.

Shopping List selection: Nedgroup Investments Entrepreneur Fund

SA - Equity - Mid & Small Cap
Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni
These portfolios invest in established smaller companies as well as in emerging companies. New investment by the portfolios are restricted to fledgling, small and mid-cap shares only and at least 80% of the portfolio will be invested in fledgling, small and mid-cap shares at all times. 
Due to both the nature and focus of these portfolios, they may be more volatile than funds that are diversified across the broader market.

Shopping List selection: Nedgroup Investments Entrepreneur Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Nedgroup Inv Entrepreneur R
(ASISA) South African EQ Mid/Small Cap 21.58 44.11 4.05 1.71 7.17

18.20 28.04 -0.04 1.26 10.55

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Nedgroup Inv Entrepreneur R
(ASISA) South African EQ Mid/Small Cap

-36.49 01/03/2018
-38.74 01/03/2017 31/05/2021

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Nedgroup Inv Entrepreneur R
(ASISA) South African EQ Mid/Small Cap

12.38 1.64 16.10

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Nedgroup Inv Entrepreneur R
(ASISA) South African EQ Mid/Small Cap

12.04 73.46 72.99 -0.37
14.43 100.00 100.00 -0.25
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund has been managed by Anthony Sedgwick since 2006. Anthony has over 22 years’ investment experience, managing 
small-cap stocks since the 1990s and has been with Abax since 2003. The portfolio manager leverages off Abax’s larger 
equity team. It is a very stable team with very low staff turnover. All staff members are shareholders in Abax and therefore 
have a vested interest in building a sustainable, profitable business for the long term. Staff members are also encouraged to 
co-invest alongside investors in the products that they manage. As part of the Affiliated Managers Group (AMG) acquisition 
in 2015, the four senior partners at Abax – Anthony Sedgwick, Marius van Rooyen, Omri Thomas, and Steve Minnaar – have 
agreed to long-term commitments with the firm. They each have a ten-year employment contract, while the other four  
investment managers have signed five-year contracts. Abax’s investment philosophy is primarily focused on identifying 
those companies whose future earnings potential is mispriced by the market. This approach has been applied consistently 
over the past 15 years. The investment process is well-defined. It focuses extensively on relative performance evaluation and 
combines sell-side research with the firm’s own proprietary analysis and modelling.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Nedgroup Investments Entrepreneur Fund has underperformed both the JSE Mid Cap and category average for trailing 
periods of five years or shorter. However, over all trailing periods greater than five years, the Fund has outperformed the 
category average. On a rolling three-year basis, the Fund suffered a steep drop into the third and fourth quartile at the end 
of 2020 and has not yet recovered. On a rolling five-year basis, however, it was able to land in the second quartile following 
the sharp sell-off at the end of 2020. In terms of volatility, the Fund has displayed a volatility profile that is consistently below 
the category average and the JSE Mid Cap index, on both static and rolling bases. In terms of rolling three and five-year risk- 
adjusted returns, the Fund has stacked up relatively well against the category average and the JSE Mid Cap index, save for 
the recent underperformance experienced since the end of 2020 until now. This fund has an attractive drawdown profile 
which can be attributed to its bias to larger-cap stocks (due to legacy holdings) and its emphasis on quality metrics when 
investing in businesses. On a rolling five-year basis, this fund has outperformed the category average 99% of the time, since 
inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The first quarter of 2021 was dominated by a risk-on sentiment following easing cases of COVID-19 and the commodity boom 
that helped improve the country’s fiscal situation. Some government action like the increase of self-generation electricity 
capacity and the part-privatisation of the national carrier, SAA, added positively to sentiment. The Fund was a handsome 
participant of this rally, advancing 17.85% for the quarter and outperforming the category average which was up 15.70%. The 
Fund’s exposure to Naspers and Prosus added significantly to performance along with exposure to PGM mining companies 
such as Royal Bafokeng Platinum and Northam Platinum. Going into the second quarter of 2021, the leading drivers of the 
first quarter became laggards in the second. The commodity rally lost some steam after China signalled a concern over  
elevated prices of these commodities. On the other hand, the regulatory clamp down by the Chinese government on the  
Chinese tech sector led to a sharp sell-off in JSE giants, Naspers and Prosus. The strength of the rand also added further woes 
to these companies. This all presented strong headwinds for the Fund (+0.29%) such that it lagged the category average 
and the JSE Mid Cap index which were up 5.09% and 5.92%, respectively. In addition to the Nasper/Prosus and mining  
exposure that detracted, the Fund’s exposure to financial companies like Reinet and Ninety One also detracted from  
performance. On the upside, counters such as Afrimat, CMH, Hudaco, PSG Konsult, Raubex and Santam added positively 
to performance. In terms of current positioning, the Fund continues to offer a sizeable exposure to businesses that are  
positioned for an economic recovery and have relatively strong balance sheets. While cognisant of the elevated prices of 
PGM miners, the Fund continues to have a material exposure in Northam and Royal Bafokeng, citing attractive valuations, 
subdued debt and handsome dividends as their main investment thesis. On Naspers/Prosus, despite the Fund trimming some 
exposure in the first quarter, it remains a key holding. Abax was, however, opposed to the recent cross-holding corporate action. 

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS ENTREPRENEUR 
FUND

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Anthony Sedgwick of Abax Investments 34 R1 544 1.92%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - EQUITY- MID & SMALL CAP
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Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni

These portfolios invest in selected shares from equity markets across the globe. They do not subscribe to a particular theme or investment style 
and will be invested across all market sectors, as well as across the range of large, mid and smaller cap shares. The portfolios offer medium to 
long-term growth as their primary investment objective minimum of 80% of the market value of the portfolio is invested in equities.

Shopping List selection: Glacier Global Stock Feeder Fund, Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Feeder Fund, Ninety One Global Franchise 
Feeder Fund, Old Mutual Global Equity Fund, 

Global - Equity - General
Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni
These portfolios invest in selected shares from equity markets across the globe. They do not subscribe to a particular theme or investment style and will be invested 
across all market sectors, as well as across the range of large, mid and smaller cap shares. The portfolios offer medium to long-term growth as their primary investment 
objective minimum of 80% of the market value of the portfolio is invested in equities.

Shopping List selection: Ninety One Global Franchise Feeder Fund, Nedgroup Investments Global Equity Feeder Fund, Old Mutual Global Equity Fund, Glacier 
Global Stock Feeder Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Ninety One Global Franchise FF A
Nedgroup Inv Global Equity FF A
Old Mutual Global Equity A
Glacier Global Stock FF B

9.67 5.72 17.02 12.74 18.18
7.07 8.79 15.61 12.63 18.17

11.41 16.11 12.03 13.02 19.94
16.13 23.96 12.76

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Ninety One Global Franchise FF A
Nedgroup Inv Global Equity FF A
Old Mutual Global Equity A
Glacier Global Stock FF B
(ASISA) Global EQ General

33.53 7.47 32.71
27.23 4.81 23.32
19.88 2.36 24.91
18.02 1.73 12.75
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Global - Equity - General

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Tracking

Error

Ninety One Global Franchise FF A
Nedgroup Inv Global Equity FF A
Old Mutual Global Equity A
Glacier Global Stock FF B

16.50 94.30 98.66 7.07
16.23 100.31 101.78 5.06
16.20 97.93 101.74 4.00

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Ninety One Global Franchise FF A
Nedgroup Inv Global Equity FF A
Old Mutual Global Equity A
Glacier Global Stock FF B

-15.27 01/11/2017 30/06/2018

-19.65 01/09/2018 31/01/2020
-17.85 01/11/2017 31/08/2018

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) Global EQ General
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Dodge & Cox was established in 1930. The team is led by very experienced investment professionals with an average tenure 
of more than 20 years. The investment team consists of more than 70 individuals. The size of the team allows for greater 
coverage and identification of investment ideas. To ensure that all ideas are shared and discussed, Dodge & Cox has  
created sector committees where analysts are given the opportunity to present their best ideas. These are then ‘escalated’ to 
policy committees by sector committee leaders, who are senior investment team members themselves. Decision-making is  
ultimately the responsibility of five policy committee teams. The rigour and discipline of the investment process is  
considered a qualitative highlight for the Worldwide Global Stock Fund. The process is clear and well-defined, with all stocks 
going through both individual analyst assessments, and layered team-based reviews. The company is completely investment- 
focused, independent and owned by active employees only. These are further standout attributes. The team therefore only 
focuses on generating the best possible returns and is not distracted by having to focus on fund inflows or generating  
performance fees.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Over the last 12 to 15 months, value pockets of the market have made a meaningful rebound due to the supportive macro 
backdrop and positive sentiment on global economic recovery.  The static return performance of the Fund has been stellar 
in the short term, substantially outperforming the MSCI World and the MSCI World Value benchmarks. However, over three 
years and longer, the Fund’s performance still lags the MSCI World but outperforming the MSCI World Value Index. If we 
consider the Dodge & Cox Worldwide Global Stock Fund (due to the short track record of the Glacier Global Stock Feeder 
Fund), the medium- to long-term static performances (five to 10 years) continue to lag the MSCI World but are superior to 
the category average. On a rolling five-year basis, the Dodge & Cox Fund has been in the first and second quartile from 2016 
(relative to category average) until 2019 and the beginning of 2020 when performance fell to the second and third quartiles. 
Recently, the Fund has reverted to the first quartile, thanks to the strong recent performance. While volatility has been 
consistently higher than the benchmark and the category average, the long-term risk-adjusted returns are also below the 
benchmark but above the category average. On a rolling five-year basis, the Dodge & Cox Fund has outperformed the MSCI 
World 39.24% of the time while it has outperformed the category average 88.08% of the time, since inception. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

In the first quarter of 2021, markets continued their upward trajectory as Biden’s massive $1.9 trillion fiscal stimulus and  
the pickup in vaccination rates supported cyclical and economically sensitive stocks. As a result, the Fund was a handsome 
beneficiary as it advanced 12.36%, significantly outperforming the MSCI World and the category average, which were up 
5.48% and 5.73%, respectively. The Fund’s overweight position in financials and energy added significantly to performance 
alongside its underweight position in information technology (IT). At a stock level, in the energy sector, Occidental Petroleum, 
Ovintiv and Suncor Energy were key contributors to performance alongside financial stocks such as Wells Fargo and  
Capital One Financial. Going into the second quarter, the cyclical rally lost some momentum following the hawkish tone 
of the Fed on the outlook for interest rates while on the other hand, emerging market (EM) equities came under pressure 
due to the Chinese regulatory crackdown. Against this backdrop, the Fund (+3.36%) underperformed the MSCI World 
(+4.19%) but outperformed the category average (+3.22%). The underweight position in the IT sector drove much of the 
underperformance along with EM exposure in counters such as Naspers, Alibaba and Prosus. In terms of positioning, the 
Fund remains largely exposed to established businesses with attractive valuations and above-average growth companies 
alongside other themes such as cyclical plays and turnaround stories. The portfolio managers remain constructive on 
financials, healthcare, communication services and energy, and underweight IT, industrials, and consumer staples. At a 
country level, the Fund is overweight Europe and the UK while underweight United States and maintaining a decent slice 
in emerging markets.                            

GLACIER GLOBAL STOCK FEEDER FUND 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Dodge & Cox Investments 19 R647 1.25%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL EQUITY- GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Andy Headley, the lead fund manager, is ultimately responsible for the global strategy. The co-manager is Mike Moore, who 
has taken over responsibility from Charles Richardson, who serves as executive chairman of the business. The portfolio managers 
are supported by six analysts who focus on specific sectors. Theme generation drives the majority of their stock ideas. 
Themes, more often than not, have a macroeconomic backdrop. The idea-generation process is a combination of top-down 
and bottom-up factors. However, stock selection ultimately drives performance attribution. They follow a very structured 
investment process which aims to identify quality companies with strong growth prospects. The valuation process focuses 
on the company’s ability to generate cash for shareholders. These cash flows are modelled and discounted at a constant 
rate of 10% so that a value (the internal rate of return) of the company over a five-year investment horizon, is established. 
Protection of capital is of primary importance to Veritas when constructing portfolios, which are constructed independently 
of the benchmark (no tracking error target) and peers. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has consistently outperformed the category average over short-, medium- and long-term periods on a static  
basis. Over a one-year period (and shorter), however, the Fund has lagged both the category average and the MSCI World. 
The Fund’s volatility has been consistently higher than the MSCI World and the category average. However, its risk-adjusted 
return has been consistently higher than the category average but lower than the MSCI World, on all static periods greater 
than three years. On a rolling, three- and five-year basis, however, the higher volatility profile of the Fund is well compensated 
for by the risk-adjusted returns that are consistently higher than the category average. On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund 
has consistently been a first-quartile performer in the context of the global equity ASISA category, save for the occasional 
dips into the second quartile in 2017, 2018 and the recent downturn in 2021. In terms of drawdowns, the Fund has displayed 
higher drawdowns than the MSCI World and the category average in the medium term (five years and beyond) It has, how-
ever, displayed lower drawdowns than the MSCI World and the category average in the shorter (five years and below). On a 
rolling five-year basis, the Fund has outperformed the MSCI World 39.24% of the time while it has outperformed the category 
average 86.08% of the time, since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

Favourable conditions for cyclical/value pockets of the market continued to prevail in the first quarter of 2021, driven mainly 
by the massive $1.9 trillion fiscal stimulus from the U.S and pick up in the pace of vaccination. As a result, the Nedgroup 
Global Equity Feeder Fund was not a beneficiary given its quality and growth bias. The Fund delivered a return of +3.29% 
for the quarter, underperforming both the MSCI World and the category average which delivered a return of +5.48% and 
+5.72%, respectively. At a stock level, Airbus, Raytheon and Aena SME were the largest contributors to underperformance. 
Towards the end of the second quarter of 2021, the cyclical/value rally lost a bit of steam as the Fed signaled a hawkish out-
look on future interest rates while bond yields pulled back thereby supporting growth and quality pockets of the market. 
On the other hand, emerging market equities came under pressure on the back of regulatory actions taken by China. The 
Fund gained 3.65% for the quarter, underperforming the MSCI World which was up 4.19% but outperforming the category 
average which was up.3.22%. Communication services and healthcare sectors drove much of the performance while  
exposure to names such as Fiserv and Baxter International detracted from performance. In terms of current positioning, 
the Fund currently has two themes at play: digitalisation and public healthcare. The Fund remains underweight tech and 
overweight healthcare. On a regional basis, it remains largely exposed to North America with some exposure to Europe 
and some Asia (ex-Japan). Despite the quality and growth emphasis, the portfolio managers are finding quite a bit of stock 
opportunities in the trend reversal from growth to value.

NEDGROUP GLOBAL EQUITY FEEDER FUND 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Veritas Asset Management LLP 30 R14 952 1.36%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL EQUITY- GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The quality team at Ninety One boasts a wealth of experience, specifically with regards to Clyde Rossouw, the portfolio 
manager, and Simon Brazier, co-head of Quality, who both have over 20 years of industry experience.  Clyde has over 20 
years of experience at Ninety One (previously Investec) while Simon has seven years, having previously been at Threadnee-
dle and Schroders. They are supported by a very well-resourced team – this is an important consideration when viewed in 
relation to global “quality” peers. The Quality team is spread across three strategic regions - London, New York and South 
Africa. We highlight the fact that the team has a deep bench of fund management expertise within each region, reducing 
the risk of losing a key individual, singular views determining the direction of the Fund and ensures that the process is  
conducive to knowledge transfer within the team. The philosophical focus is ultimately on finding quality businesses which 
have positioned themselves to generate longer-term returns and compounded growth in intrinsic value. Over time, the 
team has developed a robust, repeatable three-stage process which is strictly adhered to and ties in with the buy-and-sell  
discipline of the Fund, always ensuring that the portfolio’s overall quality, growth and yield are considered. Due to the  
remuneration structure, clients and employees’ interests are very much aligned.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Due to its defensive nature, the Fund participated the least in the recent value-driven rally in the last 12 to 15 months. As a result, 
it has underperformed the MSCI ACWI and the category average in the short term. This underperformance has also weighed 
down on the Fund’s mid- and long-term performance profile. While the Fund’s volatility has been consistently higher than the 
benchmark, its risk-adjusted return (as measured by the Sharpe ratio) has generally been lower than the benchmark but higher 
than the category average on a static basis. On a rolling basis, however, the higher volatility profile is more than compensated 
for by the risk-adjusted performance in relation to both the category average and the benchmark as the Sharpe ratio has been 
consistently above the category average and above the MSCI ACWI since 2019. The Fund has also consistently been a first- and 
second-quartile performer in the context of the global equity ASISA category, save for the brief period at the end of 2018 when it 
slipped into the third quartile. Following that, it has made a very quick recovery into the first quartile and has since maintained that 
profile throughout. On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has been in the first and second quartile over the last decade and when 
the pandemic sell-off hit, it displayed solid capital protection ability due to its quality style bias. In terms of its capture profile, the 
Fund tends to capture less of the downside as well as less of the upside. On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has outperformed 
the MSCI ACWI 36.16% of the time while it has outperformed the category average 80.70% of the time, since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The narrative on global economic recovery dominated much of the first quarter of 2021 as the pace of vaccination accelerat-
ed alongside a massive $1.9 trillion fiscal stimulus that propelled cyclical and economically sensitive areas of the market. As 
expected, the Fund (+2.42%) lagged in this environment (given its quality and defensive nature), underperforming the MSCI 
ACWI and the category average which were up 5.12% and 5.72%, respectively. The Fund’s stock selection in the information 
technology sector and sector positioning in consumer staples drove much of the underperformance. Going into the second 
quarter of 2021, markets favoured growth and quality pockets as the spread of the COVID-19 Delta variant unsettled econom-
ically sensitive areas. On the other hand, the hawkish tone of the Fed on inflation and interest rates coupled with falling bond 
yields were also supportive to quality names. The Fund, therefore, was up 7.07% in the second quarter of 2021, comfortably 
outperforming the MSCI ACWI and the category average which were up 3.85% and 3.22%, respectively. Stock selection in the 
financials and information technology sectors was supportive as Moody’s, S&P Global, Verisign and Intuit were key contributors 
to performance, following their strong reported results. On the downside, exposure to the healthcare (Johnson & Johnson) and 
consumer discretionary (Booking Holdings) counters, detracted. Exposure to Chinese tech company, Alibaba, also detracted 
after regulatory crackdowns by the Chinese government. In terms of positioning, the Fund remains invested in companies that 
exhibit quality attributes such as a strong balance sheet, low cyclicality, sustainable cash generation and dominant market 
positions. The Fund has positioned itself well for long-term trends such as data usage & digitalisation, ageing population & 
healthcare, and nutrition & wellness.

NINETY ONE GLOBAL FRANCHISE FEEDER 
FUND 

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Clyde Rossouw 7 R25 500 2.10%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL EQUITY- GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

Ian Heslop has been managing the Fund since 2004, and he is supported by one other fund manager, Amadeo Alentorn. The 
team leverages off external research provided by an academic advisory board which consists of experts in the accounting, 
mathematics and statistics fields of study. All investment ideas are generated within the team, but the academic board will 
do the preliminary research; present on current investment topics; and produce reports of interest to the team to evolve their 
ideas. This assists the team to gauge different views on how markets misprice, and to identify stocks that are mispriced. The 
process is fairly quantitative. The investment process is built around five key factors: dynamic valuation or quality; sustainable 
growth; analyst sentiment; company management; and market dynamics. These factors are implemented independently, 
bolstering diversification within the portfolio. Key to the dynamic weighting allocated to these different factors, as well as 
determining a score on a security level, is determining the market environment, such as the risk environment and market 
sentiment. Recently, they’ve added three new signals, namely, directors’ dealing; environment social and governance (ESG) 
factors; and management sentiment.  

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has outperformed the MSCI World and the category average over short- and longer-term periods but not over the 
medium term. Except for the trailing year, the Fund’s volatility has been consistently higher than the MSCI World and the 
category average over all static periods and on a rolling three- and five-year basis (over 10 years). Risk-adjusted returns have 
also been lower than the MSCI World and the category average over all periods greater than one year but less than 10 years. 
Rolling risk-adjusted returns of the Fund have historically been superior and consistent (vs the benchmark) as the outperfor-
mance gap between itself and the benchmark widened until the end of 2018, after which that gap narrowed meaningfully as 
the Fund improved its performance. On a rolling five-year return basis, however, the Fund consistently has been in the first 
quartile until 2020 when it was hit by the COVID-19 sell-off into the second quartile. Drawdowns are consistently higher than 
the MSCI World and the category average, on both short- and long-term periods. While these drawdowns are accompanied 
by a positive Calmar ratio, this ratio has been lower than the MSCI World but higher than the category average over the long 
term. On a rolling five-year return basis (since inception), the Fund has outperformed the MSCI World 21.67% of the time 
while it has outperformed the category average 75.56% of the time, since inception.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

The Old Mutual Global Equity Fund delivered a return of +7.82% over the first quarter of 2021, outperforming both the MSCI 
World and the category average which delivered a return of +5.48% and +5.72%, respectively. The Fund’s value tilt was a 
key driver of performance given the supportive macro backdrop underpinned by the $1.9 trillion fiscal stimulus and the  
increased pace of vaccination throughout developed markets. While exposure to quality (within the dynamic valuation 
factor) is low, there’s been an increase in factors that are indicative of company management quality which have done well. 
These include signals for core management quality as well as the recently added signals of directors’ dealing and ESG. The 
analyst sentiment signal also added positively to performance. In the second quarter of 2021, the value-driven rally lost some 
steam, giving way to growth and quality factors. This was largely driven by the hawkish tone of the Fed on its future interest 
rate outlook, which was accompanied by falling yields. As a result, the Fund (+3.77%) underperformed the MSCI World 
(+4.19%) but outperformed the category average (+3.22%) with the market dynamics factor being the key contributor to 
underperformance. The company management component continued to perform well. In terms of positioning, the portfolio 
managers are of the view that risk appetite is fairly elevated in developed markets while tapering off in Japan and Asia  
Pacific, hence the Fund has reduced the weight of its dynamic valuation component, while maintaining its value tilt inside 
the component.             

OLD MUTUAL GLOBAL EQUITY FUND 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Ian Heslop & Amadeo Alentorn 
(Jupiter Fund Management Plc)

20 R21 400 2.24%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL EQUITY- GENERAL

% of fund - top ten holdings
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Category Analyst: Nomfundo Ntoyanto

These portfolios invest in listed property shares, collective investment schemes in property and property loan stock and real estate investment 
trusts. The objective of these portfolios is to provide high levels of income and long-term capital appreciation. These portfolios invest at least 80% 
of the market value of the portfolio in real estate shares and may include other high yielding securities from time to time. Up to 10% of a portfolio 
may be invested in shares outside the defined sectors in companies that conduct similar business activities as those in the defined sectors.

Shopping List selection: Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate Feeder Fund

Global - Real Estate - General
Category Analyst: Nomfundo Ntoyanto
These portfolios invest in listed property shares, collective investment schemes in property and property loan stock and real estate investment trusts. The objective of these portfolios is to provide high levels of income and long-term capital 
appreciation. These portfolios invest at least 80% of the market value of the portfolio in real estate shares and may include other high yielding securities from time to time. Up to 0% of a portfolio may be invested in shares outside the defined sectors in 
companies that conduct similar business activities as those in the defined sectors.

Shopping List selection: Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate Feeder Fund

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate FF A
(ASISA) Global RE General

12.91 6.83 9.00 4.49 14.00
12.30 7.20 7.68 3.83 13.12

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate FF A
(ASISA) Global RE General

-23.88 01/09/2016 31/08/2018
-22.40 01/09/2016 31/08/2018

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate FF A
(ASISA) Global RE General

25.91 1.93 7.55

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate FF A
(ASISA) Global RE General

17.37 102.86 105.17 -0.03
16.34 100.00 100.00 -0.08

Sector Allocation
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Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate FF A

Rolling 3 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2015 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 3 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: (ASISA) Global RE General
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The investment team comprises four investment analysts with Jamie Boyes as the portfolio manager, who has 15 years’  
experience. Boyes is responsible for portfolio management and portfolio construction. The four global investment analysts 
(Tiffany Jones, Theodore Freysen, Lance Bezuidenhout and Ryan Cloete) are each responsible for research, investment  
valuations and trading in their allocated sectors and various regions. The analysts in the team have relatively less experience 
when compared to some of their peers within the benchmark-agnostic space. However, we are comfortable with the team 
as most of the individuals were groomed internally and have in-depth understanding of Catalysts’ investment process and 
philosophy. It is further comforting that they are led by a well-experienced and knowledgeable portfolio manager in the 
property market. It is also worth noting the addition of Ryan Cloete who joined the team in 2019 as a senior analyst. Cloete 
has seven years’ experience in the property space and is a chartered accountant. Before joining Catalyst, Cloete was with 
Fairtree Capital for five years where he was a co-manager on the Fairtree Global Listed Real Estate Fund for about two and 
a half years.

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Catalyst SCI Global RE Fund has reflected volatility that is slightly higher than its peers and category average, since  
its inception, which can be attributed to the currency risk which is not always hedged. Rolling periods reveal that the Fund 
captures more upside when compared to the category average. Over the medium and short term, this fund has held up relatively 
well and achieved its mandate – outperforming its benchmark, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental Index and its peer 
average. While looking at the rolling returns over the long term, the Fund tends to underperform relative to its benchmark, 
while outperforming relative to the peer average. Over the 10-year period ending 30 June 2021, the Fund returned 14%, while 
its benchmark and peer average returned 14.99% and 13.12%, respectively, in rand terms. Global and local property made 
significant year-to-date recovery following the poor performance seen in the previous year, which was driven by the impact 
of COVID-19 on the sector. Year to date, US REITs performance was due to improving fundamentals and attractive valuations 
relative to other asset classes, with some sub-sectors, such as retail, that bore the brunt of the pandemic, also seeing strong 
returns since November 2020, as a result of vaccine rollout worldwide and optimism of economic recovery. As expected, 
the Fund benefited from the pickup in the sector as a benchmark-cognisant strategy, relative to benchmark-agnostic funds.

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

During the second quarter of 2021, global REITs generated strong returns, with the Catalyst SCI Global Real Estate Feeder Fund 
gaining 7.01%, outperforming the Fund’s benchmark (6.32%) and the ASISA Global Real Estate General category (5.57%) in 
rand terms. In USD terms, the Fund (10.67%) outperformed its benchmark (9.95%) by 0.72% over the same period. Global REITs 
with the benchmark, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Rental Index NR, outperformed global equities (MSCI ACWI NR) and 
global bonds (Barclays Agg Bond Index), which returned 7.16% and 1.83%, respectively, in USD. Global property performance 
for the quarter was driven by earning and corporate actions in the sector, with names such Vononia announcing and getting 
the approval for a voluntary public takeover offer for all outstanding shares in Deutsche Wohnen. Fund outperformance relative 
to benchmark, year to date, was realised with less volatility as measured by the standard deviation and average drawdown. 
During the second quarter, the Fund experienced an average drawdown of 8.97% while its benchmark and ASISA category 
average experienced 15.32% and 12.61%, respectively. Looking ahead and addressing prospects of rising inflation, the property 
sector is expected to benefit should inflation increase as expected, as the sector is commonly perceived to act as an inflation 
hedge relative to other asset classes. Fund exposure to Canada, Europe, and the USA contributed to the Fund’s performance, 
while from a stock perspective, Deutsche Wohnen (+33.47%), American Homes 4 Rent (+16.82%), Equity Lifestyle Properties 
Inc (+17.33), and Equinix Inc (+18.57%), contributed in base currency. In rand terms, these returns were relatively lower as the 
rand appreciated against the US dollar and euro. In contrast, Mitsushi Estate Co Ltd, Irish Residential Properties, and Capital 
& Counties Properties were amongst losers for the quarter, losing 7.45%, 5.9% and 5.39%, respectively, in base currencies. The 
Fund ended the quarter with sub-sector exposure largely unchanged relative to the first quarter. Residential, industrial and 
specialist sectors were at 33%, 16.2% and 13.3%, respectively, at the end of the second quarter.

CATALYST SCI GLOBAL REAL ESTATE FEEDER 
FUND

Fund Manager Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Jamie Boyes 32 R 968 1.56%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL REAL ESTATE- GENERAL
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Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni

Portfolios in this category invest in selected shares from emerging markets across the globe. These portfolios tend to have higher volatility and 
offer long-term growth as their primary investment objective. Typically, these funds will be fully invested in equities, and will hold small amounts 
of cash. These funds will also invest in developed market equities on condition that a significant or a material portion of those company’s earnings 
are derived from an emerging market.  Despite the fact that the Coronation Global emerging markets fund is under the ASISA Global Multi-Asset 
Flexible category, we deem it fit to be in its own category.

Shopping List selection: Coronation Global Emerging Markets Flexible Fund and Nedgroup Investments Global Emerging Markets Equity 
Feeder Fund

Global - Emerging Markets
Category Analyst: Patrick Mathabeni
Portfolios in this category invest in selected shares from emerging markets across the globe. These portfolios tend to have higher volatility and offer long-term growth as their primary investment objective. Typically, these
funds will be fully invested in equities, and will hold small amounts of cash. These funds will also invest in developed market eq ities on condition that a significant or a material portion of those company’s earnings are derived 
from an emerging market. Despite the fact that the Coronation Global emerging markets fund is under the ASISA Global Multi-Asset Flexible category, we deem it fit to be in its own category.

Shopping List selection: Coronation Global Emerging Markets Flexible Fund and Nedgroup Investments Global Emerging Markets Equity Feeder Fund 

Returns
As of Date: 30/06/2021 Data Point: Return Currency: South African Rand

YTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 10 Years
Coronation Global Em Mkts Flex [ZAR] A
Nedgroup Inv Global EM Equity FF
MSCI EM NR USD

-0.36 11.22 13.80 12.10 12.75
-0.58 14.13 13.72 14.58 15.72
4.45 15.80 12.80 12.46 12.35

Drawdown
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Max
Drawdown

Max
Drawdown

Peak
Date

Max
Drawdown

Recovery
Date

Coronation Global Em Mkts Flex [ZAR] A
Nedgroup Inv Global EM Equity FF
MSCI EM NR USD

-22.48 01/11/2017 30/11/2019
-11.39 01/09/2018 31/03/2019
-11.80 01/11/2017 30/04/2019

Ratios
P/E Ratio P/B Ratio ROE

Coronation Global Em Mkts Flex [ZAR] A
Nedgroup Inv Global EM Equity FF
MSCI EM NR USD

20.77 3.24 16.77
21.72 3.01 17.36
15.64 1.95 16.75

Risk Statistics
Time Period: 01/07/2016 to 30/06/2021 Currency: South African Rand

Std Dev
Down

Capture
Ratio

Up
Capture

Ratio
Sharpe

Ratio

Coronation Global Em Mkts Flex [ZAR] A
Nedgroup Inv Global EM Equity FF
MSCI EM NR USD

15.72 110.59 104.80 0.40
15.55 103.44 109.29 0.54
14.16 100.00 100.00 0.45

Sector Allocation
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Coronation Global Em Mkts Flex [ZAR] A Nedgroup Inv Global EM Equity FF

Rolling 5 Year Returns
Time Period: 01/07/2011 to 30/06/2021

Currency: South African Rand     Rolling Window: 5 Years 1 Month shift     Calculation Benchmark: MSCI EM NR USD
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The Fund leverages off all investment capabilities within the Coronation house through an integrated research and coverage 
process that allows for an overlap of research responsibilities across all investment teams. The broader global investment 
capability is split into three teams, namely Global Emerging Markets, Global Developed Equity and Global Frontiers. The time 
spent on research follows an 80/20 rule (between the GEM and the Global Developed Equity teams) where analysts spend 
80% of their research time in their respective specialist market and 20% in the other market. This is done in order to create 
an overall understanding and exposure to both markets. Over and above this overlap within the global team, 18 Coronation 
analysts across all four Coronation teams have at least one stock they cover in the GEM Fund. This demonstrates the level of 
interdependence and integration that potentially averts any keyman risk.  In terms of philosophy, valuation (based on long-term  
normalised earnings) is the key driver in stock selection and great emphasis is placed on above-average businesses and industries. 
Country, industry and ESG risk are factored into the determination of fair value.  Risk is also managed through country limits, 
stock limits, sector avoidance and portfolio sizing.   

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Coronation GEM Fund has underperformed the benchmark in the short term (one year and below) but has outper-
formed over the medium- to long-term static periods. On a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has had periods of relative under- 
performance from 2018 through to the beginning of 2019 due to trade wars. Prior to that, it had outperformed the benchmark. 
In 2019, the Fund delivered stellar returns, uplifting its performance profile until the sharp COVID-19 sell-off, after which the 
Fund rebounded handsomely to the first quartile. The Fund continues to be true to its profile and tendency of capturing more 
upside in up-trending market conditions, and more downside in down-trending market conditions. However, this profile mainly 
holds true over the longer term, as opposed to the shorter-term horizon. The volatility of this fund tends to be much higher 
than that of the benchmark, which is testament to the benchmark-agnostic and concentrated nature of the Fund. This is also 
true for the drawdown profile of the Fund, which is consistently higher than the benchmark. However, this higher volatility 
and drawdown profile is well compensated for by the Fund’s risk-adjusted return profile (as measured by the Sharpe ratio and 
Calmar ratio). Since inception, on a rolling five-year basis, the Fund has outperformed the MSCI EM index 68% of the time and 
has outperformed global category average 77% of the time, since inception. 

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

After a strong year in 2020, emerging markets (EM) equities pulled back in the first quarter of 2021, lagging developed 
market equities significantly. Regulatory probes on some big Chinese technology companies dampened investor sentiment 
for EM equities as they came under pressure but with certain pockets continuing to offer decent returns. On the other 
hand, rising developed market bond yields and the acceleration in vaccination rates led to a rotation out of EM equities. 
The Fund, therefore, delivered a return of +2.77% - marginally underperforming the MSCI EM and the global category 
average which returned +2.83% and +3.38%, respectively. Naspers/Prosus, Tencent Music Entertainment and CBD (Brazilian 
retailer) were the largest contributors while Magnit and New Oriental Education were lead detractors. In the second quarter, 
negative sentiment towards Chinese equities continued as regulatory pressure intensified while the Fed’s hawkish tone was 
also unsupportive for EM. The rand also gained notable strength. Against that backdrop, the Fund (-3.05%) was sharply 
hit, underperforming the MSCI EM and the global category average which were up 1.58% and 1%, respectively. Naspers/Prosus, 
which were leading contributors in the first quarter, were the leading detractors after the heightened regulatory crack-
down by the Chinese government. Equally, the Fund’s exposure to Chinese education company, New Oriental Education, 
suffered the same fate along with JD.com. In terms of positioning, the Fund continues to have conviction in current holdings 
while having engagements with Naspers/Prosus regarding the tender offer. The Fund also initiated new buys in Delivery 
Hero and Anglo American, for reasons of valuation and diversification.

CORONATION GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
Gavin Joubert, Suhail Suleman, Lisa Haakman,  
Iakovos Mekios, Henk Groenewald, and Paul Neethling

12 R 6 640 2.02%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS

% of fund - top ten holdings
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QUALITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS 

The emerging markets (EM) strategy is managed by Ian Beattie, who is the co-chief investment officer (CIO) of NS Partners. He 
is supported by fellow co-CIO (Tim Bray), three portfolio managers, a macro & investment strategist and an analyst who recently 
joined the team in 2019. In terms of the experience of senior members of the team, Ian has been with the firm for 23 years (out 
of his 27 years of investment industry experience) while Tom’s investment experience spans over 34 years which have all been 
spent at NS Partners. Interesting to note is the fact that all members of the investment team have a stake in the business, except 
for the recently hired analyst, and therefore business, investment and client interests are very much aligned. Philosophically, 
the strategy follows a hybrid approach composed of a top-down country analysis and a bottom-up stock analysis. NS Partners 
is a long-term, active, growth and quality manager, differentiated mainly by their country liquidity focus on the macro analysis 
side and the economic profit emphasis on its stock-picking side.  The investment process is robust and team-based, allowing 
for rigorous debate and discussion to prevail amongst all team members. 

QUANTITATIVE HIGHLIGHTS

The Fund has outperformed its benchmark consistently over a trailing one-year static period but if we take into account the 
longer track record of the NS Partners GEM strategy, the Fund has outperformed the benchmark on all periods greater than 
a year. While the Fund has displayed higher volatility than the benchmark and the global category average over all static  
periods, this volatility has been well-compensated for as demonstrated by the risk-adjusted returns that are consistently higher 
than the benchmark and the category average.  On a rolling five-year basis over the last 10 years, the Fund has consistently 
outperformed the MSCI EM index as well as the global category average. On the same basis, the Fund has consistently been a 
first quartile performer. In terms of capture ratios, the Fund has displayed a lower downside capture profile relative to its peers. 
The up-capture ratio, however, is moderate to low, signifying that the Fund tends not to “shoot the lights out” but will definitely 
offer a stable return profile. The Fund’s risk management and capital protection mindset is clearly evident even in metrics such 
as maximum and average drawdowns which are lower than the benchmark and peers. The Calmar ratio, on the other hand, has 
been consistently higher. On a rolling five-year basis, since inception, the Fund has outperformed the MSCI EM index 100% of 
the time and has also outperformed EAA Fund GEM category average 100% of the time, since inception.      

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

After a lucrative year in 2020, EM equities retreated in the first quarter of 2021, lagging developed market equities notably. 
The Fund, therefore, delivered a return of +2.16%, underperforming the MSCI EM and the global category average which 
returned +2.83% and +3.38%, respectively. Stock selection in China was a key detractor after the regulatory clampdown on 
the tech sector, followed by India, Russia and Brazil. Country allocation to emerging market Europe and the gulf countries 
detracted. Going to the second quarter, negative sentiment towards Chinese equities continued as regulatory pressure 
persisted while the Fed’s hawkish tone was also unsupportive for EM. On that backdrop, the Fund fell 1.89%, underper-
forming the MSCI EM and the global category average which were up 1.58% and 1%, respectively. Stock selection in China 
continued to detract alongside India, South Korea, Taiwan and Brazil. Country allocation to Hong Kong, Thailand and the 
gulf markets also detracted. At a stock level, Alibaba and Tencent were the leading detractors.  In terms of positioning, the 
Fund initiated new buys in Monde Nissin (a Philippine-based food and beverage company), Shangai Baosight (a Chinese 
software company) and Hon Hai Precision (a Taiwanese electronic company). The Fund has trimmed some exposure in 
some cyclical sectors such as materials and industrials, in favor of defensive ones such as consumer staples, real estate and 
healthcare. The Fund has also increased exposure in information technology and communications. The Fund continues 
to have the largest exposure to China (31.05%), albeit relatively underweight the benchmark, followed by Taiwan (13.53%) 
and India (10.85%).

NEDGROUP INVESTMENTS GLOBAL EMERGING 
MARKETS FEEDER FUND 

Fund Managers Consistency Fund size (Rm) Total Investment Charge 
NS Partners 1 R714 2.02%

FUND INDEXFUND CHARACTERISTICS - GLOBAL EMERGING MARKETS

% of fund - top ten holdings
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Performance and Quartile Rank

The quartile ranking table below includes both the total return and 
the associated quartile ranking for the specified period. Each marker 
represents a fund’s return and quartile ranking.

Asset Allocation

Quartile Ranking

As of Date: 31/03/2015

9.8
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Top Quartile 2nd Quartile 3rd Quartile Bottom Quartile

The asset/sector allocation of the fund is indicated for funds that 
have exposure to different asset classes/sectors (e.g. Flexible, 
Equity General). “Current” indicates the latest allocation as at  
31 December 2015. The previous quarter’s allocation is shown as one 
quarter ago and asset allocation goes back three quarters. 

Fund Size (Rm)

The market value of assets under management at time of publishing 
the Shopping List.

Glacier Consistency Rating 

The Glacier Consistency Rating is an indication of the number of 
consecutive times a fund has appeared on the Shopping List. Should 
a fund be removed from the list and subsequently reinstated, the 
consistency history will no longer be applicable.

12 Month Yield (%)

This figure refers to the yield of the fund for the previous year. It is 
calculated by dividing the total distributions for the past year by the 
fund price at the beginning of the period. This gives an indication 
of the yield received by an investor for the previous one-year 
period. One must remember that annual management company 
fees (as indicated by the TER) are deducted before distributions 
are paid and therefore the yield may be lower than expected. This 
is especially applicable in the case of funds with performance fees. 

Modified Duration

Duration is a useful measure of the sensitivity of a bond or income 
fund to changes in interest rates. For example, if a fund has a modified 
duration of 3.5 years, for every 1% drop in interest rate, the capital 
portion of the fund will grow by 3.5% and vice versa. 

Total Investment Charge (TIC)

Total investment charge is the sum of total expense ratio (TER) and 
transaction costs (TC) (TER+TC).

TER

TER indicates the percentage of the net asset value (NAV) that was 
paid as expenses within the fund. This includes performance fees 
charged by the fund manager. It is also valuable when comparing fees 
on funds of funds as it includes the fees of the underlying funds. As far 
as possible, the latest available TER is indicated.

TC 

TC is the cost incurred in the buying and selling administration of the 
fund and impacts on the fund’s returns.

Risk Analysis

A risk rating of between 0 and 10 has been assigned to every fund, 
illustrating the level of risk associated with the fund. The table indicates 
the corresponding risk level for each rating.

 0 – 2 conservative
 2 – 4 cautious
 4 – 6 moderate
 6 – 8 moderately aggressive
 8 – 10 aggressive

In determining the risk rating for each fund we use downside volatility, 
variability of returns and sector/asset class risk of the fund over one-, 
three- and five-year periods, where available.

Downside volatility, measured by downside deviation, measures 
the variation of the fund’s return below the risk-free rate of return. 
Variability of returns, measured by annualised standard deviation, 
measures the variation of a fund’s returns around its mean. 
Sector/Asset class risk, measured by a classification from one to 
ten calculated for each collective investment sector, measures the 
underlying risk associated with investing in different sectors.   
  

Maximum Drawdown
 
The maximum monthly drawdown in the period is given. This indicates 
the maximum monthly capital loss experienced within the time period 
used.

Positive/Negative Months

This indicates the number of monthly periods during which the fund 
generated a positive/negative return.

Sharpe Ratio

This indicates the excess return generated per unit of risk. A fund’s 
Sharpe ratio should be compared to that of its peers – a higher ratio 
means the fund generated higher risk-adjusted returns. This could be 
due to either higher returns or lower volatility, or a combination of the 
two.

Rolling Returns Chart

Rolling one-year/three-year returns are shown to illustrate the 
performance of funds over moving periods (to remove end-point bias). 
Each point on the chart represents the fund’s one-year/three-year 
return up to that point. Monthly data points were used for the past 5 
years.

Investor Risk Profiles

A conservative investor requires stable investment growth or a high 
level of income. The primary investment goal is capital protection. This 
investor may require access to the investment within three years.

A cautious investor requires stable growth in his/her investment and 
is uncomfortable when investment values decline. The investor may 
require a moderate level of income and is likely to have an investment 
horizon of at least three years. The primary investment goal is capital 
protection. 

A moderate investor invests for the longer term (at least five years) and 
requires no income. The investor can tolerate fluctuations in the value 
of his or her investments from time to time. The primary investment 
goal is capital growth.

A moderately aggressive investor invests for the long term (at least 
seven years) and requires no income. Typically, this investor is prepared 
to accept more risk than a moderate investor, but does not want full 
exposure to equities. The primary investment goal is capital growth.

An aggressive investor invests for the long term (at least ten years) 
and seeks the highest possible growth. Typically, the investor is 
prepared to accept substantial fluctuation in the value of his or her 
investment. The primary investment goal is long-term capital growth. 

Source: Morningstar Direct
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Contact us
This document is intended for use by financial intermediaries.
The information in this document is provided for information purposes
only and should not be construed as the rendering of advice to clients.
Although we have taken reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy of
the information, neither Sanlam nor any of its subsidiaries accept any
liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising
from the use of, or reliance in any manner on the information provided
in this document.
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